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Abstract
The flow equivalence of sofic shifts is examined using results about
the structure of the corresponding covers. A canonical cover gener-
alising the left Fischer cover to arbitrary sofic shifts is introduced
and used to prove that the left Krieger cover and the past set cover
of a sofic shift can be divided into natural layers. These results
are used to find the range of a flow invariant and to investigate the
ideal structure of the universal C∗-algebras associated to sofic shifts.
The right Fischer covers of sofic beta-shifts are constructed, and it
is proved that the covering maps are always 2 to 1. This is used
to construct the corresponding fiber product covers and to classify
these up to flow equivalence. Additionally, the flow equivalence of
renewal systems is studied, and several partial results are obtained
in an attempt to find the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant over
the set of renewal systems of finite type. In particular, it is shown
that the Bowen-Franks group is cyclic for every member of a class
of renewal systems known to attain all entropies realised by shifts of
finite type.
The following is a Danish translation of the abstract as required by the rules
of the University of Copenhagen.
Resume´
Strømningsækvivalens af sofiske skiftrum undersøges vha. resultater
om strukturen af de tilsvarende repræsentationer p˚a grafer. En re-
præsentation, der generaliserer Fischer-repæsentationen til vilk˚arlige
sofiske skiftrum, introduceres og bruges til at vise, at Krieger-
repræsentationen og en anden hyppigt anvendt repræsentation beg-
ge kan inddeles i naturlige lag. Disse resultater benyttes til at finde
billedet af en invariant for strømningsækvivalens og til at undersøge
idealgitrene i de universelle C∗-algebraer knyttet til sofiske skiftrum.
Fischer-repræsentationerne af sofiske beta-skift konstrueres, og det
vises, at de dertilhørende afbildninger altid er 2 til 1. Dette resultat
benyttes til at konstruere fiberprodukt-repræsentationerne af sofiske
beta-skift og til at klassificere disse op til strømningsækvivalens. Des-
uden undersøges strømningsækvivalens af fornyelsessystemer, og en
række delresultater opn˚as i et forsøg p˚a at finde billedet af Bowen-
Franks-invarianten over mængden af fornyelsessystemer af endelig
type. Specielt vises det, at Bowen-Franks-gruppen er cyklisk for al-
le medlemmer af en klasse af fornyelsessystemer, der realiserer alle
entropier, som kan realiseres af irreducible skift af endelig type.
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Preface
This text constitutes my thesis for the PhD degree in mathematics from the
PhD School of Science at the Faculty of Science, University of Copenhagen
where I have been enrolled from May 2007 to May 2011. My time as a
PhD student has primarily been spent studying representations and flow
invariants of sofic shift spaces.
In symbolic dynamics, it is generally very difficult to determine whether
two objects (shift spaces) are equivalent in the natural way, and this has
lead to the development of a large number of powerful invariants which can
be used to provide negative answers to such questions. It has also lead to
an interest in weaker notions of equivalence, and flow equivalence is one of
these. One of the simplest classes of shift spaces is the class of irreducible
shifts of finite type, and Franks [Fra84] has given a very satisfactory classifi-
cation of these up to flow equivalence in terms of a complete invariant that
is both easy to compute and easy to compare. This result has been extended
to general shifts of finite type by Boyle and Huang [Boy02, BH03, Hua94],
but very little is known about the flow equivalence of the class of irreducible
sofic shifts even though it constitutes a natural first generalisation of the
class of shifts of finite type.
The driving force behind this thesis has been a desire to understand the
structure of various standard presentations of sofic shifts on labelled graphs
and to use this understanding to derive results about flow equivalence. The
complete flow equivalence classification of general irreducible sofic shifts
is still a very distant goal, so focus has been on understanding the flow
equivalence of various special classes of sofic shifts.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the basic properties of shift spaces,
conjugacy, and covers. In particular, the Fischer cover and the Krieger
cover, which will play important roles in the following chapters, are intro-
duced, and their basic features are examined. This chapter contains no
original work, and for an expert in symbolic dynamics, it will only serve to
establish notation.
Chapter 2 introduces the basic definitions and properties of flow equiv-
alence and symbol expansion. The first part of the chapter contains no
original work and can be skipped by experts. The chapter also contains
a series of simple lemmas about symbol expansion which will be used to
study flow equivalence repeatedly in the following chapters, some of these
lemmas may not have been seen before, but the results are unsurprising.
The chapter concludes with an application of the results to a class of shift
spaces known as gap shift to illustrate some of the problems encountered
when working with symbol expansion.
Chapter 3 is a slightly extended version of the paper On the Structure
of Covers of Sofic Shifts which has recently been published in Documenta
Mathematica [Joh11]. It investigates the structure of various standard cov-
ers of sofic shifts by introducing a new canonical cover generalising the
Fischer cover and using it to prove that the left Krieger cover and the past
set cover of a sofic shift can be divided into natural layers. This structure
vis used to find the range of a flow invariant and to investigate the ideal-
lattices of the C∗-algebras associated to sofic shifts. The material in this
chapter was mainly developed during visits at the University of Wollongong,
Australia and the University of Tokyo, Japan in 2008.
Chapter 4 investigates the flow equivalence of a class of sofic shifts known
as beta-shifts. To each sofic beta-shift, one can associate a shift of finite
type equipped with a group action, and the main result of the chapter is
a classification up to flow equivalence of these group-shifts. With a con-
jectured result by Boyle, this gives a complete flow classification of sofic
beta-shifts. The results in this chapter were developed in the beginning of
2011.
Chapter 5 concerns a special class of shift spaces called renewal systems.
It has long been an open question in symbolic dynamics whether every
irreducible shift of finite type is conjugate to a renewal system, and the
goal of this work has been to answer the corresponding question for flow
equivalence. The aim has been to find this answer by finding the range of the
Bowen-Franks invariant, which is a complete invariant for flow equivalence
of irreducible shifts of finite type, over the set of renewal systems of finite
type. The main results have been achieved by combining insight gained
through an experimental investigation with a study of the Fischer covers
of renewal systems, and this has allowed a wide variety of values of the
invariant to be constructed, but this is still a work in progress, and the
range remains unknown. During the investigation, a flow classification is
given of the class of renewal systems which Hong and Shin have proved to
achieve all the entropies attained by shifts of finite type [HS09b].
Appendix A describes the experimental approach used in the study of
renewal systems. It accounts for the experimental strategy and gives a
short description of the computer programs used. Additionally, it contains
extra results about the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant which were not
suitable for the presentation in Chapter 5.
Where possible, the notation has been chosen to conform with the no-
tation of the textbook Symbolic Dynamics and Coding by Lind and Marcus
[LM95]. An index is provided to make it easier to navigate between the
chapters.
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Chapter 1
Shift spaces
1
2 1. SHIFT SPACES
Here, a short introduction to the definition and properties of shift spaces
is given to make the presentation self-contained. For a thorough treatment
of shift spaces see [LM95].
1.1 Basic definitions and properties of shift spaces
Let A be a finite set with the discrete topology. The full shift over A
consists of the space AZ endowed with the product topology and the shift
map σ : AZ → AZ defined by σ(x)i = xi+1 for all i ∈ Z. Let A∗ be the
collection of finite words (also known as blocks) over A. A closed and shift
invariant subset X ⊆ AZ is called a shift space (or sometimes just a shift),
and A is called the alphabet of X. When the alphabet is not given a priori,
A(X) will denote the alphabet of X.
1.1.1 Languages and forbidden words
For each F ⊆ A∗, define XF to be the set of biinfinite sequences in AZ
which do not contain any of the forbidden words from F . A subset X ⊆ AZ
is a shift space if and only if there exists F ⊆ A∗ such that X = XF
(cf. [LM95, Proposition 1.3.4]). A word w ∈ A∗ is said to be a factor (or
subword or sub block) of x ∈ X if there exist i, j ∈ Z with i ≤ j such that
xixi+1 . . . xj = w; this will be denoted w = x[i,j], and a similar notation
is used for factors of finite words. For w, u ∈ A∗ write u ⊣ w if u is a
factor of w. If u = w[1,|u|], then u is said to be a prefix of w; a suffix is
defined analogously. The maps rl, ll : A∗ → A map a word to respectively
its rightmost and leftmost symbol. The empty word ǫ is considered a factor
of every word and biinfinite sequence. The language of a shift space X is
the set of all factors of elements of X and it is denoted B(X). The set of
words of length n is denoted Bn(X).
Proposition 1.1 ([LM95, Proposition 1.3.4]). Let A be an alphabet. A set
B ⊂ A∗ is the language of a shift space if and only if for every w ∈ B
• if v is a factor of w, then v ∈ B, and
• there exist u, v ∈ B \ {ǫ} such that uwv ∈ B.
If X is a shift space, then X = XA∗\B(X).
In particular, two shift spaces are equal if and only if they have the same
language.
For each x ∈ X, define the left-ray of x to be x− = · · · x−2x−1 and define
the right-ray of x to be x+ = x0x1x2 · · · . The sets of all left-rays and all
right-rays are, respectively, denoted X− and X+. The set X+ is invariant
under the shift map, and the pair (X+, σ) is an example of a one-sided shift
space (cf. [LM95, p. 140]).
A shift space X is said to be irreducible if there for every u,w ∈ B(X)
exists v ∈ B(X) such that uvw ∈ B(X). In many contexts, irreducible shift
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spaces can be thought of as the building blocks from which more complicated
shift spaces are constructed. X is irreducible if and only if there exists x ∈ X
such that the forward orbit {σn(x) | n ≥ 0} is dense in X.
Example 1.2. Consider the alphabet A = {a, b} and the set of forbidden
words F = {bb}. The shift space X = XF consists of all biinfinite sequences
over A where there are no consecutive bs. This is known as the golden mean
shift for reasons that will become apparent later.
1.1.2 Shifts of finite type
A shift space X over A is said to be a shift of finite type (SFT) if X = XF
for some finite set F ; X is said to be M -step if F can be chosen such that
|w| =M + 1 for all w ∈ F . Clearly, every SFT is M -step for some M ∈ N.
Theorem 1.3 ([LM95, Theorem 2.1.8]). A shift space X is an M -step SFT
if and only if uv, vw ∈ B(X) and |v| ≥M implies that uvw ∈ B(X).
For countable sets E0 and E1 and maps r, s : E1 → E0, the quadruple
E = (E0, E1, r, s) is called a directed graph or simply a graph. The elements
of E0 and E1 are, respectively, the vertices and the edges of the graph,
while the maps give the directions of the edges: For each edge e ∈ E1,
s(e) is the vertex where e starts, and r(e) is the vertex where e ends. A
path λ = e1 · · · en is a sequence of edges such that r(ei) = s(ei+1) for all
i ∈ {1, . . . n− 1}. The vertices in E0 are considered to be paths of length 0.
For each n ∈ N0, the set of paths of length n is denoted En, and the set of all
finite paths is denoted E∗. Define E+ = {e1e2 · · · ∈ (E1)N | r(ei) = s(ei+1)}
and define the set of left-infinite paths E− in the same manner. Extend the
maps r and s to E∗, E+, and E− in the natural way, e.g. by defining
s(e1 · · · en) = s(e1). A circuit is a path λ with r(λ) = s(λ) and |λ| > 0.
For u, v ∈ E0, u is said to be connected to v if there is a path λ ∈ E∗
such that s(λ) = u and r(λ) = v, and this is denoted by u ≥ v [LM95,
Section 4.4]. A vertex is said to be maximal, if it is connected to all other
vertices. E is said to be irreducible (or strongly connected or transitive) if
all vertices are maximal. If E has a unique maximal vertex, this vertex is
said to be the root of E. E is said to be essential if every vertex emits and
receives an edge. If H ⊆ E0, then the subgraph of E induced by H is the
subgraph of E with vertices H and edges {e ∈ E1 | s(e), r(e) ∈ H}. An
irreducible component of E is an irreducible subgraph that is not contained
in any larger irreducible subgraph.
For a finite directed graph E, the edge shift XE is defined by
XE =
{
x ∈ (E1)Z | r(xi) = s(xi+1) for all i ∈ Z
}
.
By construction, an edge shift is a 1-step SFT over E1 with F = {ef | r(e) 6=
s(f)}. If H is the maximal essential subgraph of E, then XE = XH . The
edge shift XE is irreducible if and only if the maximal essential subgraph
of E is an irreducible graph. For E0 = {v1, . . . , vn}, define the adjacency
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matrix of E to be the n × n matrix A where Aij = |{e ∈ E1 | s(e) =
vi, r(e) = vj}|. Many results about edge shifts are conveniently formulated
using the adjacency matrix, so to ease the notation, XA will denote the edge
shift of the graph with adjacency matrix A when A is an integer matrix with
non-negative entries.
1.1.3 Sofic shifts
Let X1 and X2 be shift spaces with shift maps σ1 and σ2, respectively.
A map ϕ : X1 → X2 is said to be shift intertwining if ϕ ◦ σ1 = σ2 ◦ ϕ,
and it is said to be a homomorphism if it is both continuous and shift
intertwining. A surjective homomorphism ϕ : X1 → X2 is called a factor
map, and when such a map exists, X2 is said to be a factor of X1. A
shift space is called sofic∗ [Wei73] if it is a factor of an SFT. Every SFT
is sofic, and a sofic shift which is not an SFT is called strictly sofic. Sofic
shift spaces are often simply called sofic shifts. labelling A labelled graph
(E,L) over an alphabet A consists of a directed graph E and a surjective
labelling map L : E1 → A. Extend the labelling map to E∗, E+, and E−
in the natural way, e.g. by defining L(e1 · · · en) = L(e1) · · · L(en) ∈ A∗.
The labelled graph (E,L) is called, respectively, essential and finite if E is,
respectively, essential and finite. Other terminology is similarly inherited
by labelled graphs. An isomorphism between labelled graphs (E,LE) and
(F,LF ) is a pair of bijections ϕi : Ei → F i for i ∈ {0, 1} such that r(ϕ1(e)) =
ϕ0(r(e)), s(ϕ1(e)) = ϕ0(s(e)), and LE(e) = LF (ϕ1(e)) for all e ∈ E1. If
E0 = {v1, . . . , vn}, then the symbolic adjacency matrix of (E,L) is the n×n
matrix A where Aij is the formal sum of the labels of all edges from vi to
vj. If H ⊆ E0, then the subgraph of (E,L) induced by H is the subgraph of
E induced by H with labelling inherited from (E,L).
Given a labelled graph (E,L), define the shift space X(E,L) by
X(E,L) =
{
(L(xi))i ∈ AZ | x ∈ XE
}
.
The labelled graph (E,L) is said to be a presentation of the shift space
X(E,L), and a representative of a word w ∈ B(X(E,L)) is a path λ ∈ E∗
such that L(λ) = w. Representatives of rays are defined analogously. For
x ∈ B(X(E,L)) ∪ X+(E,L) define the source set by s(x) = {s(λ) | λ ∈ E∗ ∪
E+,L(λ) = x}. For each x ∈ B(X(E,L))∪X−(E,L), the range set r(x) is defined
analogously.
Fischer proved that a shift space is sofic if and only if it can be presented
by a finite labelled graph [Fis75]. Equivalently, a shift space is sofic if and
only if the corresponding language is regular, i.e. it can be recognised by a
deterministic finite automaton. A sofic shift space is irreducible if and only
if it can be presented by an irreducible labelled graph (see [LM95, Section
3.1]). A presentation (E,L) of X is said to be left-resolving if no vertex in
E0 receives two edges with the same label. Right-resolving presentations
are defined analogously.
∗ An English transliteration of a Hebrew word that means finite.
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Figure 1.1: A presentation of the even shift.
Example 1.4. Let A = {1, 0} and let F = {102n−11 | n ∈ N}. The even
shift XF is the standard example of a strictly sofic shift. Figure 1.1 shows
a labelled graph presenting X, so X is sofic. If X was an SFT, it would be
M -step for some M ∈ N, and since 10n, 0n1 ∈ B(X) for all n ∈ N, Theorem
1.3 would imply that 10n1 ∈ B(X) for all n ≥M in contradiction with the
definition of X.
Example 1.5. Let A = {1, 0} and let F = {10n1 | n not prime}. The
prime gap shift XF is an example of a shift space that is not sofic.
1.2 Conjugacy
Because shift spaces are compact, a bijective homomorphism automatically
has a continuous inverse, so the isomorphisms of shift spaces are the in-
vertible, continuous, and shift intertwining maps. Such a map is called a
conjugacy. Two shift spaces are said to be conjugate when there exists a
conjugacy between them. Flow equivalence is a weaker equivalence relation
generated by conjugacy and symbol expansion [PS75] which will be exam-
ined in greater detail in Chapter 2.
1.2.1 Sliding block codes
Let A1 and A2 be alphabets, and let X1 be a shift space over A1. A
map ϕ : X1 → AZ2 is said to be a sliding block code with memory m and
anticipation n if there exists a map Φ: Bm+n+1(X1)→ A2 such that
(ϕ(x))i = Φ(xi−mxi−m+1 · · · xi+n−1xi+n).
The notation ϕ = Φ
[m,n]
∞ will be used when ϕ is determined by Φ in this way;
if m = n = 0, this will simply be written ϕ = Φ∞. The image X2 = ϕ(X1)
is a shift space whenever ϕ is a sliding block code [LM95, Theorem 1.5.13].
Proposition 1.6 ([LM95, Proposition 1.5.8]). Let X1 and X2 be shift
spaces. A map ϕ : X1 → X2 is a homomorphism if and only if it is a
sliding block code.
Example 1.7. Let X be the golden mean shift as defined in Example 1.2.
Define Φ: B2(X)→ {1, 2, 3} by
Φ(aa) = 1, Φ(ab) = 2, and Φ(ba) = 3,
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and define ϕ = Φ
[0,1]
∞ : X → {1, 2, 3}Z . Let Y = ϕ(X) and note that Y is the
edge shift of the graph with two vertices {v1, v2} and edges {1, 2, 3} with
s(1) = r(1) = s(2) = r(3) = v1, r(2) = s(3) = v2. Define Ψ: {1, 2, 3} →
{a, b} by Ψ(1) = Ψ(2) = a and Ψ(3) = b. It is straightforward to check that
Ψ∞ = ϕ
−1, so X and Y are conjugate.
1.2.2 Conjugacy of shifts of finite type
Even for nicely behaved shifts such as SFTs, it is generally very difficult
to determine whether two shift spaces are conjugate. Williams [Wil73] in-
troduced an equivalence relation, called strong shift equivalence, on the set
of integer matrices with non-negative entries such that two edge shifts are
conjugate if and only if the corresponding adjacency matrices are strong
shift equivalent, and this result will be examined in the following.
The first proposition demonstrates the usefulness of Williams’s result by
reducing the conjugacy problem for SFTs to a question about conjugacy of
edge shifts. A sketch of the proof is included to show how the associated
graph is constructed.
Proposition 1.8. Every SFT is conjugate to an edge shift.
Proof. Let X be an M -step SFT. Define a graph with vertex set H0 =
BM(X), edge set H1 = BM+1(X), and range and source maps r, s : H1 →
H0 such that s(w) = w[1,M ] and r(w) = w[2,M+1]. Now,
XH = {(wi)i∈Z ∈ BM+1(X)Z | (wi+1)[1,M ] = (wi)[2,M+1]},
and it is easy to construct a conjugacy from X to XH . See [LM95, Definition
1.4.1] for details.
The edge shift XH constructed in the proof of Proposition 1.8 is called the
higher block shift of X. The following theorem shows that it makes sense
to talk about a conjugacy problem for shifts of finite type.
Theorem 1.9 ([LM95, Theorem 2.1.10]). A shift space that is conjugate to
an SFT is itself an SFT.
Definition 1.10 ([LM95, Definition 7.2.1]). Let A,B be integer matrices
with non-negative entries. An elementary equivalence from A to B is a pair
of integer matrices with non-negative entries (R,S) such that A = RS and
B = SR. This is written (R,S) : A ∼∼ B. A strong shift equivalence of lag l
from A to B is a sequence of l elementary equivalences (Ri, Si) : Ai−1 ∼∼ Ai
with A0 = A and Al = B. A and B are said to be strong shift equivalent if
there exists a strong shift equivalence of lag l from A to B for some l.
It is straightforward to check that strong shift equivalence is an equivalence
relation while elementary shift equivalence is not transitive. An impor-
tant special class of elementary equivalences are state-splittings and state-
amalgamations, see [LM95, §2.4] for details.
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Theorem 1.11 (Williams [Wil73]). Let A,B be integer matrices with non-
negative entries. The edge shifts XA and XB are conjugate if and only if A
and B are strong shift equivalent.
This illustrates the problem of determining whether or not two shift spaces
are conjugate: The proof is not constructive and neither the lag l nor
the dimensions of the matrices involved in the elementary equivalences are
bounded. Hence, there is no way to use this theorem to check whether two
SFTs are conjugate. A weaker equivalence relation called shift equivalence
[LM95, Definition 7.3.1] was introduced by Williams [Wil73] in an attempt
to alleviate this problem, and a long-standing conjecture in symbolic dy-
namics stated that two matrices are shift equivalent if and only if they are
strong shift equivalent. This is known as the shift equivalence problem or
the Williams conjecture, and for a long time it was arguably the most im-
portant problem in symbolic dynamics. Eventually, shift equivalence and
strong shift equivalence were proved to be different by Kim and Roush who
constructed a counterexample [KR92, KR99].
1.2.3 Conjugacy invariants
As mentioned in the previous section, it is generally difficult to determine
whether two shift spaces are conjugate, so it is useful to have a collection of
invariants in order to be able to provide negative answers to such questions.
The first and arguably most important of these invariants is the entropy:
Definition 1.12 ([LM95, Definition 4.1.1]). The entropy of a shift space
X is h(X) = limn→∞ 1/n log |Bn(X)|.
If X is a shift space with alphabet A, then Bn(X) ≤ |A|n, so h(X) ≤ log|A|.
Equality holds if X is the full A-shift. The golden mean shift gets it name
from the fact that it’s entropy is (1 +
√
5)/2 (cf. [LM95, Example 4.1.4]).
Proposition 1.13 ([LM95, Proposition 4.1.9]). Let X and Y be shift spaces.
If Y is a factor of X, then h(Y ) ≤ h(X). In particular, h(X) = h(Y ) when
X and Y are conjugate.
The entropy of an edge shift (and hence of an arbitrary SFT) can be
computed using Perron-Frobenius theory [LM95, §4.2]:
Theorem 1.14 ([LM95, Theorem 4.4.4]). If A is an integer matrix with
non-negative entries, then h(XA) = log λA where λA > 0 is the maximal
eigenvalue of A.
A real number λ ≥ 1 is a Perron number if it is an algebraic integer that
strictly dominates all its other algebraic conjugates. A weak Perron number
is a real number λp for which λ is a Perron number and p ∈ N. A number
log µ is the entropy of an SFT if and only if µ is a weak Perron number
[LM95, Theorem 11.1.5]. The following proposition shows that these results
about the entropies of SFTs can also be used to compute the entropies of
sofic shifts.
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Proposition 1.15 ([LM95, Proposition 4.1.13]). If a labelled graph (G,L)
is either right- or left-resolving, then h(X(G,L)) = h(XG).
Using Examples 1.4 and 1.7 and Proposition 1.15, it follows that the even
shift and the golden mean shift have the same entropy.
Let X be a shift space. An element x ∈ X is said to have period p if
σp(x) = x. It is straightforward to prove that for each n ∈ N, the number
of points with period n and the number of points with least period n are
conjugacy invariants.
Definition 1.16 ([LM95, Definition 7.4.15]). Let A be a n × n integer
matrix with non-negative entries. The co-kernel BF(A) = Zn/Zn(Id−A) is
called the Bowen-Franks group of A.
When A is an n × n integer matrix with non-negative entries, row and
column operations over Z can be used to transform Id−A into a unique
diagonal matrix diag(d1, . . . , dn) where di|di+1. This is called the Smith
normal form of A (see e.g. [New72]). The row and column operations are
given by matrices invertible over Z, so BF(A) ≃ Z/d1Z ⊕ · · · ⊕ Z/dnZ,
and there is an algorithm for computing the Smith normal form, so it is
straightforward to compute the Bowen-Franks group when the adjacency
matrix is known.
Theorem 1.17 ([LM95, Theorem 7.4.17]). If A and B are strong shift
equivalent integer matrices with non-negative entries, then BF(A) ≃ BF(B).
In fact, the Bowen-Franks group is also an invariant of shift equivalence,
but that will not be important in this context; see the proof in [LM95] for
details. For an arbitrary SFTX, Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 1.17 are used
to define the Bowen-Franks group BF(X) to be the unique Bowen-Franks
group of the adjacency matrix of an edge shift conjugate to X.
1.3 Covers
Every sofic shift can be presented by infinitely many different labelled
graphs, so it is natural to look for general ways to find presentations with
nice properties.
Definition 1.18. Let S be a subclass of the class of sofic shifts. A cover
defined on S is a pair of maps (cov, πcov) such that for each X ∈ S, cov(X)
is an SFT and πcov(X) : cov(X)→ X is a factor map.
To improve readability, the notation πcov(X) will be used instead of πcov(X)
in the following. The map πcov(X) is called the covering map.
Remark 1.19. If S is a subclass of the class of sofic shifts and if each
X ∈ S has a distinguished presentation (GX ,LX), then cov(X) = XGX
and πcov(X) = (LX)∞ defines a cover. I.e. cov(X) is the edge shift of the
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distinguished presentation of X, and πcov(X) maps a path λ ∈ XGX to the
corresponding biinfinite sequence of labels (LX(λi))i∈Z. With a slight abuse
of terminology, the labelled graph (GX ,LX) itself will be said to be a cover
of X since this is done in large parts of the literature on the subject. The
covers considered in the following will almost exclusively be of this kind.
Definition 1.20. (cf. [JM94, Sections I and III] and [LM95, Exercise 3.2.8])
Let X be a shift space. For a right-ray or word x ∈ X+ ∪ B(X), define the
predecessor set of x to be the set of left-rays which may precede x in X, i.e.
P∞(x
+) = {y− ∈ X− | y−x+ ∈ X} when x+ ∈ X+.
The follower set F∞(x) of a word or left-ray x is defined analogously. Pre-
decessor and follower sets consisting of finite words instead of rays are useful
in some contexts, so for w ∈ B(X), define P (w) = {v ∈ B(X) | vw ∈ B(X)}
and F (w) = {v ∈ B(X) | wv ∈ B(X)}.
Definition 1.21. Let (E,L) be a labelled graph presenting a sofic shift X.
For each v ∈ E0, define the predecessor set of v to be the set of left-rays in
X which have a presentation terminating at v. This is denoted PE∞(v), or
just P∞(v) when (E,L) is understood from the context. The presentation
(E,L) is said to be predecessor-separated if PE∞(u) 6= PE∞(v) when u, v ∈ E0
and u 6= v. Follower-separated vertices and labelled graphs are defined
analogously.
In the following, there will be particular focus on covers of the type discussed
in Remark 1.19 for which the labelled graphs are predecessor-separated.
1.3.1 The Krieger cover
The first, and arguably most important, example of a cover defined on the
entire class of sofic shifts is the Krieger cover introduced in [Kri84]. This is
an example of a cover defined as described in Remark 1.19.
Definition 1.22 (Krieger [Kri84]). The left Krieger cover of a shift space
X is the labelled graph (K,LK) where K0 = {P∞(x+) | x+ ∈ X+}, and
where there is an edge labelled a ∈ A(X) from P ∈ K0 to P ′ ∈ K0 if and
only if there exists x+ ∈ X+ such that P = P∞(ax+) and P ′ = P∞(x+).
The right Krieger cover is defined analogously using the follower sets
of left-rays as vertices. A shift space is sofic if and only if the number of
predecessor sets is finite [Kri84, §2], so the left Krieger cover is a finite
labelled graph exactly when the shift space is sofic. It is easy to check that
the left Krieger cover of X is a left-resolving and predecessor-separated
presentation of X, and that K is always an essential graph.
The left Krieger cover is sometimes ([Car03, CM04]) defined using prede-
cessor sets consisting of the finite words which can precede a given right-ray.
This is also sometimes called the Perron-Frobenius cover [Sam98]. However,
there is a natural bijective correspondence between the predecessor sets con-
sisting of left-rays, and the predecessor sets consisting of finite words, and
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the two definitions are equivalent. A benefit of using words instead of rays
is that the definition can then be used for both one-sided and two-sided
shift spaces.
Proposition 1.23 ([LM95, Exercise 2.2.8]). Let X be a sofic shift with left
Krieger cover (K,L), then X is an SFT if and only if the sliding block code
L∞ : XK → X induced by L is a conjugacy.
The following simple facts are needed in the investigation of the structure
of the left Krieger cover.
Lemma 1.24. Let X be a sofic shift with left Krieger cover (K,LK).
1. Each x+ ∈ X+ has a presentation in (K,LK) starting at P∞(x+).
2. If P ∈ K0, then PK∞(P ) = P .
3. If P ∈ K0, and there is a presentation of x+ starting at P , then
P ⊆ P∞(x+).
Proof.
1. This follows directly from the definition of the left Krieger cover.
2. Choose x+ ∈ X+ such that P = P∞(x+). By (1) there is a path with
label x+ starting at P . The left Krieger cover is a presentation of X,
so if there is a path with label y− terminating at P , then y−x+ ∈ X,
and hence, y− ∈ P∞(x+). On the other hand, if . . . y−2y−1 = y− ∈
P∞(x
+), then there is a path
· · · y−3−→ P∞(y−2y−1x+) y−2−→ P∞(y−1x+) y−1−→ P∞(x+)
in the left Krieger cover.
3. If y− ∈ P , then there is a path labelled y− terminating at P by (2),
so y−x+ ∈ X and therefore y− ∈ P∞(x+).
Consider the right-ray x+ = 0∞ in the even shift (see Examples 1.4 and
1.30), to see that a right-ray can start at a vertex P 6= P∞(x+).
1.3.2 The past set cover
The following definition gives a cover that is closely related to – but not
always isomorphic to – the left Krieger cover.
Definition 1.25 ([LM95, p. 73]). The past set cover of a shift space X is
the labelled graph (W,LW ) where W 0 = {P∞(w) | w ∈ B(X)}, and where
there is an edge labelled a ∈ A(X) from P ∈W 0 to P ′ ∈W 0 if and only if
there exists w ∈ B(X) such that P = P∞(aw) and P ′ = P∞(w).
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It is easy to check that the past set cover of X is a left-resolving and
predecessor-separated presentation of X. The past set cover is sometimes
(e.g. [BEPss]) defined using predecessor sets consisting of the finite words
which can precede a given word. However, as with the Krieger cover, there
is a natural bijective correspondence between the predecessor sets consisting
of left-rays, and the predecessor sets consisting of finite words, and the two
definitions are equivalent. The definition used here was chosen to highlight
the similarities with the left Krieger cover, but despite the similarity of
the definitions, the left Krieger cover and the past set cover are not always
identical. A later example (Example 3.25) illustrates this difference. The
future set cover is defined analogously to the past set cover by using the
follower sets of words as vertices.
1.3.3 The Fischer cover
Fischer proved that up to labelled graph isomorphism every irreducible sofic
shift has a unique left-resolving presentation with fewer vertices than any
other left-resolving presentation [Fis75]. This defines a cover of the type
discussed in Remark 1.19 called the left Fischer cover of X.
Definition 1.26. (cf. [JM94, Section III]) A word v ∈ B(X) is intrinsi-
cally synchronizing if uvw ∈ B(X) whenever uv ∈ B(X) and vw ∈ B(X).
A right-ray x+ is intrinsically synchronizing if it contains an intrinsically
synchronizing word as a factor.
By Theorem 1.3, a shift space X is an M -step SFT if and only if every
w ∈ B(X) with |w| ≥M is intrinsically synchronizing.
The left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic shift X is isomorphic to
an irreducible subgraph of the left Krieger cover of X induced by the set
of vertices that are predecessor sets of intrinsically synchronizing right-rays.
This result can be traced back to [Kri84, Lemma 2.7]. In a left-resolving and
predecessor-separated labelled graph, every right-ray can be extended on the
left to an intrinsically synchronizing right-ray [LM95, Proposition 3.3.16],
so if P,P ′ ∈ K0 and P is a vertex in the irreducible subgraph of the left
Krieger cover identified with the left Fischer cover, then P ≥ P ′. Hence, this
irreducible component will be called the top irreducible component of the
left Krieger cover. This leads to the following two corollaries to Proposition
1.23.
Corollary 1.27. If X is an irreducible SFT then the left Fischer cover and
the left Krieger cover of X are isomorphic.
The opposite implication is, however, not true in general (see e.g. Example
3.20).
Corollary 1.28. Let X be an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover
(F,L), then X is an SFT if and only if the sliding block code L∞ : XF → X
induced by L is a conjugacy.
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P1 P2 P1 P2
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(F,LF ) (K,LK)
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
Figure 1.2: Left Fischer cover and left Krieger cover of the even shift. Note
that the left Fischer cover is the top irreducible component of the left Krieger
cover.
The following theorem gives an important characterisation of the left
Fischer cover which will be used repeatedly in the following.
Theorem 1.29 ([LM95, Corollary 3.3.19]). Let X be an irreducible sofic
shift. Then a labelled graph (G,L) presenting X is (isomorphic to) the
left Fischer cover of X if and only if it is irreducible, left-resolving, and
predecessor-separated.
Example 1.30. Let X be the even shift discussed in Example 1.4 and
consider the predecessor sets:
P1 = P∞(0
2n1x+) = {y−102k ∈ X− | k ∈ N0} ∪ {0∞}
P2 = P∞(0
2n+11x+) = {y−102k+1 ∈ X− | k ∈ N0} ∪ {0∞}
P3 = P∞(0
∞) = X−.
A word (and hence a right-ray) is intrinsically synchronizing if and only if
it contains a 1, so the left Fischer cover is the irreducible subgraph of the
left Krieger cover which contains the two vertices corresponding to the first
two predecessor sets. Figure 1.2 shows the left Fischer cover and the left
Krieger cover of the even shift.
The introduction of the left Fischer cover allows simple definitions of
two nicely behaved classes of sofic shifts called, respectively, almost finite
type shifts [Mar85, Nas85] and near Markov shifts [BK88]. A labelled graph
(E,L) is said to be right-closing with lag l at v ∈ E0 if whenever λ, µ ∈ El,
s(λ) = s(µ) = v, and L(λ) = L(µ), then λ1 = µ1. (E,L) is said to be
right-closing with lag l if it is right-closing with lag l at every vertex v ∈ E0.
This is a generalisation of the right-resolving graphs introduced earlier since
a graph is right-resolving if and only if it is right-closing with lag 1. Left-
closing graphs are defined analogously.
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Definition 1.31 ([LM95, Definition 5.1.4]). An irreducible sofic shift X is
said to be of almost finite type (AFT) if the left Fischer cover is right-closing.
This definition appears asymmetric, but in fact, an irreducible sofic shift is
AFT if and only if the right Fischer cover is left-closing. These are two of
many different equivalent definitions of AFT shifts. Note that every SFT is
an AFT. The following notation is taken from [BCE].
Definition 1.32. Let X be an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover
(F,LF ) and let π : XF → X be the covering map. Define
• the multiplicity m(π) = sup{|π−1(x)| | x ∈ X},
• the multiplicity set M(π) = {x ∈ X | |π−1(x)| > 1} ⊆ X, and
• the multiplicity set M−1(π) = π−1(M(π)) ⊆ XF .
Since the left Fischer cover is left resolving, m(π) < |F 0| < ∞, so the map
π is m(π) to 1. An irreducible sofic shift is AFT if and only if M−1(π) is
closed [Mar85, Nas85], so for an AFT, both M−1(π) and M(π) are shift
spaces.
Definition 1.33 (Boyle and Krieger [BK88]). Let X be an irreducible sofic
shift with left Fischer cover (F,LF ) and let π : XF → X be the covering
map. X is said to be near Markov if M(π) is finite.
Note that every near Markov shift is an AFT and that every SFT is near
Markov.
1.3.4 Canonical covers
A cover is particularly useful if it respects conjugacy. This is captured by
the following definition.
Definition 1.34. A cover (cov, πcov) defined on a subclass S of the class of
sofic shifts is said to be canonical if whenever X,Y ∈ S and ϕ : X → Y is a
conjugacy, there exists a unique conjugacy cov(ϕ) : cov(X)→ cov(Y ) such
that the following diagram commutes
X Y
cov(X) cov(Y )
ϕ
πcov(X)
cov(ϕ)
πcov(Y )
Theorem 1.35 (Krieger [Kri84]). The left and right Krieger and Fischer
covers are canonical.
This result was also proved by Nasu [Nas86], and the technique of that
proof will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 where the same method will
be used to show that a generalisation of the Fischer cover is also canonical.
It should also be possible to use the same technique to prove that the past
set cover is canonical.
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Chapter 2
Flow Equivalence
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As mentioned in Section 1.2, it is generally hard to determine when
two shift spaces are conjugate. This makes it attractive to consider weaker
equivalence relations as well, and flow equivalence is one of these. The
definition is purely topological, but a result by Parry and Sullivan [PS75]
gives a description of flow equivalence in terms of symbolic dynamics. Flow
equivalence of shift spaces has been studied much less intensely than conju-
gacy, but there are several interesting results. In particular, Franks [Fra84]
has proved that irreducible SFTs can be classified up to flow equivalence
by a complete invariant that is both easy to compute and easy to compare,
and Boyle and Huang [Boy02, BH03, Hua94] have extended this to reducible
SFTs at the cost of introducing a much less tractable invariant. Much less is
known about the flow equivalence of strictly sofic shifts, but Boyle, Carlsen,
and Eilers have given a classification of near Markov shifts and AFT shifts
where the covering maps of the Fischer covers are 2 to 1 [BCE]. The com-
plete flow classification of (irreducible) sofic shifts is still a very distant goal,
so the work in this thesis has been focused on investigating invariants and
classifying special classes of sofic shift spaces such as the ones considered in
Chapters 4 and 5.
Section 2.1 gives basic definitions and properties of flow equivalence and
introduces the fundamental result of Parry and Sullivan. Section 2.2 gives a
brief account of classification results and invariants which will be used in the
following, and Section 2.3 gives a number of lemmas describing concrete flow
equivalences which will be used repeatedly in later chapters. Finally, Section
2.4 applies these results to a class of sofic shifts called gap shifts to illustrate
some of the problems that arise when working with flow equivalence.
2.1 Flow equivalence and symbol expansion
A short introduction to the basic definitions and properties of flow equiv-
alence will be given in the following. Particular focus will be on a process
called symbol expansion and on the important result by Parry and Sullivan
which allows a dynamical interpretation of flow equivalence. For a more
detailed introduction to flow equivalence of shift spaces, see [Tha06].
2.1.1 Flow equivalence
Let (X,σ) be a shift space. Intuitively, the goal of the following definition
is to make sense of σr(x) for x ∈ X and r ∈ R \ Z.
Definition 2.1. Let (X,σ) be a shift space, equip X ×R with the product
topology, and define an equivalence relation on X ×R by (x, t) ∼ (σ(x), t−
1). The suspension flow SX of X is the quotient space X × R/∼. The
equivalence class of (x, t) in SX will be denoted [x, t].
The suspension flow is also sometimes (e.g. in [BCE]) called the mapping
torus. The suspension flow is a special case of a more general topological
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concept called a continuous flow (see e.g. [LM95, p. 456]). The suspen-
sion flow of a shift space is a compact Hausdorff space. A homomorphism
ϕ : X → Y between shift spaces induces a homeomorphism Sϕ : SX → SY .
Let X be a shift space. For each [x, t] ∈ SX and r ∈ R, define [x, t]+r =
[x, t+r]. For each z ∈ SX, the set {z+r ∈ SX | r ∈ R} is called a flow line.
If Y is a shift space and if Φ: SX → SY is a homeomorphism, then for each
z ∈ SX, there exists a map ϕz : R → R such that Φ(z + r) = Φ(z) + ϕz(r)
for all r ∈ R (see e.g. [Tha06, Theorem 6] for details), i.e. a homeomorphism
maps flow lines to flow lines.
Definition 2.2. Let X and Y be shift spaces. A homeomorphism Φ: SX →
SY is said to be a flow equivalence if there for each z ∈ SX exists a mono-
tonically increasing map ϕz : R → R such that Φ(z + r) = Φ(z) + ϕz(r).
In this case, X and Y are said to be flow equivalent and this is denoted
X ∼FE Y .
I.e. a homeomorphism is a flow equivalence if it maps flow lines to flow
lines in a direction preserving manner. It is easy to check that flow equiva-
lence is an equivalence relation and that conjugate shift spaces are also flow
equivalent.
2.1.2 Symbol expansion
Let X be a shift space with alphabet A, let A ⊆ A, and introduce a new
symbol ♦a /∈ A for each a ∈ A. The goal is to define a new shift space
obtained from X by replacing each occurrence of a ∈ A by a♦a in each
x ∈ X. Let AexpA = A∪ {♦a | a ∈ A}, and define τA : A → A∗expA by
τA(a) =
{
a♦a , a ∈ A
a , a /∈ A .
Extend τA to a map on A∗ in the natural way. In order to construct a
corresponding map of biinfinite sequences, it is necessary to choose how to
index the entries in the image, so define expA : X → AZexpA by
expA(· · · x−1.x0x1 · · · ) = · · · τA(x−1).τA(x0)τA(x1) · · ·
Here, the period denotes the position to the left of entry number 0, so if
x ∈ X with x0 = a and y = expA(x), then y0 = a and y1 = ♦a. The
image expA(X) is closed but not shift invariant. This leads to the following
definition.
Definition 2.3. Define XexpA = expA(X) ∪ σ(expA(X)).
XexpA it is said to be the shift space obtained from X via a symbol expansion
of A. This is justified by the following proposition. For A = {a}, write expa
instead of exp{a}. In this case, the symbol expanded shift X
expa will often
be denoted Xa7→a♦ to emphasise the procedure.
Proposition 2.4. XexpA is a shift space over AexpA with language BexpA =
τA(B(X)) ∪ {w | ∃a ∈ A : aw ∈ τA(B(X))}.
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Proof. BexpA satisfies the conditions in Proposition 1.1 since B(X) satisfies
them, and it is easy to check that w ∈ A∗expA is a factor of some x ∈ XexpA
if and only if w ∈ BexpA .
Similarly, if F is a set of forbidden words for X, then F(XexpA) = τAF ∪
{b♦a | b 6= a} is a set of forbidden words for XexpA , and XexpA is the shift
space obtained from X by replacing every a by a♦a in every x ∈ X for each
a ∈ A. Symbol expansion is often thought of as a time-delay: Consider a
biinfinite sequence x ∈ X as being read one symbol at a time by a machine
taking equally long reading each symbol. In XexpA , the word a♦a takes
twice as long to read as the individual symbols, but in many ways it still
behaves like a single symbol.
Symbol expansion is important in the study of flow equivalence because
of the following fundamental theorem which allows flow equivalence to be
interpreted in a natural way in terms of symbolic dynamics.
Theorem 2.5 (Parry and Sullivan [PS75]). Shift spaces X and Y are flow
equivalent if and only if there exist shift spaces X = X1, . . . ,Xn = Y such
that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, either
• Xi and Xi+1 are conjugate,
• Xi+1 is obtained from Xi via a symbol expansion, or
• Xi is obtained from Xi+1 via a symbol expansion.
In this way, flow equivalence is the coarsest equivalence relation finer than
conjugacy and symbol expansion. The proof in [PS75] is very compact; for
a more detailed proof, see [PT82, pp. 87] or [Tha06, Theorem 17].
Remark 2.6. In the definition of symbol expansion, a direction was chosen
by inserting the new symbol ♦a to the right of the original symbol a. One
could think that a different notion of flow equivalence would be obtained by
considering a form of symbol expansion inserting the new symbol to the left
of the original symbol, but this is not the case. Indeed, it is straightforward
to check that such a left symbol expansion can be obtained by a right
symbol expansion followed by a conjugacy. This is expectable, since there
is no preferred direction in the topological definition of flow equivalence.
2.2 Flow invariants and classification
Irreducible shifts of finite type have been completely classified up to flow
equivalence by Franks [Fra84], and this has been extended to a classification
of arbitrary shifts of finite type by Boyle and Huang [Boy02, BH03, BS05,
Hua94]. Boyle, Carlsen, and Eilers have reduced the classification problem
of AFT shifts to a problem involving reducible SFTs equipped with group
actions and used this to give classifications of near Markov shifts and AFT
shifts where the covering maps of the Fischer covers are 2 to 1 [BCE], but
very little is known about the classification of general (irreducible) sofic
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shifts. The purpose of this section is to give an overview of some classifi-
cation results and invariants for sofic shifts. Invariants of flow equivalence
will be called flow invariants in the following.
The following well-known result shows that many of the classes of shift
spaces considered so far are invariant under flow equivalence.
Proposition 2.7. If X is an SFT, sofic, or irreducible and if Y is flow
equivalent to X, then Y is, respectively, an SFT, sofic, and irreducible.
Proof. The three properties are preserved under conjugacy [LM95, Theorem
2.1.10 and Corollary 3.2.3], so by Theorem 2.5, it is sufficient to check that
they are also preserved under symbol expansions. Let a ∈ A(X). If X = XF
for a finite set F , thenXexpa can also be described by a finite set of forbidden
words. If X is presented by a labelled graph (G,L), then Xexpa is presented
by the graph obtained from (G,L) by replacing every edge labelled a with
two edges in succession labelled respectively a and ♦a. The invariance of
irreducibility follows in a similar manner.
In this context, it is also worth mentioning that many important invari-
ants of conjugacy are not flow invariants. The entropy, in particular, is not
a flow invariant because a symbol expansion will change the number of al-
lowed words of a given length. The symbol expansion of a periodic point is
again a periodic point, but the period will change, so the number of periodic
points of a given length is not a flow invariant.
2.2.1 Shifts of finite type
By Proposition 1.8, every SFT is conjugate (and hence also flow equivalent)
to an edge shift, so it is sufficient to understand the flow equivalence of
edge shifts. Bowen and Franks [BF77] have proved that the Bowen-Franks
group of an edge shift XA is not only an invariant of conjugacy but also an
invariant of flow equivalence, and the same is true for the determinant of
Id−A [PS75]. Since |det(Id−A)| is determined by the Smith normal form
of Id−A, it is sufficient to know the Bowen-Franks group and the sign of
the determinant in order to find the determinant. The following important
theorem shows that these invariants are sufficient to give a complete flow
classification of irreducible SFTs.
Theorem 2.8 (Franks [Fra84]). Let XA,XB be irreducible edge shifts that
are not flow equivalent to the trivial shift with one element. XA ∼FE XB if
and only if BF(A) = BF(B) and sgn det(Id−A) = sgn det(Id−B).
As mentioned in Section 1.2, it is straightforward to compute the Bowen-
Franks group of an edge shift, so the complete invariant is both easy to
compare and easy to compute, and this makes the result very useful. The
pair consisting of sgn det(Id−A) and BF(XA) is called the signed Bowen-
Franks group or the Bowen-Franks invariant and it is denoted BF+(XA). If,
for example, BF(XA) = G and det(Id−A) < 0, then BF+(XA) = −G. As
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for the unsigned Bowen-Franks group, this terminology and notation will
be extended to arbitrary SFTs via Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 2.8.
The Bowen-Franks group is a finitely generated abelian group, so it can
be written as a finite direct sum of cyclic groups. If BF(XA) = G and if
one of the terms in G is Z, then det(Id−A) = 0, and the Bowen-Franks
invariant is written BF+(XA) = G. It is easy to check that every possible
combination of sign and finitely generated abelian group can be achieved as
the Bowen-Franks invariant of an irreducible SFT. If X [n] is the full shift
with n symbols, then BF+(X
[n]) = −Z/(n− 1)Z.
In order to classify reducible SFTs, Boyle and Huang [Boy02, BH03,
BS05, Hua94] use a collection of groups and group homomorphisms called
the K-web as an invariant. The details of the construction will be omitted
here since the result will not be needed in the following.
2.2.2 Covers of sofic shifts
When (cov, πcov) is a cover defined on some subclass S of the sofic shifts,
covX is an SFT for each X ∈ S. The following will demonstrate when the
flow class of this SFT can be used as a flow invariant of X.
Definition 2.9. A cover (cov, πcov) defined on a subclass S of the class of
sofic shifts is said to respect symbol expansion if for all X ∈ S, a ∈ A(X),
and ♦ /∈ A(X) there exists a map Lcov(X) : A(cov(X))→ A(X) such that
• πcov(X)((yn)n∈Z) = (Lcov(X)(yn))n∈Z for all (yn)n∈Z ∈ cov(X), and
• for A = L−1cov(X)({a}), there exists a conjugacy ϕ : cov(Xa7→a♦) →
(cov(X))expA such that the following diagram commutes
cov(Xa7→a♦) (cov(X))expA
Xa7→a♦ covX
ϕ
πcov(Xa 7→a♦) exp−1A
expa ◦πcov(X)
Remark 2.10. Let S be a subclass of the class of sofic shifts where each
X ∈ S has a distinguished presentation (GX ,LX) as described in Remark
1.19, and consider the cover defined by cov(X) = XGX and πcov(X) = LX .
This cover respects symbol expansion if (GXa 7→a♦ ,LXa 7→a♦) is the labelled
graph obtained from (GX ,LX) by replacing each edge labelled a by two
edges in succession labelled respectively a and ♦.
Theorem 2.11 (Boyle, Carlsen, and Eilers [BCE]). Let (cov, πcov) be a
canonical cover respecting symbol expansion defined on a subclass S of the
class of sofic shifts. If X,Y ∈ S and ϕ : SX → SY is a flow equivalence,
then there exists a unique flow equivalence cov(ϕ) : S cov(X) → S cov(Y )
such that the following diagram commutes
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SX SY
S cov(X) S cov(Y )
ϕ
Sπcov(X)
cov(ϕ)
Sπcov(Y )
A cover satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.11 is said to be flow invariant.
The following proposition shows that the main covers considered in Sec-
tion 1.3 can all be used as invariants of flow equivalence of sofic shifts.
Proposition 2.12 (Boyle, Carlsen, and Eilers [BCE]). The left and right
Fischer and Krieger covers as well as the past set and future set covers are
all flow invariant.
Proof. These covers are all canonical and have the property mentioned in
Remark 2.10.
The previous proposition is useful, because it allows the powerful invari-
ants of SFTs to be used for sofic shifts, but information is obviously lost in
this process. Some of this can be reclaimed using the following proposition.
Proposition 2.13 (Boyle, Carlsen, and Eilers [BCE]). Let X1 and X2 be
flow equivalent irreducible sofic shifts. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let πi : XFi → Xi be the
covering map of the left Fischer cover (Fi,Li) of Xi, then m(π1) = m(π2).
Naturally, an analogous result holds for the right Fischer cover.
2.3 Working with symbol expansion
As seen in Theorem 2.5, conjugacies and symbol expansions allow far-
reaching deformations of a shift space. This section will show a number
of concrete constructions that can be used to construct explicit conjugacies
and symbol expansions between flow equivalent shift spaces. This will allow
a more intuitive use of symbol expansion, and the lemmas are used repeat-
edly in the following chapters. The results are unsurprising and at least
some of them have already been used in arguments in the literature, but
there are traps which must be avoided when working with symbol expansion,
so full proofs are given to show what can (and cannot) be achieved.
2.3.1 Expanding with letters from the original alphabet
In symbol expansion, a letter that does not belong to the original alphabet is
inserted after each occurrence of a specific letter, but often it is undesirable
to expand the alphabet in this way, so the first goal is to show how to symbol
expand a letter by symbol from the original alphabet.
Let X be a shift space over A and let a, b ∈ A. Choose a symbol
♦ /∈ A and construct Xa7→a♦. Define a one-block map Φ: A∪ {♦} → A by
Φ(♦) = b and Φ|A = IdA, and let ϕ = Φ∞ : Xa7→a♦ → AZ be the induced
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sliding block code with memory and anticipation 0. Define the shift space
Xa7→ab = ϕ(Xa7→a♦).
Lemma 2.14. If X is a shift space over A and a, b ∈ A with a 6= b, then
X ∼FE Xa7→ab.
Proof. Choose a symbol ♦ /∈ A and construct ϕ : Xa7→a♦ → Xa7→ab as
above. Since X ∼FE Xa7→a♦, it is sufficient to prove that ϕ is a conjugacy.
Define Ψ : B2(Xa7→ab)→ A∪ {♦} by
Ψ(w) =
{ ♦ , w = ab
rl(w) , w 6= ab ,
let ψ = Ψ
[1,0]
∞ : Xa7→ab → (A∪{♦})Z be the induced sliding block code with
memory 1 and anticipation 0, and note that ψ = ϕ−1.
The map ϕ : Xa7→a♦ → Xa7→ab generally fails to be injective when a = b
since ϕ((a♦)∞) = a∞ = ϕ((♦a)∞). A symbol can, however, be replaced by
two copies of itself in a shift space where this never happens.
Lemma 2.15. Let X be a shift space and let a ∈ A(X). If there exists
N ∈ N such that aN /∈ BN (X), then X ∼FE Xa7→aa.
Proof. As above, it is sufficient to prove that the map ϕ : Xa7→a♦ → Xa7→aa
is injective. Define Ψ : B2N+1(Xa7→aa)→ A∪ {♦} by
Ψ(w) =


rl(w) , rl(w) 6= a
a , ba2n−1 is a suffix of w for b 6= a, n ∈ N
♦ , ba2n is a suffix of w for b 6= a, n ∈ N
,
and let ψ = Ψ
[2N,0]
∞ : Xa7→aa → Xa7→a♦. Now ψ = ϕ−1.
2.3.2 Symbol contraction
In this section, an inverse operation to symbol expansion is constructed.
Let X be a shift space over A∪{♦}. Define the map e♦ : A∪{♦} → A∗ by
e♦(♦) = ǫ and e♦|A = IdA. Extend this to a map e♦ : (A∪ {♦})∗ → A∗ in
the natural way. Let B♦7→ε = e♦(B(X)). Assume that there exists N ∈ N
such that ♦N /∈ B(X). It is straightforward to prove that B♦7→ǫ is then the
language of a shift space X♦7→ǫ.
Lemma 2.16. Let X be a shift space over A ∪ {♦} with a ∈ A such that
xi = a if and only if xi+1 = ♦ for all x ∈ X and i ∈ Z. Then X is obtained
from X♦7→ǫ by a symbol expansion of a to a♦. In particular X♦7→ǫ ∼FE X.
Proof. Let Y = X♦7→ǫ and check that Y a7→a♦ has the same language as
X.
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Let X be a shift space over A, and assume that there exist a, b ∈ A with
a 6= b such that F (a) = bF (ab) (i.e. in X, the letter a is always followed by
the letter b). Choose ♦ /∈ A and define Φ: B2(X)→ A∪ {♦} by
Φ(w) =
{ ♦ , w = ab
rl(w) , w 6= ab .
Let ϕ = Φ
[1,0]
∞ : X → (A ∪ {♦})Z be the induced sliding block code with
memory 1 and anticipation 0. Let Y = ϕ(X). Now ϕ : X → Y is a conjugacy
by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.14. In Y , a is always
followed by ♦, and clearly ♦ is always preceded by a. Let Xab7→a = Y ♦7→ǫ.
Lemma 2.17. If X is a shift space over A with a, b ∈ A, a 6= b such that
F (a) = bF (ab), then X ∼FE Xab7→a.
Proof. This follows from the construction above and Lemma 2.16.
If X is a shift space, a ∈ A(X), and w ∈ B(X) such that F (a) = wF (aw),
then Lemma 2.17 can be applied repeatedly and the resulting shift space is
denoted Xaw 7→a.
2.3.3 Symbol expansion of words
The goal of this section is to show how and when it is possible to insert a
symbol after each occurrence of a word rather than after each occurrence of
a letter.
Let X be a shift space over A, let ♦,♥ /∈ A, and consider a non-empty
word w ∈ B(X). Let N = |w| ≥ 1, and define Φ: BN (X)→ A∪ {♥} by
Φ(v) =
{ ♥ , v = w
rl(v) , v 6= w .
Let ϕ = Φ
[N−1,0]
∞ : X → (A∪{♥})Z. The map ϕ is injective, so Y = ϕ(X) is
a shift space conjugate toX. Construct Y ♥7→♥♦ and define Ψ: A∪{♥,♦} →
A∪ {♦} by
Ψ(a) =
{
rl(w) , a = ♥
a , a 6= ♥ .
Let ψ = Ψ∞ : Y
♥7→♥♦ → (A ∪ {♦})Z be the induced sliding block code
with memory and anticipation 0. The inverse of ψ is the sliding block code
induced by a function which maps rl(w) to ♥ if it is followed by ♦, so ψ
is a conjugacy. The image ψ(Y ♥7→♥♦) is denoted Xw 7→w♦. Note that the
construction can be carried out even if w can overlap with itself.
Lemma 2.18. For any shift space X over A, any word w ∈ B(X), and any
symbol ♦ /∈ A, Xw 7→w♦ ∼FE X.
Proof. In the construction above, X is conjugate to Y and Y ♥7→♥♦ is con-
jugate to Xw 7→w♦. The result follows since Y ∼FE Y ♥7→♥♦ by Theorem
2.5.
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The next goal is to define the symbol expansion of a word by a letter
that is already in the alphabet. Let X be a shift space over A, and consider
a word w ∈ B(X) and a letter b ∈ A. Choose some symbol ♦ not in A and
construct Xw 7→w♦ as above. Define Φ: A ∪ {♦} → A by
Φ(a) =
{
b , a = ♦
a , a 6= ♦ .
Construct the induced sliding block code ϕ = Φ∞ : X
w 7→w♦ → (A)Z, and
define the shift space Xw 7→wb = ϕ(Xw 7→w♦). Note that Xw 7→wb need not be
flow equivalent to X, since ϕ is not generally a conjugacy.
To formulate conditions for when X and Xw 7→wb are flow equivalent, it
is useful to introduce some new notation. Consider w ∈ Bn(X). A word v
is said to be a w-overlap if there exist 1 = k1 < k2 < . . . < km = |v| − n+1
with ki+1 < ki + n such that v[ki,ki+n−1] = w for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For
example, the word ababa is a aba-overlap, while it is not a abab-overlap. For
x ∈ X, a factor x[i,j] is said to be a maximal w-overlap if there do not exist
i′ < i and j′ > j such that x[i′,j′] is a w-overlap (i.e. it cannot be extended
to a longer w-overlap). X is said to admit (non-trivial) w-overlaps if there
exists a w-overlap v 6= w in B(X).
Lemma 2.19. Let X be a shift space over A, let w ∈ B(X), and let b ∈ A.
If X does not allow non-trivial w-overlaps and if for all v ∈ F (w) with
|v| ≤ |w|, wbv does not have wb as a suffix, then X ∼FE Xw 7→wb.
Proof. The conditions guarantee that the sliding block code ϕ used in the
construction above is injective.
The following example shows that the conditions in Lemma 2.19 are more
restrictive than necessary.
Example 2.20. Consider the run length limited shift X = X(1, 3) (cf.
[LM95, Example 1.2.5]). This is the shift space over A = {0, 1} where
1 occurs infinitely often in all elements of X and where the number of
0’s between two successive occurrences of 1 is either 1, 2, or 3. Construct
X007→000 as described above. Note that X007→000 is the shift space over {0, 1}
where 1 occurs infinitely often in all elements and where the number of 0’s
between two successive 1’s is an element of {1, 3, 5}. Clearly, w = 00 overlaps
non-trivially with itself in 000 ∈ B(X), so the conditions of Lemma 2.19 are
not satisfied, but it is also clear that the map ϕ used in the construction of
X007→000 is in fact injective because there is an upper bound on the length
of strings of 0s in X and X007→000 which makes it possible to distinguish
newly added 0s from the original ones. Hence, X ∼FE X007→000.
2.3.4 Symbol contraction of words
Let X be a shift space over A and let w ∈ B(X). Assume that F (w) =
bF (wb) for some b ∈ A and that w is not a power of b. The latter only
excludes the shifts where a sufficient number of b’s is necessarily followed
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by an infinite string of b’s. Let n = |w|, let ♦ /∈ A, and define a map
Φ : Bn(X)→ A∪ {♦} by
Φ(v) =
{ ♦ , v = w
rl(v) , v 6= w .
Let ϕ = Φ
[n−1,0]
∞ : X → (A ∪ {♦})Z, and let Y = ϕ(X). By assumption,
♦ is always followed by b in Y , so it is possible to define Y ♦b7→♦. Define
Ψ: A ∪ {♦} → A by
Ψ(a) =
{
rl(w) , a = ♦
a , a 6= ♦ ,
let ψ = Ψ∞ : Y
♦b7→♦ → AZ be the induced sliding block code with memory
and anticipation 0, and define Xwb7→w = ψ(Y ♦b7→♦). Note that ψ need
not be a conjugacy, so Xwb7→w is not flow equivalent to X in general. In
particular, this process will erase letters inside some occurrences of w if w
can overlap with itself, so the construction is mainly useful when there are
some constraints on w.
Lemma 2.21. Let X be a shift space for which there exist w ∈ B(X) and
b ∈ A such that F (w) = bF (wb). If
• X does not admit non-trivial wb-overlaps, and
• there is no u ∈ F (wb) with 1 ≤ |u| < |w| such that w is a suffix of wu,
then X ∼FE Xwb7→w.
Proof. The first condition guarantees that none of the original w’s are al-
tered by the process, while the second condition guarantees that no new w’s
are created in Xwb7→w, so the map ψ constructed above is invertible.
Example 2.22. Consider the shift space X over {a, b} where the set of
forbidden words is F = {bab}. Clearly, any occurrence of ba must be fol-
lowed by a, and neither ba nor baa overlaps with itself, so the conditions of
Lemma 2.21 are satisfied. Hence, X ∼FE Xbaa7→ba, and it is easy to check
that Xbaa7→ba = {a, b}Z.
2.3.5 Replacing words
Let X be a shift space over A. Consider w ∈ Bn(X) for which X does not
admit non-trivial w-overlaps, and let ♦ be some symbol not in A. The goal
is to replace w by ♦ in every x ∈ X. Define Φ: Bn(X)→ (A ∪ {♦}) by
Φ(v) =
{ ♦ , v = w
ll(v) , v 6= w ,
and let ϕ = Φ
[0,n−1]
∞ be the induced sliding block code with memory 0 and
anticipation n − 1. This is clearly a conjugacy. Let Y = ϕ(X). Since w
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does not overlap with itself in any allowed word in B(X), each occurrence
of ♦ in an element of Y is followed by the final n− 1 letters of w. Since ♦
is a new symbol, all these letters can be removed using Lemma 2.17. The
resulting shift space is denoted Xw 7→♦. Note that Xw 7→♦ is obtained from
X by replacing each occurrence of w by ♦ in every x ∈ X.
Lemma 2.23. For any shift space X and any w ∈ B(X) for which X does
not admit non-trivial w-overlaps, X ∼FE Xw 7→♦.
Proof. This is obvious from the construction above.
2.4 Application: Flow equivalence of gap shifts
In this section, the preceding lemmas are applied to an investigation of the
flow equivalence of a certain class of sofic shifts. For S ⊆ N0, the S-gap
shift X(S) (cf. [LM95, pp. 7]) is the shift space over {0, 1} for which the set
of forbidden words is
F =
{ {10n1 | n /∈ S} , S infinite
{10n1 | n /∈ S} ∪ {0maxS+1} , S finite .
X(S) is sofic if and only if there exist e1, . . . , ek, f1, . . . , fl, N ∈ N0 such
that S = {e1, . . . , ek} ∪ ({f1, . . . , fl} + NN0) (see e.g. [LM95, problem
3.1.10]). Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that {e1, . . . , ek} ∩
({f1, . . . , fl}+NN0) = ∅, that f1 < · · · < fl, and that fl − f1 < N . X(S) is
an SFT if and only if N ∈ {0, 1}.
Lemma 2.24. Let S ⊆ N0.
1. If k ∈ N, then X(S + k) ∼FE X(S).
2. If a, b ∈ N0 \ {S}, then X(S ∪ {a}) ∼FE X(S ∪ {b}).
Proof. The first statement follows by using Lemma 2.14 k times on X(S) to
expand 1 by 0k. For the second statement, introduce a new symbol ♦ and
define Φ: Ba+2(X(S ∪ {a}))→ {0, 1,♦} by
Φ(w) =
{ ♦ , w = 10a1
ll(w) , otherwise
.
Clearly, ϕ = Φ[0,a+1] : X(S ∪ {a}) → {0, 1,♦}Z is injective. Use Lemma
2.14 or 2.17 on ϕ(X(S ∪ {a})) to construct a shift space where every ♦ is
followed by 0bx for some x ∈ {1,♦}. Finally, construct a conjugacy from
the resulting shift to X(S ∪ {b}) as above. The result follows by Theorem
2.5.
Proposition 2.25. Let N ∈ N and let
S = {e1, . . . , ek} ∪ ({f1, . . . , fl}+NN0) ⊆ N0
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0 f1 f2 f3 fl· · ·
N f1 +Nf2 +N f3 +N fl +N· · ·
1 7→ 10N
0
N f1 +Nf2 +N f3 +N fl +N· · ·
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the proof of Proposition 2.25. Translation of the
periodic structure of S in the case 0 < k ≤ l where m = 1.
with {e1, . . . , ek}∩ ({f1, . . . , fl}+NN0) = ∅, f1 < · · · < fl, and fl−f1 < N .
Let 1 ≤ j ≤ l, j ≡ 1− k (mod l), and
S′ = {0, fj+1 − fj, . . . , fl − fj, f1 +N − fj, . . . , fj−1 +N − fj}+NN0,
then X(S) ∼FE X(S′).
Proof. Choose m ∈ N0 such that k = ml− j+1, and consider T = S+mN .
By Lemma 2.24(1), X(T ) ∼FE X(S). Consider Figure 2.1, and note how the
periodic structure is translated. Use Lemma 2.24(2) k times to see that the
sets
T = {e1 +mN, . . . , ek +mN} ∪ ({f1, . . . , fl}+N(m+ N0))
and
T ′ = {fj , . . . , fl}
∪ ({f1, . . . , fl}+N) ∪ · · · ∪ ({f1, . . . , fl}+ (m− 1)N)
∪ ({f1, . . . , fl}+N(m+ N0))
= {fj , fj+1, . . . , fl, f1 +N, . . . , fj−1 +N}+NN0
generate flow equivalent gap shifts. The result now follows by Lemma
2.24(1).
This result allows a reduction of the generating set of a sofic gap shift to a
standard form, and two gap shifts with the same reduced form are clearly
flow equivalent. However, it is still unclear whether two sofic gap shifts can
be flow equivalent without having the same reduced form.
The following proposition uses the reduction from Proposition 2.25 to
give a complete classification of SFT gap shifts. If S ⊆ N0 and X(S) is
an SFT, then either S or N0 \ S is finite, i.e. S = {e1, . . . , ek} or S =
{e1, . . . , ek} ∪ (f + N0) for some 0 ≤ e1 < e2 < . . . < ek < f .
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v0
v1 · · · vs2−1 vs2
...
vskvsk+1· · ·vn−1
1
0
0 0 0
0
1
0
0 0 0
0
1
Figure 2.2: Right Fischer cover of the gap shift X(S) with S = {s1, . . . , sk}+
nN0 for minimal n and s1 = 0 < s2 < · · · < sk < n.
Proposition 2.26. Let S ⊆ N0 such that X(S) is an SFT.
• If |S| = k, then X(S) is flow equivalent to the full k-shift.
• If S is infinite, then X(S) is flow equivalent to the full 2-shift.
Proof. Let S = {e1, . . . , ek} for 0 ≤ e1 < e2 < . . . < ek, and choose k
different symbols ♦1, . . . ,♦k /∈ A(X(S)) = {0, 1}. First, use Lemma 2.23
to replace the word 10ek by ♦n. Then replace 10ek−1 by ♦k−1 and continue
so that 10ei gets replaced by ♦i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Note that it is
important to replace the longest strings of 0’s first. The result is the shift
space {♦1, . . . ,♦n}Z.
For the second statement, assume that S = {e1, . . . , ek} ∪ (f +N0) with
0 ≤ e1 < e2 < . . . < ek < f . By Proposition 2.25, X(S) ∼FE X(N0) =
{0, 1}Z.
Lemma 2.27. If S = {s1, . . . , sk}+nN0 with minimal n and s1 = 0 < s2 <
· · · < sk < n, then the right Fischer cover (F,LF ) of X(S) is the labelled
graph shown in Figure 2.2, and BF+(XF ) = −Z/kZ.
Proof. The graph in Figure 2.2 is a presentation of X(S), and it is both right-
resolving and follower-separated, so it is the right Fischer cover of X(S) by
(an analogue of) Theorem 1.29. The (non-symbolic) adjacency matrix of
the underlying graph is the n× n matrix A defined by
Ai,j =


1 , j ≡ i+ 1 (mod n)
1 , j = 1, i ∈ {s1, . . . , sk}, and i < n− 1
2 , j = 1, i = sk = n− 1
0 , otherwise
.
Using row and column additions and subtractions, it is easy to check that
the Smith normal form of Id−A is Diag(k, 1, 1, . . . , 1) and that det(Id−A) =
−k.
Proposition 2.28. Let S = {s1, . . . , sk}+nN0 and T = {t1, . . . , tl}+mN0
with minimal n,m. If X(S) ∼FE X(T ), then k = l and n = m.
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Proof. Assume that X(S) ∼FE X(T ), and let S′, T ′ be the sets obtained by
applying Proposition 2.25 to S and T respectively. Then X(S′) ∼FE X(T ′).
The edge shifts of the underlying graphs of the right Fischer covers of X(S′)
and X(T ′) are flow equivalent by Proposition 2.12, so k = l by Theorem
2.8 and Lemma 2.27. Let (F,LF ) be the right Fischer cover of X(S′). The
only left-ray that has more than one presentation in (F,LF ) is 0∞ ∈ X(S′)−
which has n presentations. Hence, the covering map of (F,LF ) is n to 1.
By symmetry, the covering map of the right Fischer cover of X(T ′) is m to
1, so n = m by Proposition 2.13.
According to Boyle [Boy11], the first part of this result can be replaced
by a significantly stronger statement: If N ∈ N, S, T ⊆ {0, . . . , N − 1},
and X(S +NN0) ∼FE X(T +NN0) then S ≡ T (mod N). I.e. the periodic
structure of the generating set is a flow invariant. This can, for example, be
used to show that the gap shifts generated by {0, 1}+5N0 and {0, 2}+5N0
are not flow equivalent. With Lemma 2.27, this shows that the Bowen-
Franks invariant of the right Fischer cover is not a complete invariant of
flow equivalence of sofic gap shifts.
Example 2.29. Consider S = {0, 1} + 3N0 and T = {0, 2} + 3N0. All
the invariants discussed above have the same value for the two correspond-
ing gap shifts, and this is arguably the simplest example where it is still
unknown whether there exists a flow equivalence.
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Chapter 3
Structure of covers of sofic
shifts
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The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the structure of – and
relationships between – various standard presentations (the Fischer cover,
the Krieger cover, and the past set cover) of sofic shift spaces. These results
are used to find the range of the flow invariant introduced in [BEPss], and to
investigate the ideal structure of the C∗-algebras associated to sofic shifts.
In this way, the work can be seen as a continuation of the strategy applied
in [CE04a, CE04b, Mat01], where invariants for shift spaces are extracted
from the associated C∗-algebras.
Section 3.2 introduces the concept of a foundation of a cover, which
is used to prove that the left Krieger cover and the past set cover can be
divided into natural layers and to show that the left Krieger cover of an
arbitrary sofic shift can be identified with a subgraph of the past set cover.
In Section 3.3, the structure of the layers of the left Krieger cover of
an irreducible sofic shift is used to find the range of the flow invariant
introduced in [BEPss]. Section 3.4 uses the results about the structure
of covers of sofic shifts to investigate ideal lattices of the associated C∗-
algebras. Additionally, it is proved that Condition (∗) introduced by Carlsen
and Matsumoto [CM04] holds if and only if the left Krieger cover is the
maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover.
Every result developed for left-resolving covers in this chapter has an
analogue for the corresponding right-resolving cover. These results can eas-
ily be obtained by considering the transposed shift space XT = {(x−i)i∈Z |
x ∈ X} and the transposed graphs obtained by reversing all edges (see e.g.
[LM95, p. 39]).
3.1 Generalising the Fischer cover
Jonoska [Jon96] proved that a reducible sofic shift does not necessarily have
a unique minimal left-resolving presentation, so there is no direct analogue
of the left Fischer cover for reducible sofic shifts. The aim of this section
is to define a generalisation of the left Fischer cover as the subgraph of the
left Krieger cover induced by a certain subset of vertices.
Let X be a sofic shift space, and let (K,LK) be the left Krieger cover of
X. A predecessor set P ∈ K0 is said to be indecomposable if V ⊆ K0 and
P =
⋃
Q∈V Q implies that P ∈ V .
Lemma 3.1. If a predecessor set P ∈ K0 is indecomposable, then the sub-
graph of (K,LK) induced by K0 \ {P} is not a presentation of X.
Proof. Let E be the subgraph of K induced by K0 \{P}. Choose x+ ∈ X+
such that P = P∞(x
+). Let V ⊆ K0 \ {P} be the set of vertices where a
presentation of x+ can start. By Lemma 1.24(3), Q ⊆ P∞(x+) = P for each
Q ∈ V , and by assumption, there exists y− ∈ P \⋃Q∈V Q. Hence, there is
no presentation of y−x+ in (E,LK |E).
Lemma 3.1 shows that a subgraph of the left Krieger cover which presents
the same shift must contain all the indecomposable vertices. The next
example shows that this subgraph is not always large enough.
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Figure 3.1: Left Krieger cover of the shift considered in Example 3.2. Note
that the labelled graph is no longer a presentation of the same shift if the
decomposable predecessor set P = P1 ∪ P2 is removed.
Example 3.2. It is easy to check that the labelled graph in Figure 3.1 is
the left Krieger cover of a reducible sofic shift X. Note that the predecessor
set P is decomposable since P = P1 ∪ P2, and that the graph obtained
by removing the vertex P and all edges starting at or terminating at P is
not a presentation of the same sofic shift since there is no presentation of
f∞dbjk∞ in this graph. Note that there is a path from P to the vertex P ′
which is indecomposable.
Together with Lemma 3.1, this example motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.3. The generalised left Fischer cover (G,LG) of a sofic shift
X is defined to be the subgraph of the left Krieger cover induced by G0 =
{P ∈ K0 | P ≥ P ′, P ′ indecomposable}.
The following proposition justifies the term generalised left Fischer cover.
Proposition 3.4.
(i) The generalised left Fischer cover of a sofic shift X is a left-resolving
and predecessor-separated presentation of X.
(ii) If X is an irreducible sofic shift, then the generalised left Fischer cover
is isomorphic to the left Fischer cover.
(iii) If X1,X2 are sofic shifts with disjoint alphabets, then the generalised
left Fischer cover of X1 ∪X2 is the disjoint union of the generalised
left Fischer covers of X1 and X2.
Proof. Given y− ∈ X−, choose x+ ∈ X+ such that y− ∈ P∞(x+) =
P . By definition of the generalised left Fischer cover, there exist vertices
P1, . . . , Pn ∈ G0 such that P =
⋃n
i=1 Pi. Choose i such that y
− ∈ Pi. By
construction, the left Krieger cover contains a path labelled y− terminating
at Pi. Since Pi ∈ G0, this is also a path in the generalised left Fischer
cover. This proves that the generalised left Fischer cover is a presentation
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of X−, and hence also a presentation of X. Since the left Krieger cover
is left-resolving and predecessor-separated, so is the generalised left Fischer
cover.
Let X be an irreducible sofic shift, and identify the left Fischer cover
(F,LF ) with the top irreducible component of the left Krieger cover (K,LK).
By the construction of the generalised left Fischer cover, it follows that the
left Fischer cover is a subgraph of the generalised left Fischer cover. Let
x+ ∈ X+ such that P = P∞(x+) is indecomposable. Let S ⊆ F 0 be
the set of vertices where a presentation of x+ in (F,LF ) can start. Then
P =
⋃
v∈S P∞(v), so P ∈ S ⊆ F 0 by assumption. Hence, the generalised
left Fischer cover is also a subgraph of the left Fischer cover.
Since X1 and X2 have no letters in common, the left Krieger cover of
X1 ∪X2 is just the disjoint union of the left Krieger covers of X1 and X2.
The generalised left Fischer cover inherits this property from the left Krieger
cover.
The shift consisting of two non-interacting copies of the even shift (see
Example 1.30) is a simple reducible example where the generalised left Fis-
cher cover is a proper subgraph of the left Krieger cover.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a sofic shift with left Krieger cover (K,LK). If there
is an edge labelled a from an indecomposable P ∈ K0 to a decomposable
Q ∈ K0, then there exists an indecomposable Q′ ∈ K0 and an edge labelled
a from P to Q′.
Proof. Choose x+ ∈ X+ such that P = P∞(ax+) and Q = P∞(x+). Since
Q is decomposable, there exist n > 1 and indecomposable predecessor sets
Q1, . . . , Qn ∈ K0 \ {Q} such that Q = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qn. Let S be the set of
predecessor sets P ′ ∈ K0 for which there is an edge labelled a from P ′ to
Qj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Given y− ∈ P , y−ax+ ∈ X, so y−a ∈ Q. Choose
1 ≤ i ≤ n such that y−a ∈ Qi. By construction, there exists P ′ ∈ S such
that y− ∈ P ′. Reversely, if y− ∈ P ′ ∈ S, then there is an edge labelled a
from P ′ to Qi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so y−a ∈ Qi ⊆ Q. This implies that
y−ax+ ∈ X, so y− ∈ P . Thus P = ⋃P ′∈S P ′, but P is indecomposable, so
this means that P ∈ S. Hence, there is an edge labelled a from P to Qi for
some i, and Qi is indecomposable.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of this result and
the definition of the generalised left Fischer cover.
Proposition 3.6. The generalised left Fischer cover is essential.
The left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic shift X is minimal in the
sense that no other left-resolving presentation of X has fewer vertices. The
next example shows that this is not true for the generalised left Fischer
cover.
Example 3.7. It is easy to check that the labelled graph in Figure 3.2 is
the left Krieger cover of a reducible sofic shift X. Note the similarity with
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Figure 3.2: Left Krieger cover of the shift considered in Example 3.7.
the shift considered in Example 3.2. The predecessor set P is decomposable
since P = P1 ∪ P2. All other predecessor sets are indecomposable, so the
labelled graph in Figure 3.2 is also the generalised left Fischer cover of X.
Consider the labelled graph obtained by removing the vertex P and all
edges starting at or terminating at P . This is clearly also a presentation
of X. Hence, there exist sofic shifts for which a proper subgraph of the
generalised left Fischer cover is also a presentation of the shift. Note that
Lemma 3.1 shows that such a subgraph must contain all vertices given by
indecomposable predecessor sets.
3.1.1 Canonical and flow invariant
The next goal is to prove that the generalised left Fischer cover is canonical
by using results and methods used by Nasu [Nas86] to prove that the left
Krieger cover is canonical. With Theorem 2.11, this will be used to prove
that the generalised left Fischer cover is also flow invariant.
Definition 3.8. When A, C,D are alphabets, an injective map f : A → CD
is called a bipartite expression. If X1,X2 are shift spaces with alphabets
A1 and A2, respectively, and if f1 : A1 → CD is a bipartite expression, then
a map Φ: X1 → X2 is said to be a bipartite code induced by f1 if there
exists a bipartite expression f2 : A2 → DC such that one of the following
two conditions is satisfied:
(i) If x ∈ X1, y = Φ(x), and f1(xi) = cidi with ci ∈ C and di ∈ D for all
i ∈ Z, then f2(yi) = dici+1 for all i ∈ Z.
(ii) If x ∈ X1, y = Φ(x), and f1(xi) = cidi with ci ∈ C and di ∈ D for all
i ∈ Z, then f2(yi) = di−1ci for all i ∈ Z.
A mapping Φ: X1 → X2 is called a bipartite code, if it is the bipartite code
induced by some bipartite expression.
It is clear that a bipartite code is a conjugacy and that the inverse of a
bipartite code is a bipartite code. Bipartite codes are of interest in this
context because of the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.9 (Nasu [Nas86, Theorem 2.4]). Any conjugacy can be decom-
posed into a product of bipartite codes.
Let Φ: X1 → X2 be a bipartite code corresponding to bipartite expres-
sions f1 : A1 → CD and f2 : A2 → DC, and use the bipartite expressions to
recode X1 and X2 to
Xˆ1 = {(f1(xi))i | x ∈ X1} ⊆ (CD)Z
Xˆ2 = {(f2(xi))i | x ∈ X2} ⊆ (DC)Z.
For i ∈ {1, 2}, fi induces a one-block conjugacy fromXi to Xˆi, and Φ induces
a bipartite code Φˆ : Xˆ1 → Xˆ2 which commutes with these conjugacies. If Φ
satisfies condition (i) in the definition of a bipartite code, then (Φˆ(xˆ))i =
dici+1 when xˆ = (cidi)i∈Z ∈ Xˆ1. If it satisfies condition (ii), then (Φˆ(xˆ))i =
di−1ci when xˆ = (cidi)i∈Z ∈ Xˆ1. The shifts Xˆ1 and Xˆ2 will be called the
recoded shifts of the bipartite code, and Φˆ will be called the recoded bipartite
code.
A labelled graph (G,L) is said to be bipartite if G is a bipartite graph,
i.e. the vertex set can be partitioned into two sets (G0)1 and (G
0)2 such
that no edge has it’s range and source in the same set. When (G,L) is a
bipartite labelled graph over an alphabet A, define two graphs G1 and G2
as follows: For i ∈ {1, 2}, the vertex set of Gi is (G0)i, the edge set is the set
of paths of length 2 in (G,L) for which both range and source are in (G0)i,
and the range and source maps are inherited from G. For i ∈ {1, 2}, define
Li : G1i → A2 by Li(ef) = L(e)L(f). The pair (G1,L1), (G2,L2) is called
the induced pair of labelled graphs of (G,L). This decomposition is not
necessarily unique, but whenever a bipartite labelled graph is mentioned, it
will be assumed that the induced graphs are specified.
Remark 3.10 (Nasu [Nas86, Remark 4.2]). Let (G,L) be a bipartite label-
led graph for which the induced pair of labelled graphs is (G1,L1), (G2,L2).
LetX1 andX2 be the sofic shifts presented by these graphs, and let XG1 ,XG2
be the edge shifts generated by G1, G2. The natural embedding f : G
1
1 →
(G1)2 is a bipartite expression which induces two bipartite codes ϕ± : XG1 →
XG2 such that (ϕ+(x))i = fiei+1 and (ϕ−(x))i = fi−1ei when x = (eifi)i∈Z ∈
XG1 . Similarly, the embedding F : L1(G11)→ (L(G1))2 is a bipartite expres-
sion which induces bipartite codes Φ± : X1 → X2 such that (Φ+(x))i =
biai+1 and (Φ−(x))i = bi−1ai when x = (aibi)i∈Z ∈ X1. By definition,
Φ± ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ϕ± when π1 : XG1 → X1, π2 : XG2 → X2 are the covering
maps. The bipartite codes ϕ± and Φ± are called the standard bipartite codes
induced by (G,L).
The following lemma is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Lemma 3.11 (Nasu [Nas86, Corollary 4.6(1)]). Let Φ: X1 → X2 be a
bipartite code between sofic shifts X1 and X2. Let Xˆ1 and Xˆ2 be the recoded
shifts of X1 and X2 respectively, and let (K1,L1) and (K2,L2) be the left
Krieger covers of Xˆ1 and Xˆ2 respectively. Then there exists a sofic shift
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(K1,L1)
(K2,L2)
(K,L)
ci
di
ci+1
Φˆ = Φ+ : Xˆ1 → Xˆ2
Φ+((cidi)i) = (dici+1)i
ϕ+ : XK1 → XK2
ϕ+((eifi)i) = (fiei+1)i
πi : XKi → Xˆi
Φ+ ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ϕ+
Figure 3.3: An illustration of Lemma 3.11. For i ∈ {1, 2}, (Ki,Li) is the
left Krieger cover of the recoded shift Xˆi. The recoded bipartite code Φˆ
is equal to the standard bipartite code Φ+ induced by the bipartite left
Krieger cover (K,L) of the sofic shift Xˆ constructed in Lemma 3.11.
Xˆ for which the left Krieger cover is a bipartite labelled graph such that
the induced pair of labelled graphs is (K1,L1), (K2,L2) and such that the
recoded bipartite code Φˆ : Xˆ1 → Xˆ2 of Φ is one of the standard bipartite
codes Φ± induced by the left Krieger cover of Xˆ as defined in Remark 3.10.
The proof of the following theorem is very similar to the proof of the
corresponding result by Nasu [Nas86, Theorem 3.3] for the left Krieger cover.
Theorem 3.12. The generalised left Fischer cover is canonical.
Proof. Let Φ: X1 → X2 be a bipartite code. Let Xˆ1, Xˆ2 be the recoded
shifts, let (K1,L1), (K2,L2) be the corresponding left Krieger covers, and
let Φˆ : Xˆ1 → Xˆ2 be the recoded bipartite code. Use Lemma 3.11 to find
a sofic shift Xˆ such that the left Krieger cover (K,L) of Xˆ is a bipartite
labelled graph for which the induced pair of labelled graphs is (K1,L1),
(K2,L2). Let (G1,L1), (G2,L2), and (G,L) be the generalised left Fischer
covers of respectively Xˆ1, Xˆ2, and Xˆ .
The labelled graph (G,L) is bipartite since G is a subgraph of K. Note
that a predecessor set P in K01 or K
0
2 is decomposable if and only if the
corresponding predecessor set in K0 is decomposable. If i ∈ {1, 2} and
Q ∈ G0i ⊆ K0i , then there is a path in Ki from Q to an indecomposable
P ∈ K0i . By considering the corresponding path in K, it is clear that the
vertex in K0 corresponding to Q is in G0. Conversely, if Q ∈ G0, then there
is a path in K from Q to a indecomposable P ∈ K0. If P and Q belong to
the same partition K0i , then the vertex in Ki corresponding to Q is in G
0
i
by definition. On the other hand, if Q corresponds to a vertex in Ki and if
P belongs to the other partition, then Lemma 3.5 shows that there exists
an indecomposable P ′ in the same partition as Q and an edge from P to P ′
in K. Hence, there is also a path in Ki from the vertex corresponding to Q
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to the vertex corresponding to P ′, so Q ∈ G0i . This proves that the pair of
induced labelled graphs of (G,L) is (G1,L1), (G2,L2).
Let Ψˆ± : Xˆ1 → Xˆ2 be the standard bipartite codes induced by (G,L).
Remark 3.10 shows that there exist bipartite codes ψˆ± : XG1 → XG2 such
that Ψˆ±◦πˆ1|XG1 = πˆ2|XG2 ◦ψˆ±. The labelled graph (G,L) presents the same
sofic shift as (K,L), so they both induce the same standard bipartite codes
from Xˆ1 to Xˆ2, and by Lemma 3.11, Φˆ is one of these standard bipartite
codes, so Φˆ = Ψˆ+ or Φˆ = Ψˆ−. In particular, there exists a bipartite code
ψˆ : XG1 → XG2 such that Φˆ ◦ πˆ1|XG1 = πˆ2|XG2 ◦ ψˆ.
By recoding Xˆ1 to X1 and Xˆ2 to X2 via the bipartite expressions in-
ducing Φ, this gives a bipartite code ψ such that Φ ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ψ when
π1, π2 are the covering maps of the generalised left Fischer covers of X1 and
X2 respectively. By Theorem 3.9, any conjugacy can be decomposed as a
product of bipartite codes, so this proves that the generalised left Fischer
cover is canonical.
Theorem 3.13. The generalised left Fischer cover is flow invariant.
Proof. By Proposition 2.12, the left Krieger cover respects symbol expan-
sion: If X is a sofic shift with alphabet A, a ∈ A, and ♦ /∈ A, then the left
Krieger cover of Xa7→a♦ is obtained by replacing each edge labelled a in the
left Krieger cover of X by two edges in sequence labelled a and ♦ respec-
tively. Clearly, the generalised left Fischer cover inherits this property. By
Theorems 2.11 and 3.12, it follows that the generalised left Fischer cover is
flow invariant.
3.2 Foundations and layers of covers
Let E = (E,L) be a finite left-resolving and predecessor-separated labelled
graph. For each V ⊆ E0 and each word w over the alphabet A of L define
wV = {u ∈ E0 | u is the source of a path labelled w terminating in V }.
Definition 3.14. Let S be a subset of the power set P(E0), and let ∼ be
an equivalence relation on S. The pair (S,∼) is said to be past closed if for
all u, v ∈ E0, U, V ∈ S, and a ∈ A,
• {v} ∈ S,
• {u} ∼ {v} implies u = v,
• aV 6= ∅ implies aV ∈ S, and
• U ∼ V and aU 6= ∅ implies aV 6= ∅ and aU ∼ aV .
Let (S,∼) be past closed. For each V ∈ S, let [V ] denote the equivalence
class of V with respect to ∼. When a ∈ A and V ∈ S, [V ] is said to receive
a if aV 6= ∅. For each [V ] ∈ S/∼, define |[V ]| = minV ∈[V ]|V |.
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Definition 3.15. Define G(E , S,∼) to be the labelled graph with vertex
set S/∼ for which there is an edge labelled a from [aV ] to [V ] whenever
[V ] receives a. For each n ∈ N, the nth layer of G(E , S,∼) is the labelled
subgraph induced by Sn = {[V ] ∈ S/∼ | n = |[V ]|}. E is said to be a
foundation of any labelled graph isomorphic to G(E , S,∼).
If a labelled graph H is isomorphic to G(E , S,∼), then the subgraph of
H corresponding to the nth layer of G(E , S,∼) is be said to be the nth layer
of H with respect to E , or simply the nth layer if E is understood from the
context. The following proposition motivates the use of the term layer by
showing that edges can never go from higher to lower layers.
Proposition 3.16. If [V ] ∈ S/∼ receives a ∈ A, then |[aV ]| ≤ |[V ]|. If
G(E , S,∼) has an edge from a vertex in the mth layer to a vertex in the nth
layer, then m ≤ n.
Proof. Choose V ∈ [V ] such that |V | = |[V ]|. Each u ∈ aV emits at least
one edge labelled a terminating in V , and E is left-resolving, so |[aV ]| ≤
|aV | ≤ |V | = |[V ]|. The second statement follows from the definition of
G(E , S,∼).
Proposition 3.17. E and G(E , S,∼) present the same sofic shift, and E is
labelled graph isomorphic to the first layer of G(E , S,∼).
Proof. By assumption, there is a bijection between E0 and the set of vertices
in the first layer of G(E , S,∼). By Proposition 3.16, there is an edge labelled
a from u to v in E if and only if there is an edge labelled a from [{u}] to [{v}]
in G(E , S,∼). Every finite word presented by G(E , S,∼) is also presented by
E , so they present the same sofic shift.
Example 3.18. Let (F,LF ) be the left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic
shift X. For each x+ ∈ X+, let s(x+) ⊆ F 0 to be the set of vertices
where a presentation of x+ can start. With the trivial relation =, the set
S = {s(x+) | x+ ∈ X+} ⊆ P(F 0) is past closed since each vertex in the left
Fischer cover is the predecessor set of an intrinsically synchronizing right-
ray, so the multiplicity set cover of X can be defined to be G((F,LF ), S,=).
An analogous cover can be defined by considering the vertices where presen-
tations of finite words can start. Thomsen [Tho04] constructs the derived
shift space ∂X ofX using right-resolving graphs, but an analogous construc-
tion works for left-resolving graphs. The procedure from [Tho04, Example
6.10] shows that this ∂X is presented by the labelled graph obtained by
removing the left Fischer cover from the multiplicity set cover.
Let X be a sofic shift, and let (K,LK) be the left Krieger cover of X.
In order to use the preceding results to investigate the structure of the
left Krieger cover and the past set cover, define an equivalence relation on
P(K0) by U ∼∪ V if and only if
⋃
P∈U P =
⋃
Q∈V Q. Clearly, {P} ∼∪ {Q}
if and only if P = Q. If U, V ⊆ K0, a ∈ A, aV 6= ∅, and U ∼∪ V , then
aU ∼∪ aV by the definition of the left Krieger cover.
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Figure 3.4: Left Fischer cover of an irreducible strictly sofic shift. The
sequence a∞ is 1-synchronizing even though s(a∞) = {u, v}.
Theorem 3.19. For a sofic shift X, the generalised left Fischer cover is a
foundation of the left Krieger cover, and no smaller subgraph is a founda-
tion.
Proof. Let (G,LG) and (K,LK) be the generalised left Fischer cover and
the left Krieger cover of X, respectively. Define
S =
{
V ⊆ G0 | ∃x+ ∈ X+ such that P∞(x+) =
⋃
P∈V
P
}
.
Note that {P} ∈ S for every P ∈ G0. If x+ ∈ X+ with P∞(x+) =
⋃
P∈V P
and if aV 6= ∅ for some a ∈ A, then ax+ ∈ X+ and P∞(ax+) =
⋃
P∈aV P .
This proves that the pair (S,∼∪) is past closed, so G((G,LG), S,∼∪) is
well defined. Since (G,LG) is a presentation of X, there is a bijection
ϕ : S/∼∪ → K0 defined by ϕ([V ]) =
⋃
P∈V P . By construction, there is
an edge labelled a from [U ] to [V ] in G((G,LG), S,∼∪) if and only if there
exists x+ ∈ X+ such that P∞(ax+) =
⋃
P∈U P and P∞(x
+) =
⋃
Q∈V Q,
so G((G,LG), S,∼∪) is isomorphic to (K,LK). It follows from Lemma 3.1
that no proper subgraph of (G,LG) can be a foundation of the left Krieger
cover.
Example 3.20. Figure 3.4 shows a labelled graph which is predecessor-
separated, irreducible, and left-resolving, so by Theorem 1.29, it is the left
Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic shift X. Note that P∞(a
∞) = P∞(u) ∪
P∞(v) = P∞(u), so this is a vertex in the first layer of the Krieger cover
with respect to the Fischer cover even though a∞ has presentations starting
at two different vertices. This illustrates the difference between the left
Krieger cover and the left multiplicity set cover. This example was inspired
by the example in [CM04, Section 4].
The example from [CM04, Section 4] shows that the left Krieger cover
can be a proper subgraph of the past set cover. The following lemma will
be used to further investigate this relationship.
Lemma 3.21. Let X be a sofic shift. For each x+ = x1x2x3 . . . ∈ X+ there
exists n ∈ N such that P∞(x+) = P∞(x1x2 . . . xk) for all k ≥ n.
Proof. It is clear that P∞(x1) ⊇ P∞(x1x2) ⊇ · · · ⊇ P∞(x+). Since X is
sofic, there are only finitely many different predecessor sets of words, so
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there must exist n ∈ N such that P∞(x1x2 . . . xk) = P∞(x1x2 . . . xn) for all
k ≥ n. If y− ∈ P∞(x1x2 . . . xn) is given, then y−x1x2 . . . xk ∈ X for all
k ≥ n, so y−x+ contains no forbidden words, and therefore y− ∈ P∞(x+).
Since y− was arbitrary, P∞(x
+) = P∞(x1x2 . . . xn).
Theorem 3.22. For a sofic shift X, the generalised left Fischer cover and
the left Krieger cover are both foundations of the past set cover.
Proof. Let (G,LG) be the generalised left Fischer cover of X, let (K,LK)
be the left Krieger cover of X, and let (W,LW ) be the past set cover of X.
Define
S =
{
V ⊆ G0 | ∃w ∈ B(X) such that P∞(w) =
⋃
P∈V
P
}
,
and use Lemma 3.21 to conclude that S contains {P} for every P ∈ G0. By
arguments analogous to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 3.19, it follows
that G((G,LG), S,∼∪) is isomorphic to (W,LW ). To see that (K,LK) is
also a foundation, define T = {V ⊆ K0 | ∃w ∈ B(X) such that P∞(w) =⋃
P∈V P}, and apply arguments analogous to the ones used above to prove
that (W,LW ) is isomorphic to G((K,LK), T,∼∪).
In the following, the nth layer of the left Krieger cover (past set cover)
will always refer to the nth layer with respect to the generalised left Fischer
cover (G,LG). For a right-ray (word) x, P∞(x) is a vertex in the nth layer
of the left Kriger cover (past set cover) for some n ∈ N, and such an x
is said to be 1/n-synchronizing. Note that x is 1/n-synchronizing if and
only if n is the smallest number such that there exist P1, . . . , Pn ∈ G0
with
⋃n
i=1 Pi = P∞(x). In an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover
(F,LF ), this happens if and only if n is the smallest number such that there
exist u1, . . . , un ∈ F 0 with
⋃n
i=1 P∞(ui) = P∞(x).
Corollary 3.23. If the left Krieger cover of a sofic shift is reducible, then
so is the past set cover.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.16 and Theorem 3.22.
Example 3.24. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show, respectively, the left Fischer
and the left Krieger cover of the 3-charge constrained shift (see e.g. [LM95,
Example 1.2.7] for the definition of charge constrained shifts). There are 3
vertices in the second layer of the left Krieger cover and two in the third.
Note how the left Fischer cover can be identified with the first layer of the
left Krieger cover. Note also that the second layer is the left Fischer cover
of the 2-charge constrained shift and that the third layer is the left Fischer
cover of the 1-charge constrained shift.
Example 3.25. For many shifts (e.g. the even shift) the left Krieger cover
and the past set cover are equal. To see that this is not always the case,
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Figure 3.5: Left Fischer cover of the 3-charge constrained shift.
P∞(u) P∞(v) P∞(w) P∞(x)
P∞(u) ∪ P∞(v) P∞(v) ∪ P∞(w) P∞(w) ∪ P∞(x)
P∞(u) ∪ P∞(v) ∪ P∞(w) P∞(v) ∪ P∞(w) ∪ P∞(x)
+ + +
−−−
+ −+ +
−−
+ −
+
−
Figure 3.6: Left Krieger cover of the 3-charge constrained shift.
consider the labelled graph in Figure 3.7. The graph is irreducible, left-
resolving, and predecessor-separated, so by Theorem 1.29, it is the left Fis-
cher cover of an irreducible sofic shift X. Note that P∞(a
∞) = P∞(u1) ∪
P∞(u2)∪P∞(u3) = P∞(u3), and it is easy to check that all other right-rays
are also 1-synchronizing, so the left Krieger cover is equal to the left Fischer
cover. However, P∞(a
nc) = P∞(u1) ∪ P∞(u2) for each n ∈ N, and there is
clearly no vertex v in the left Fischer cover such that P∞(a
nc) = P∞(v), so
P∞(a
nc) is a vertex in the second layer of the past set cover which is shown
in Figure 3.8. This example was inspired by the example from [CM04,
Section 4].
3.3 The range of a flow invariant
Let E be a directed graph. Vertices u, v ∈ E0 properly communicate [BEPss]
if there are paths µ, λ ∈ E∗ of length greater than or equal to 1 such
that s(µ) = u, r(µ) = v, s(λ) = v, and r(λ) = u. This relation is used
to construct maximal disjoint subsets of E0, called proper communication
sets of vertices, such that u, v ∈ E0 properly communicate if and only if
they belong to the same subset. The proper communication graph PC(E)
is defined to be the directed graph for which the vertices are the proper
communication sets of vertices of E and for which there is an edge from one
proper communication set to another if and only if there is a path from a
vertex in the first set to a vertex in the second. The proper communication
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Figure 3.7: Left Krieger cover of the sofic shift considered in Example 3.25.
P∞(u0)
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Figure 3.8: Past set cover of the sofic shift considered in Example 3.25.
graph of the left Krieger cover of a sofic shift space is a flow invariant
[BEPss].
Let X be an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover (F,LF ) and left
Krieger cover (K,LK), and let E be the proper communication graph of K.
By construction, E is finite and contains no circuit. The left Fischer cover
is isomorphic to an irreducible subgraph of (K,LK) corresponding to a root
r ∈ E0, and by definition, there is an edge from u ∈ E0 to v ∈ E0 whenever
u > v. The following proposition gives the range of the flow invariant by
proving that all such graphs can occur.
Proposition 3.26. Let E be a finite directed graph with a root and without
circuits. E is the proper communication graph of the left Krieger cover of
an AFT shift if there is an edge from u ∈ E0 to v ∈ E0 whenever u > v.
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary finite directed graph which contains no circuit
and which has a root r, and let E˜ be the directed graph obtained from
E by adding an edge from u ∈ E0 to v ∈ E0 whenever u > v. The goal
is to construct a labelled graph (F,LF ) which is the left Fischer cover of
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Figure 3.9: A directed graph with root r and without circuits.
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Figure 3.10: Left Fischer cover of the sofic shift X considered in Example
3.27.
an irreducible sofic shift with the desired properties. For each v ∈ E0, let
l(v) be the length of the longest path from r to v. This is well-defined
since E does not contain any circuits. For each v ∈ E0, define n(v) =
2l(v) vertices v1, . . . , vn(v) ∈ F 0. The single vertex corresponding to the
root r ∈ E0 is denoted r1. For each v ∈ E0, draw a loop of length 1
labelled av at each of the vertices v1, . . . , vn(v) ∈ F 0. If there is an edge from
u ∈ E0 to v ∈ E0, then l(v) > l(u). From each vertex u1, . . . , un(u) draw
n(u, v) = n(v)/n(u) = 2l(v)−l(u) ≥ 2 edges labelled a1u,v, . . . , an(u,v)u,v such
that every vertex v1, . . . , vn(v) receives exactly one of these edges. For each
sink v ∈ E0, draw a uniquely labelled edge from each vertex v1, . . . , vn(v) to
r1. This finishes the construction of (F,LF ).
By construction, F is irreducible, right-resolving, and left-resolving. Ad-
ditionally, it is predecessor-separated because there is a uniquely labelled
path to every vertex in F 0 from r1. Thus, (F,LF ) is the left Fischer cover
of an AFT shift X. Let (K,LK) be the left Krieger cover of X.
For every v ∈ E0, the set {vi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n(v)} satisfies
⋃n(v)
i=1 P∞(vi) =
P∞(a
∞
v ) and no smaller set of vertices has this property, so P∞(a
∞
v ) is a
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Figure 3.11: Left Krieger cover of the shift space X considered in Example
3.27. The structure of the irreducible component corresponding to the left
Fischer cover has been suppressed.
vertex in the n(v)th layer of the left Krieger cover. There is clearly a loop
labelled av at the vertex P∞(a
∞
v ), so it belongs to a proper communication
set of vertices. Furthermore, ba∞v ∈ X+ if and only if b = av or b = aiu,v
for some u ∈ E0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n(u, v). By construction, P∞(aiu,va∞v ) =⋃n(u)
j=1 P∞(uj) = P∞(a
∞
u ), so there is an edge from P∞(a
∞
u ) to P∞(a
∞
v ) if
and only if there is an edge from u to v in E. This proves that E, and hence
also E˜, are subgraphs of the proper communication graph of K.
Since the edges which terminate at r1 are uniquely labelled, any x
+ ∈
X+ which contains one of these letters must be intrinsically synchronizing.
If x+ ∈ X+ does not contain any of these letters, then x+ must be eventually
periodic with x+ = wa∞v for some v ∈ E0 and w ∈ B(X). Thus, K only
has the vertices described above, and therefore the proper communication
graph of K is E˜.
Example 3.27. To illustrate the construction from the proof of Proposition
3.26, let E be the directed graph drawn in Figure 3.9. E has a unique
maximal vertex r and contains no circuit, so it is the proper communication
graph of the left Krieger cover of an irreducible sofic shift. Note that l(x) =
l(y) = 1 and that l(z) = 2. Figure 3.10 shows the left Fischer cover of a
sofic shift X constructed using the method from the proof of Proposition
3.26. Note that the top and bottom vertices should be identified, and that
the labelling of the edges terminating at r1 has been suppressed. Figure
3.11 shows the left Krieger cover of X, but the structure of the irreducible
component corresponding to the left Fischer cover has been suppressed to
emphasise the structure of the higher layers.
In [BEPss], it was also remarked that an invariant analogous to the
one discussed in Proposition 3.26 is obtained by considering the proper
communication graph of the right Krieger cover. The following example
shows that the two invariants may carry different information.
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Figure 3.12: Left Fischer cover of the irreducible sofic shift X discussed in
Example 3.28.
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Figure 3.13: Right Fischer cover of the irreducible sofic shift X discussed in
Example 3.28.
Example 3.28. The labelled graph in Figure 3.12 is left-resolving, irre-
ducible, and predecessor-separated, so by Theorem 1.29, it is the left Fis-
cher cover of an irreducible sofic shift. Similarly, the labelled graph in Figure
3.13 is irreducible, right-resolving and follower-separated, so it is the right
Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic shift. By considering the edges labelled
d, it is easy to see that the two graphs present the same sofic shift space X.
Every right-ray which contains a letter different from a or a′ is intrin-
sically synchronizing, so consider a right-ray x+ ∈ X+ such that (x+)i ∈
{a, a′} for all i ∈ N. By considering Figure 3.12, it is clear that P∞(x+) =
P∞(u) ∪ P∞(v) ∪ P∞(y) = P∞(y), so P (x+) is also in the first layer of the
left Krieger cover. Hence, the proper communication graph has only one
vertex and no edges.
Every left-ray containing a letter different from a or a′ is intrinsically
synchronizing, so consider the left-ray a∞ ∈ X−. Figure 3.13 shows that
F∞(a
∞) = F∞(u
′)∪F∞(v′) and that no single vertex y′ in the right Fischer
cover has F∞(y
′) = F∞(a
∞), so there is a vertex in the second layer of the
right Krieger cover. Hence, the proper communication graph is non-trivial.
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3.4 C∗-Algebras associated to sofic shift spaces
Cuntz and Krieger [CK80] introduced a class of C∗-algebras which can nat-
urally be viewed as the universal C∗-algebras associated to shifts of finite
type. This was generalised by Matsumoto [Mat97] who associated two C∗-
algebras OX and OX∗ to every shift space X, and these Matsumoto alge-
bras have been studied intensely [Car03, KMW98, Mat97, Mat98, Mat99a,
Mat99b, Mat99c, Mat00a, Mat00b, Mat01, Mat02, MWY98]. The two Mat-
sumoto algebras OX and OX∗ are generated by elements satisfying the same
relations, but they are not isomorphic in general [CM04]. This presentation
will follow the approach of Carlsen in [Car08] where a universal C∗-algebra
OX˜ is associated to every one-sided shift space X˜ . This also gives a way
to associate C∗-algebras to every two-sided shift since a two-sided shift X
corresponds to two one-sided shifts X+ and X−.
3.4.1 Ideal lattices
Let X be a sofic shift space and let OX+ be the universal C∗-algebra as-
sociated to the one-sided shift X+ as defined in [Car08]. Carlsen proved
that OX+ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the left Krieger
cover of X [Car03], so the lattice of gauge invariant ideals in OX+ is
given by the proper communication graph of the left Krieger cover of X
[BPRS00, KPRR97], and all ideals are given in this way if the left Krieger
cover satisfies Condition (K) [Rae05, Theorem 4.9]. Hence, Proposition 3.16
and Theorem 3.19 can be used to investigate the ideal lattice of OX+ . For a
reducible sofic shift, a part of the ideal lattice is given by the structure of the
generalised left Fischer cover, which is reducible, but if X is an irreducible
sofic shift, and the left Krieger cover of X satisfies Condition (K), then the
fact that the left Krieger cover has a unique top component implies that
OX+ will always have a unique maximal ideal. The following proposition
shows that all these lattices can be realised.
Proposition 3.29. Any finite lattice of ideals with a unique maximal ideal
is the ideal lattice of the universal C∗-algebra OX+ associated to an AFT
shift X.
Proof. Let E be a finite directed graph without circuits and with a unique
maximal vertex. Consider the following slight modification of the algorithm
from the proof of Proposition 3.26. For each v ∈ E, draw two loops of
length 1 at each vertex v1, . . . , vn(v) associated to v: One labelled av and
one labelled a′v. The rest of the construction is as before. Let (K,LK)
be the left Krieger cover of the corresponding sofic shift. As before, the
proper communication graph of K is given by E, and now (K,LK) satisfies
Condition (K), so there is a bijective correspondence between the hereditary
subsets of E0 and the ideals of C∗(K) ∼= OX+ . Since E was arbitrary, any
finite ideal lattice with a unique maximal ideal can be obtained in this
way.
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3.4.2 The C∗-algebras OX+ and OX−
Every two-sided shift space X corresponds to two one-sided shift spaces
X+ and X−, and this gives two natural ways to associate a universal C∗-
algebra toX. The next goal is to show that these two C∗-algebras may carry
different information about the shift space. Let OX− be the universal C∗-
algebra associated to the one-sided shift space (XT)+ as defined in [Car08].
The left Krieger cover of XT is the transpose of the right Krieger cover of
X, so by [Car03], OX− is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the
transpose of the right Krieger cover of X.
Example 3.30. Let X be the sofic shift from Example 3.28. Note that the
left and right Krieger covers of X both satisfy Condition (K) from [Rae05],
so the corresponding proper communication graphs completely determine
the ideal lattices of OX+ and OX− . The proper communication graph of
the left Krieger cover (K,LK) of X is trivial, so OX+ is simple, while there
are precisely two vertices in the proper communication graph of the right
Krieger cover of X, so there is exactly one non-trivial ideal in OX− . In
particular, OX+ and OX− are not isomorphic.
Consider the edge shift Y = XK . This is an SFT, and the left and right
Krieger covers of Y are both (K,LId), where LId is the identity map on the
edge setK1. By [Car03], OX+ and OY + are isomorphic to C∗(K). Similarly,
OY − is isomorphic to C∗(KT) and KT is an irreducible graph satisfying
Condition (K), so OY − is simple. In particular, OY − is not isomorphic to
OX− . This shows that the C∗-algebras associated to X+ and X− are not
always isomorphic, and that there can exist a shift space Y such that OY +
is isomorphic to OX+ while OY − is not isomorphic to OX− .
3.4.3 An investigation of Condition (∗)
In [CM04], two C∗-algebras OX and OX∗ are associated to every two-sided
shift space X. The C∗-algebras OX , OX∗ , and OX+ are generated by partial
isometries satisfying the same relations. Unlike OX , however, OX+ is always
universal [Car08]. In [CM04], it is proved that OX and OX∗ are isomorphic
whenX satisfies a condition called Condition (∗). The example from [CM04,
Section 4] shows that not all sofic shift spaces satisfy this condition by
constructing a sofic shift where the left Krieger and the past set cover are not
isomorphic. The final result of this chapter further clarifies the relationship
between Condition (∗) and the structure of the left Krieger and the past set
covers.
For each l ∈ N and w ∈ B(X) define Pl(w) = {v ∈ B(X) | vw ∈
B(X), |v| ≤ l}. Two words v,w ∈ B(X) are said to be l-past equivalent if
Pl(v) = Pl(w). For x
+ ∈ X+, Pl(x+) and l-past equivalence are defined
analogously.
Condition (∗). For every l ∈ N and every infinite F ⊆ B(X) such that
Pl(u) = Pl(v) for all u, v ∈ F there exists x+ ∈ X+ such that Pl(w) =
Pl(x
+) for all w ∈ F .
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The result in the following lemma is well known, but a proof is included
for completeness.
Lemma 3.31. When X is a sofic shift there exists m ∈ N such that for all
x1, x2 ∈ X+ ∪ B(X), Pm(x1) = Pm(x2) if and only if P∞(x1) = P∞(x2).
Proof. If P∞(x1) = P∞(x2), then clearly Pm(x1) = Pm(x2) for all m ∈ N.
Given u, v ∈ B(X) with y− ∈ P∞(u) \ P∞(v), there must exist w ∈ B(X)
such that w is a suffix of y− but not a suffix of any element of P∞(v).
In particular, it is possible to distinguish the two predecessor sets just by
considering the suffixes of length |w|. Define m to be the maximum length
needed to distinguish any two predecessor sets of words. This is well-defined
since there are only finitely many different predecessor sets of words when
X is sofic. By Lemma 3.21, every predecessor set of a right-ray is also the
predecessor set of a word, so this finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.32. A vertex P in the past set cover of a sofic shift X is in an
essential subgraph if and only if there exist infinitely many w ∈ B(X) such
that P∞(w) = P .
Proof. Let P be a vertex in an essential subgraph of the past set cover of
X, and let x+ ∈ X+ be a right-ray with a presentation starting at P . Given
n ∈ N, there exists wn ∈ B(X) such that P = P∞(x1x2 . . . xnwn). To prove
the converse, let P be a vertex in the past set cover for which there exist
infinitely many w ∈ B(X) such that P = P∞(w). For each w, there is a
path labelled w[1,|w|−1] starting at P . There are no sources in the past set
cover, so this implies that P is not stranded.
Proposition 3.33. A sofic shift X satisfies Condition (∗) if and only if the
left Krieger cover is the maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover.
Proof. Assume that X satisfies Condition (∗). Let P be a vertex in an
essential subgraph of the past set cover and define F = {w ∈ B(X) |
P∞(w) = P}. Use Lemma 3.31 to choose m ∈ N such that for all x, y ∈
B(X)∪X+, P∞(x) = P∞(y) if and only if Pm(x) = Pm(y). By Lemma 3.32,
F is an infinite set, so Condition (∗) can be used to choose x+ ∈ X+ such
that Pm(x
+) = Pm(w) for all w ∈ F . By the choice of m, this means that
P∞(x
+) = P∞(w) = P for all w ∈ F , so P is a vertex in the left Krieger
cover.
To prove the other implication, assume that the left Krieger cover is the
maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover. Let l ∈ N be given, and
consider an infinite set F ⊆ B(X) for which Pl(u) = Pl(v) for all u, v ∈ F .
Since X is sofic, there are only finitely many different predecessor sets, so
there must exist w ∈ F such that P∞(w) = P∞(v) for infinitely many v ∈ F .
By Lemma 3.32, this proves that P = P∞(w) is a vertex in the maximal
essential subgraph of the past set cover. By assumption, this means that
it is a vertex in the left Krieger cover, so there exists x+ ∈ X+ such that
P∞(w) = P∞(x
+). In particular, Pl(x
+) = Pl(w) = Pl(v) for all v ∈ F , so
Condition (∗) is satisfied.
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In [BP07], it was proved that OX∗ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger alge-
bra of the past set cover of X when X satisfies a condition called Condition
(I). According to Carlsen [Car], a proof similar to the proof which shows
that OX+ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the left Krieger
cover of X should prove that OX∗ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger alge-
bra of the subgraph of the past set cover of X induced by the vertices P
for which there exist infinitely many words w such that P∞(w) = P . Using
Lemma 3.32, this shows that OX∗ is always isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger
algebra of the maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover of X.
3.5 Perspectives
The results about the structure of the left Krieger cover and the past set
cover developed in Section 3.2 have proved to be useful for constructing sofic
shifts with specific properties both in the computation of the range of the
flow invariant in Section 3.3 and in the construction of the examples used
in Section 3.4. In the following, such arguments about layers will also be
used to prove that certain Krieger covers are irreducible.
The existence of the generalised left Fischer cover is interesting because
it shows how – and to what extend – it is possible to extend the left Fischer
cover to reducible sofic shifts. It is mainly useful as a means to provide
structure to the left Krieger cover via the layers since there is no way to
construct it directly. Indeed, it would be interesting to have an algorithm
for the construction of the generalised left Fischer cover that did not rely
on a existing construction of the Krieger cover, but it seems unlikely that
this can be done, since the definition of the generalised left Fischer cover
relies not only on the set of indecomposable predecessor sets, but also on
how these predecessor sets sit as vertices in the left Krieger cover. However,
if one has the information necessary to construct the Krieger cover, then
one also has all the information needed to construct the generalised left
Fischer cover, so the generalised left Fischer cover is at least not harder to
construct.
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Boyle [Boy11] has conjectured that irreducible sofic shifts where the
covering map of the left or right Fischer cover is 2 to 1 can be classified up
to flow equivalence by an induced SFT – called the fiber product cover –
with a Z/2Z action. The present work was motivated by a desire to apply
this result to a concrete class of sofic shifts called beta-shifts.
Section 4.1 gives an introduction to the basic definitions and properties
of beta-shifts. In Section 4.2, the right Fischer covers of sofic beta-shifts
are determined, and the covering map is shown to be 2 to 1 if the shift is
strictly sofic. This result is used to show that the right Krieger cover is
identical to the right Fischer cover and to construct the right fiber product
cover. Section 4.3 concerns the flow classification of beta-shifts. It is shown
that for every β > 1, there exists 1 < β′ < 2 such that the two beta-
shifts are flow equivalent and such that the new generating sequence has
a form with certain properties. Additionally, the Bowen-Franks groups of
the covers considered above are computed. Finally, the flow class of the
fiber product cover of a sofic beta-shift is shown to depend only on a single
integer. With the results conjectured by Boyle [Boy11], this will give a
complete flow classification of sofic beta-shifts.
4.1 Beta-shifts
Here, a short introduction to the basic definitions and properties of beta-
shifts are given. For a more detailed treatment of beta-shifts, see [Bla89].
Let β ∈ R with β > 1. For each t ∈ [0; 1] define sequences (rn(t))n∈N and
(xn(t))n∈N by
r1(t) = 〈βt〉, rn(t) = 〈βrn−1(t)〉,
x1(t) = ⌊βt⌋, xn(t) = ⌊βrn−1(t)⌋,
where ⌊y⌋ is the integer part – and 〈y〉 is the fractional part – of y ∈ R.
The sequence x1(t)x2(t) · · · is said to be the β-expansion of t, and Re´nyi
[Re´n57] has proved that
t =
∞∑
n=1
xn(t)/β
n.
The β-expansion of 1 is denoted e(β). As an example, consider β = (1 +√
5)/2 where the β-expansion of 1 is e(β) = 11000 · · · . The β-expansion
of t is said to be finite if there exists N ∈ N such that xn(t) = 0 for all
n ≥ N . It is said to be eventually periodic if there exist N, k ∈ N such that
xn+k(t) = xn(t) for all n ≥ N . Define the generating sequence of β to be
g(β) =
{
e(β) , e(β) is infinite
(a1a2 · · · ak−1(ak − 1))∞ , e(β) = a1 · · · ak00 · · · and ak 6= 0 .
Define Bβ = {xn(t) · · · xm(t) | 1 ≤ n ≤ m, t ∈ [0; 1]}. It is easy to check
that Bβ is the language of a shift space Xβ. Such a shift space is called a
beta-shift. The alphabet Aβ of Xβ is either {0, . . . , β − 1} or {0, . . . , ⌊β⌋}
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depending on whether β is an integer or not. If β ∈ N, then Xβ is the full
{0, . . . , β−1}-shift. For β = (1+√5)/2 as considered above, Xβ is conjugate
to the golden mean shift from Example 1.2.
The words in B(Xβ) and right-rays in X+β are ordered by lexicographical
order ≤, and the following two theorems use this order to give fundamental
descriptions of beta-shifts.
Theorem 4.1 (Re´nyi [Re´n57]). Let β > 1, let g(β) be the generating se-
quence, let Aβ be the alphabet of Xβ, and let x+ = x1x2 . . . ∈ ANβ . Then
x+ ∈ X+β if and only if xkxk+1 · · · ≤ g(β) for all k ∈ N.
Theorem 4.2 (Parry [Par60]). A sequence a1a2 · · · is the β-expansion of 1
for some β > 1 if and only if akak+1 · · · < a1a2 · · · for all k ∈ N. Such a β
is uniquely given by the expansion of 1.
This shows that the generating sequence is periodic if and only if the β-
expansion of 1 is finite.
Beta-shifts provide a link between symbolic dynamics and number the-
ory, and it is natural to explore how the number theoretical properties of
β influence the dynamical properties of Xβ. The following two propositions
give results of this kind. For detailed treatments of the number theoretical
aspects of beta-expansions, see [Sch80] and [BM86].
Proposition 4.3 (Parry [Par60]). If β > 1 is a Pisot number (i.e. an
algebraic integer for which all conjugates have absolute value less than 1),
then Xβ is sofic.
Proposition 4.4 (Denker et al. [DGS76], Lind [Lin84]). Let β > 1. If Xβ
is sofic, then β is a Perron number.
As a consequence of this, Xβ is not sofic if β is a non-integer rational number.
4.2 Covers of beta-shifts
Let β > 1, let g(β) = g1g2 · · · be the generating sequence of Xβ, and define
an infinite labelled graph Gβ = (Gβ ,Lβ) with vertices G0β = {vi | i ∈ N}
and edges G1 = {eki | i ∈ N, 0 ≤ k ≤ gi} such that
s(eki ) = vi, r(e
k
i ) =
{
vi+1 , k = gi
v1 , k < gi
, and Lβ(eki ) = k
for all i ∈ N and 0 ≤ k ≤ gi. It is easy to check that this is a right-resolving
presentation of Xβ. The labelled graph (Gβ ,Lβ) is called the standard loop
graph presentation of Xβ; it is shown in Figure 4.1. Note that the structure
of the standard loop graph shows that every beta-shift is irreducible.
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· · ·g1 g2 g30, . . . , g1 − 1
0, . . . , g2 − 1
0, . . . , g3 − 1
Figure 4.1: The standard loop graph of a beta-shift with generating sequence
g(β) = (gn)n∈N.
4.2.1 Fischer cover
Parry [Par60] proved that Xβ is an SFT if and only if the generating se-
quence is periodic, and Betrand-Mathis [BM] proved that Xβ is sofic if and
only if the generating sequence is eventually periodic. The latter result is
apparently only available in a preprint, so a proof is given here for com-
pleteness.
Proposition 4.5. Given β > 1, the beta-shift Xβ is sofic if and only if
the generating sequence g(β) is eventually periodic. For minimal n, p ∈ N
with g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞, the right Fischer cover of Xβ is the
labelled graph (Fβ ,Lβ) shown in Figure 4.2 which has F 0β = {v1, . . . vn+p},
F 1β = {eki | 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ p, 0 ≤ k ≤ gi}, and
s(eki ) = vi, r(e
k
i ) =


v1 , k < gi
vi+1 , k = gi, i < n+ p
vn+1 , k = gn+p, i = n+ p
, and Lβ(eki ) = k.
Note that the right Fischer cover (Fβ ,Lβ) of a sofic beta-shift with generat-
ing sequence g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞ is the labelled graph obtained
from the subgraph of the standard loop graph Gβ induced by the first n+ p
vertices v1, . . . , vn+p of G
0
β by adding an additional edge labelled gn+p from
vn+p to vn+1.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. Assume that g(β) is not eventually periodic and
let v,w be finite prefixes of g(β) with v 6= w. Choose x+v , x+w ∈ X+β such
that vx+v = g(β) = wx
+
w . Since g(β) is not eventually periodic, x
+
v 6= x+w .
Assume without loss of generality that x+v > x
+
w . Then wx
+
v > wx
+
w = g(β),
so by Theorem 4.1, wx+v /∈ X+β . Hence, P∞(x+v ) 6= P∞(x+w). Since g(β) is
not eventually periodic, this proves that Xβ has infinitely many different
predecessor sets, so it is not a sofic shift (see Section 1.3.1). The standard
loop graph is a right-resolving presentation of Xβ, so it follows from the
observation preceding this proof that (Fβ ,Lβ) is so as well. It is easy to
check that (Fβ ,Lβ) is also follower-separated, so it is the right Fischer cover
of Xβ by Theorem 1.29.
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v1 v2 · · · vn+1 · · · vn+pg1 g2 gn
gn+1 gn+p−1
0, . . . , g1 − 1
0, . . . , g2 − 1
0, . . . , gn+1 − 1
0, . . . , gn+p − 1
gn+p
Figure 4.2: Right Fischer cover of a sofic beta-shift with generating sequence
g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞ for minimal n, p.
Lemma 4.6 (Johnson [Joh99, Proposition 2.5.1]). Let β > 1, let Xβ be
sofic, and let (Fβ ,Lβ) be the right Fischer cover of Xβ. If there is a path
λ ∈ F ∗β with s(λ) = v1 such that Lβ(λ) = w is not a factor of g(β), then
every path in F ∗β labelled w terminates at r(λ).
Some cases are left unchecked in the proof in [Joh99], so a slightly altered
proof is given here for completeness.
Proof. Let F 0β = {v1, . . . , vn+p} as in Proposition 4.5. Let µ ∈ F ∗β with
Lβ(µ) = w. If s(µ) = s(λ), then λ = µ since (Fβ ,Lβ) is right-resolving, so
assume that s(µ) = vk for some k > 1. Since w is not a factor of g(β), µ
must pass through v1, so it is possible to choose minimal 1 ≤ j ≤ |w| such
that r(µj) = v1. Define 0 ≤ l ≤ j by
l =
{
0 , r(λi) 6= v1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j
max{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ j, r(λi) = v1} , otherwise .
If l = j, then r(µj) = v1 = r(λj), so r(µ) = r(λ) since (Fβ ,Lβ) is right-
resolving.
The result is obvious if g(β) is periodic with period 1, so assume that
this is not the case. Then there is no edge labelled g1 terminating at v1, so
Lβ(λj) = Lβ(µj) < g1, and if l = j − 1, then this implies that r(λj) = v1
in contradiction with the definition of l. Assume therefore that l < j − 1.
Then
Lβ(µ[l+1,j]) = w[l+1,j] = Lβ(λ[l+1,j]) = g1 · · · gj−l−1,
so g1 · · · gj−l−1g1g2 · · · ∈ X+β since r(µj) = v1. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, this
is only possible if g(β) = (g1 · · · gj−l−1)∞. By the construction of (Fβ ,Lβ),
every path labelled g1 · · · gj−l−1 must then start at v1, so s(µl+1) = v1 and
r(µl) = v1 in contradiction with the construction of l and the assumptions
on µ.
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1 1 1
0
0
0
0
Figure 4.3: Right Fischer cover of the sofic beta-shift from Example 4.8.
Proposition 4.7. Let β > 1 with eventually periodic g(β), let (Fβ ,Lβ) be
the right Fischer cover of Xβ, and let π : XFβ → Xβ be the covering map. If
g(β) is periodic, then π is 1 to 1, and if not, then it is 2 to 1.
Proof. Let g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞ for minimal n, p ∈ N, and let
wp = gn+1 · · · gn+p. The first goal is to prove that if x ∈ Xβ has more than
one presentation in (Fβ ,Lβ), then there exits k ∈ Z such that · · · xk−1xk =
w∞p .
Let x ∈ Xβ, and let λ be a biinfinite path in Fβ with Lβ(λ) = x. If there
is a lower bound l on the set
A = {j ∈ Z | ∃i < j : Lβ(λ[i,j]) is not a factor of g(β)},
then there exists k ≤ l such that · · · xk−1xk = w∞p since x is biinfinite
while g(β) is not. By Proposition 4.5, the only circuit in (Fβ ,Lβ) that
does not pass through v1 is labelled wp, so if there is a lower bound l on
the set B = {i ∈ Z | r(λi) = v1}, then there exists k < l such that
· · · xk−1xk = w∞p . Assume that both A and B are unbounded below, let
µ ∈ XFβ with L(µ) = x, and let k ∈ Z. Then there exist i < j < k with
s(λi) = v1 such that w = Lβ(λ[i,j]) is not a factor of g(β). By Lemma 4.6,
r(µj) = r(λj), and (Fβ ,Lβ) is right-resolving, so this implies that µk = λk.
Since k was arbitrary, λ = µ, and this proves the claim.
If g(β) is periodic, then every circuit in Fβ passes through v1, and only
one of these is labelled wp since p is the minimal period. Hence, there is
precisely one vertex in F 0 where a presentation of w∞p can end, so πβ is 1
to 1 and Xβ is an SFT.
Assume that g(β) is eventually periodic without being periodic. Then
wp < g(β)[1,p], so there is a circuit µ in Fβ passing through v1 with Lβ(µ) =
wp. Choose 0 ≤ i ≤ p such that wi · · ·wpw1 · · ·wp−1 is maximal among the
cyclic permutations of the letters of wp. The number i is unique because
p is the minimal period. Now s(µi) = vi, so µ is unique because (Fβ ,Lβ)
is right-resolving. The only circuit that does not pass through v1 is also
labelled wp, so πβ is 2 to 1.
Example 4.8. Use Theorem 4.2 to choose β > 1 such that g(β) = 11(10)∞.
The right Fischer cover of Xβ is shown in Figure 4.3. Note that there are
two presentations of the biinfinite sequence (10)∞ and only one presentation
of every other sequence.
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1 0
0
1
1 1 1
0
0
0
0
Figure 4.4: Left Fischer cover of the beta-shift of finite type considered in
Example 4.10.
The following result was proved by Parry [Par60], but it is repeated here
since it follows from Propositions 4.5 and 4.7 and Corollary 1.28.
Corollary 4.9. For β > 1, the beta-shift Xβ is an SFT if and only if the
generating sequence g(β) is periodic.
A direction was chosen in the construction of Xβ which makes right-rays
behave qualitatively differently from left-rays. This means that, while the
right Fischer cover is easy to construct using Proposition 4.5, it is gener-
ally non-trivial to find the left Fischer cover of a sofic beta-shift. This is
illustrated by the following example.
Example 4.10. Use Theorem 4.2 to find β > 1 with g(β) = (111010)∞.
Elementary computations show that the left Fischer cover of Xβ is the la-
belled graph shown in Figure 4.4. This graph is arguably more complicated
than the corresponding right Fischer cover. In particular, the left Fischer
cover has non-intersecting loops.
4.2.2 Krieger cover
Proposition 4.11. If β > 1 and the beta-shift Xβ is sofic, then the right
Krieger cover of Xβ is identical to the right Fischer cover (Fβ ,Lβ) of Xβ.
Proof. Let n, p be minimal such that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞ and let
F 0β = {v1, . . . , vn+p} as in Proposition 4.5. Let x− ∈ X−β , and let r(x−) ⊆ F 0β
be the set of vertices where a presentation of x− can end. The goal is to prove
that x− is 1-synchronizing. Assume that x− = (gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞gn+1 · · · gn+k
for some k ≤ p. By the proof of Proposition 4.7, there is a unique i such that
there is a circuit labelled w′p = gn+k+1 · · · gn+pgn+1 · · · gn+k passing through
v1 and terminating at vi. Similarly, there is a unique j 6= i such that there
is a circuit labelled w′p which terminates at vj without passing through v1.
Now, r(x−) = {vi, vj} and F∞(vj) ⊆ F∞(vi), so x− is 1-synchronizing. If
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x− is not of the form considered above, then the proof of Proposition 4.7
shows that |r(x−)| = 1, so x− is 1-synchronizing. Hence, the right Krieger
cover is equal to the right Fischer cover by Theorem 3.19.
This result also follows from [KMW98] where it is shown that the Mat-
sumoto algebra associated to Xβ is simple.
4.2.3 Fiber product
This section contains an introduction to fiber products and a construction
of the right fiber product covers of sofic beta-shifts.
Definition 4.12. Let X be an irreducible sofic shift and let (F,LF ) be the
right Fischer cover of X. The (right) fiber product graph of X is defined to
be the labelled graph with vertex set {(u, v) | u, v ∈ F 0} where there is an
edge labelled a from (u1, v1) to (u2, v2) if and only if there are edges labelled
a from u1 to u2 and from v1 to v2.
Lemma 4.13. Let X be a sofic shift over A, let (F,LF ) be the right Fischer
cover of X, let n = |F 0|, and let A be the corresponding symbolic adjacency
matrix. Then the symbolic adjacency matrix of the fiber product graph is
(B(i, j))1≤i,j≤n where B(i, j) is the n × n matrix over formal sums over A
obtained from A by omitting all symbols not appearing in the entry Aij .
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the fiber product graph.
The fiber product graph of X is a presentation of X, and it contains the
right Fischer cover as the subgraph induced by the diagonal vertices {(v, v) |
v ∈ F 0}. The fiber product graph is generally not essential, so it is often
useful to pass to the maximal essential subgraph. This subgraph will be
called the fiber product cover in the following.
Let X be a sofic shift with right Fischer cover (F,LF ) such that the
covering map π : XF → X is 2 to 1, and let (P,LP ) be the fiber product cover
ofX. Let λ ∈ XP be a biinfinite sequence, let i ∈ Z, let s(λi) = (ui, vi) ∈ P 0,
and let r(λi) = (ui+1, vi+1) ∈ P 0. Then (vi, ui), (vi+1, ui+1) ∈ P 0 as well,
and there is a unique edge labelled LP (λi) from (vi, ui) to (vi+1, ui+1). This
defines a continuous and shift commuting map ϕ : XP → XP with ϕ2 = id.
In this way, the labelling induces a continuous and shift commuting Z/2Z
action on the edge shift XP . This is said to be the Z/2Z action on XP
induced by the labels. This also induces a corresponding continuous Z/2Z
action on the suspension SXP . See [BS05] for an investigation of equivariant
flow equivalence of shift spaces equipped with group actions.
Conjecture 4.14 (Boyle [Boy11]). For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Xi be a sofic shift with
right Fischer cover (Fi,LFi) for which the covering map πi : XFi → Xi is 2
to 1, and let (Pi,LPi) be the fiber product cover of Xi. Then X1 and X2 are
flow equivalent if and only if there is a flow equivalence Φ: SXP1 → SXP2
which commutes with the Z/2Z actions induced by the labels.
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The present work was motivated by a desire to apply this conjectured result
to a concrete class of shift spaces. Strictly sofic beta-shifts are natural for
this because the covering maps are always 2 to 1 by Proposition 4.7.
Example 4.15. Use Theorem 4.2 to find 1 < β < 2 such that g(β) =
1(10)∞. The symbolic adjacency matrix of the right Fischer cover of the
corresponding beta-shift Xβ is
 0 10 1
0

 ,
where a blank entry signifies that there is no edge between the two vertices.
By Lemma 4.13, the symbolic adjacency matrix of the fiber product graph
of Xβ is
A =


0 1
0 1
0
0 1
0 1
0
0
0
0


(1, 1)
(1, 2)
(1, 3)
(2, 1)
(2, 2)
(2, 3)
(3, 1)
(3, 2)
(3, 3)
. (4.1)
By disregarding stranded vertices, this can be reduced to
A′ =


0 1
0 1
0 1
0 1
0
0 0
0 0


(1, 1)
(1, 2)
(2, 1)
(2, 2)
(2, 3)
(3, 2)
(3, 3)
.
Figure 4.5 shows this fiber product cover. Note that it contains the right
Fischer cover as the connected component containing the diagonal vertices.
(1, 1) (2, 2) (3, 3)
(1, 2) (2, 3)
(2, 1) (3, 2)
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
Figure 4.5: Fiber product cover of the sofic shift from Example 4.15.
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v1 v2 · · · vn+1 · · · vn+p
v′n+1 · · · v′n+p
v′′n+1 · · · v′′n+p
g1 g2 gn gn+1 gn+p−1
0, . . . , g1 − 1
0, . . . , g2 − 1
0, . . . , gn+1 − 1
0, . . . , gn+p − 1
gn+p
gn+1 gn+p−1
gn+p
0, . . . , gn+1 − 1
0, . . . , gn+p − 1
gn+1 gn+p−1
gn+p
0, . . . , gn+1 − 1 0, . . . , gn+p − 1
Figure 4.6: Fiber product cover of a sofic beta-shift with minimal n, p such
that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞.
The following proposition shows that the fiber product cover always has
the structure seen in the previous example.
Proposition 4.16. Let β > 1 such that g(β) is eventually periodic but not
periodic, then the fiber product cover of Xβ is the graph shown in Figure 4.6.
Proof. Let (Fβ ,Lβ) be the right Fischer cover of Xβ, and let n, p be minimal
such that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞. By the proof of Proposition 4.7,
a left-ray will have a unique presentation unless it is equal to w∞ for some
cyclic permutation w of the period gn+1 · · · gn+p. To find the fiber product
cover, it is therefore sufficient to consider such periodic left-rays.
By the proof of Proposition 4.7, there exist u0, . . . , up−1, u
′
0, . . . , u
′
p−1 ∈
F 0β with ui 6= u′i such that there are edges labelled gn+i+1 from ui to
ui+1 (mod p) and from u
′
i to u
′
i+1 (mod p) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. Now
(u0, u
′
0), . . . , (up−1, u
′
p−1) are the only off-diagonal vertices in the fiber prod-
uct cover. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, the fiber product cover has an edge
labelled gn+i+1 from (ui, u
′
i) to (ui+1 (mod p), u
′
i+1 (mod p)) and edges labelled
0, . . . , gn+i+1 − 1 from (ui, u′i) to (v1, v1), where v1 is the first vertex of the
right Fischer cover. This gives the labelled graph shown in Figure 4.6.
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Remark 4.17. Let β > 1 with g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞ for minimal
n, p, and let (Pβ ,LPβ) be the right fiber product cover of Xβ. Consider the
Z/2Z action on XPβ induced by the labelling. The element 1 ∈ Z/2Z acts
by fixing the part of the graph that is isomorphic to the Fischer cover and
switching the two analogous irreducible components lying above (see Figure
4.6).
4.3 Flow classification of sofic beta-shifts
The aim of this section is to use the acquired knowledge about the structure
of the fiber product covers to examine the flow equivalence of the corre-
sponding edge shifts. If Conjecture 4.14 is true, this will give a complete
flow classification of sofic beta-shifts. First, a simple flow classification of
beta-shifts of finite type is given. Then the Bowen-Franks groups of the
covers of sofic beta-shifts considered in the previous sections are computed
and shown to depend only on the sum of the entries in the period of the
generating sequence. Finally, it is proved that this number is a complete
invariant of flow equivalence of the edge shifts of the fiber product covers of
sofic beta-shifts.
4.3.1 Flow classification of beta-shifts of finite type
The characterisation of beta-shifts of finite type given in Corollary 4.9 makes
it possible to give a complete flow classification of such shifts.
Proposition 4.18. Given β > 1 such that Xβ is an SFT, choose mini-
mal p ∈ N such that the generating sequence is g(β) = (g1 · · · gp)∞, then
BF+(Xβ) = −Z/SZ with S =
∑p
j=1 gj . In particular, every SFT beta-shift
is flow equivalent to a full shift.
Note that
∑p
j=1 gj =
∑p
i=1 ai − 1 when e(β) = a1 · · · ap00 · · · and ap 6= 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5, the (non-symbolic) adjacency matrix of the un-
derlying graph of the right Fischer cover of Xβ is
A =


g1 1 0 · · · 0 0
g2 0 1 0 0
g3 0 0 0 0
...
. . .
gp−1 0 0 0 1
gp + 1 0 0 · · · 0 0


.
Now it is straightforward to compute the complete invariant by finding the
Smith normal form and determinant of Id−A.
It is also not hard to construct a concrete flow-equivalence between the
beta-shift considered in Proposition 4.18 and the full (S + 1)-shift.
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Example 4.19. If β > 1, then the entropy of Xβ is log β [Par60, Re´n57].
In particular, beta-shifts Xβ1 and Xβ2 with β1 6= β2 are never conjugate.
However, by Theorem 4.2, there exist 1 < β1 < 2 and 2 < β2 < 3 such
that (110)∞ is the generating sequence of Xβ1 and (20)
∞ is the generating
sequence of Xβ2 , and the beta-shifts Xβ1 and Xβ2 are flow equivalent by
Proposition 4.18.
4.3.2 Bowen-Franks groups
The Bowen-Franks groups of the underlying graphs of the covers from Sec-
tion 4.2 will be computed in this section.
Proposition 4.20. Let β > 1 with sofic Xβ, and let n, p be minimal such
that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞. Let AK and AP be the adjacency
matrices of the underlying graphs of respectively the Krieger cover and the
fiber product cover. Then BF+(AK) = −Z/SZ and BF(AP ) = (Z/SZ) ⊕
Z⊕ Z where S =∑pi=1 gn+i.
Proof. By Proposition 4.11,
AK =


g1 1 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0
g2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
g3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
gn−1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
gn 0 0 · · · 0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0
gn+1 0 1 0 · · · 0 0
gn+2 0 0 1 0 0
gn+3 0 0 0 0 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
gn+p−1 0 0 0 0 1
gn+p 1 0 0 · · · 0 0


.
It is straightforward to find the invariant by computing the Smith form and
determinant of Id−AK . The other Bowen-Franks group is computed in the
same manner.
These Bowen-Franks groups only contain information about the sum of the
numbers in the periodic part of the generating sequence. This is partially
explained by the results of the following section.
4.3.3 Concrete constructions
This section contains recipes for concrete constructions of flow equivalences
reducing the complexity of beta-shifts. Let n ∈ N and n − 1 < β < n be
given, and let X = Xβ. Define ϕ : Aβ → {0, 1}∗ by
ϕ(j) =
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 · · · 1 0,
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and extend this to ϕ : A∗β → {0, 1}∗ by ϕ(a1 · · · an) = ϕ(a1) · · ·ϕ(an). The
shift closure of ϕ(B(X)) is the language of a shift space X ′ flow equivalent to
X by Lemma 2.23. Define the induced map ϕ : X+ → X ′+ by ϕ(x1x2 · · · ) =
ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2) · · · .
Lemma 4.21. The map ϕ : X+ → X ′+ constructed above is surjective and
order preserving.
Proof. The map preserves the lexicographic order by construction. Let
x′+ ∈ X ′+ be given. By construction, there exists x+ = x1x2 · · · ∈ X+
such that x′+ = wϕ(x2)ϕ(x3) · · · where w is a suffix of ϕ(x1). Now there
exists 1 ≤ a ≤ x1 such that w = ϕ(a). Since ax2x3 · · · ≤ x1x2 · · · ≤ g(β), it
follows from Theorem 4.1 that ax2x3 · · · ∈ X+, so x′+ ∈ ϕ(X+).
Theorem 4.22. For every β > 1 there exists 1 < β′ < 2 such that Xβ ∼FE
Xβ′.
Proof. Let X = Xβ, and construct X
′ ∼FE X and ϕ : X+ → X ′+ as above.
Use Theorem 4.2 to choose 1 < β′ < 2 such that g(β′) = ϕ(g(β)). The aim
is to prove that X ′ = Xβ′ .
Given x′+ = x′1x
′
2 · · · ∈ X ′+ and k ∈ N, let x′k+ = x′kx′k+1 · · · . Use
Lemma 4.21 to choose x+ ∈ X+ such that ϕ(x+) = x′
k+
. Now x+ ≤ g(β)
and ϕ is order preserving, so x′
k+
≤ g(β′). By Theorem 4.1, this means that
x′+ ∈ X+β′ .
Let x′+ = x′1x
′
2 · · · ∈ X+β′ and let n = maxAβ. Consider the extension
ϕ : {0, . . . , n}N → {0, 1}N and note that x′+ does not contain 1n+1 as a
factor, so there exists x+ = x1x2 · · · ∈ {0, . . . , n}N such that ϕ(x+) = x′+.
Let k ∈ N be given and let xk+ = xkxk+1 · · · . Then there exists l ≥ k such
that ϕ(xk+) = x
′
lx
′
l+1 · · · ≤ g(β′) = ϕ(g(β)), but ϕ is order preserving, so
this means that xk+ ≤ g(β). Hence, x+ ∈ X+β and x′+ ∈ X ′+ as desired.
This shows that it is sufficient to consider 1 < β < 2 when trying to classify
sofic beta-shifts up to flow equivalence. The next goal is to find a standard
form that any sofic beta-shift can be reduced to.
Lemma 4.23. Let 1 < β < 2 such that g(β) is aperiodic and let n be the
largest number such that 1n is a prefix of g(β). Then Xβ ∼FE X1n07→1nβ = Xβ′
where g(β′) is obtained from g(β) by deleting a 0 immediately after each
occurrence of 1n.
Proof. Note that 1n+1 /∈ B(Xβ), so each occurrence of 1n in Xβ is followed
by 0 and X1
n07→1n
β is well defined. There is an upper bound on {k | (1n0)k ∈
B(Xβ)} since 1n0 is a prefix of g(β) which is aperiodic, and therefore Xβ ∼FE
X
1n07→1n
β by arguments similar to the ones used in Example 2.20. Define
ϕ : X+β → {0, 1}N such that ϕ(x+) is the sequence obtained from x+ by
deleting one 0 immediately after each occurrence of 1n. This is an order
preserving map. Use Theorem 4.2 to choose β′ such that g(β′) = ϕ(g(β)).
Given y+ ∈ X1n07→1nβ and k ∈ N, define x+ to be the sequence obtained from
ykyk+1 · · · by inserting 0 after yj if there exists l ∈ N such that y[j−ln,j] =
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01ln or such that j = k + ln − 1 and y[k,j] = 1ln. Now, x+ ∈ X+β , so
ykyk+1 · · · = ϕ(x+) ≤ ϕ(g(β)) = g(β′), so y+ ∈ X+β′ by Theorem 4.1. A
similar argument proves the other inclusion.
Corollary 4.24. Let 1 < β < 2 such that g(β) is aperiodic and let n be
the largest number such that 1n is a prefix of g(β). For each k > n/2,
Xβ ∼FE X01k 7→01k0β = Xβ′ where g(β′) is obtained from g(β) by inserting a 0
immediately after the initial 1k and after each subsequent occurrence of 01k.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.23 to Xβ′ .
Example 4.25. Consider β > 1 such that g(β) = 1101101(0101100)∞ . Use
Lemma 4.23 to see that Xβ ∼FE Xβ1 when g(β1) = 11111(010110)∞ . By
Corollary 4.24, Xβ1 ∼FE Xβ2 when
g(β2) = 111110(010110)
∞ = 111(110010)∞ .
Note how this operation permutes the period of the generating sequence.
Use Corollary 4.24 again to show that Xβ2 ∼FE Xβ3 when
g(β3) = 1110(110010)
∞ = 11(101100)∞ .
An additional application of Corollary 4.24 will not reduce the aperiodic
beginning of the generating sequence further, since it will also add an extra
0 inside the period. Note in particular that the length of neither the period
nor the beginning of the generating sequence is a flow invariant. The sum
of entries in the period of the generating sequence is a flow invariant by
Proposition 4.20, but the same is apparently not true for the sum of entries
in the aperiodic beginning. Indeed, it is straightforward to use Lemma 4.23
and Corollary 4.24 to show that Xβ ∼FE Xβ′ if
g(β′) = 13n(110010)∞ or
g(β′) = 13n+2(101100)∞
for some n ∈ N. However, at this stage it is, for instance, still unclear
whether Xβ ∼FE Xβ′′ when g(β′′) = 13n(101100)∞ .
Example 4.26. Consider β0 > 1 such that g(β0) = 11(0110010101)
∞ . By
Lemma 4.23, Xβ0 ∼FE Xβi when
g(β0) = 11(0110010101)
∞
g(β1) = 1111(010101011)
∞
g(β2) = 11111(010101101)
∞
g(β3) = 111111(010110101)
∞
g(β4) = 1111111(011010101)
∞
...
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This illustrates how the length and position of the individual blocks of 1s
in the period are important when using Lemma 4.23 and Corollary 4.24
to construct concrete flow equivalences. This information is ignored by the
Bowen-Franks groups of the underlying graphs of the standard covers which
only keep track of the sum of the entries in the period, and later results will
suggest that this additional structure is actually not preserved under flow
equivalence (see Theorem 4.29).
Remark 4.27. Example 4.25 illustrates how the results of Lemma 4.23
and Corollary 4.24 can be used to reduce a beta-shift Xβ with g(β) = wbw
∞
p
to a flow equivalent beta-shift Xβ′ where g(β
′) = 1nw∞p′ with n ≤ |wb|,
|wp′ | ≤ |wp|, and n ≤ k when 01k0i is a suffix of wp′ for some i. Note that
the number n will depend not only on the sums of the entries in wb and wp,
but also on the length of the blocks of 1s in wb.
4.3.4 Flow equivalence of fiber products
Let 1 < β < 2 with sofic Xβ, let n, p be minimal such that g(β) =
g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞, and let (Pβ ,Lβ) be the fiber product cover of Xβ.
The goal of this section is to study the flow class of the reducible edge shift
XPβ defined by the underlying graph. Let N =
∑n
i=1 gi and S =
∑p
i=1 gn+i.
By Remark 4.27, it can be assumed that N ≤ S without loss of generality.
Let P 0β = {v1, . . . , vn+p, v′n+1, . . . , v′n+p, v′′n+1, . . . , v′n+p} as in Figure 4.6.
Let e ∈ P 1β with Lβ(e) = 0 and r(e) 6= v1. Then there exists f ∈ P 1β such
that for λ ∈ XPβ , λ0 = f if and only if λ1 = e. Hence, all these edges can
be removed using symbol contraction, and this leaves the edge shift of the
graph shown in Figure 4.7. In this graph, the vertices vN and vN+S both
emit one edge to vN+1 and one edge to v1. Use in-amalgamation to merge
these two vertices. This identifies the edges e and g and the edges f and
h marked in Figure 4.7. The result is a graph of the same form, where the
size of N is reduced by 1. Repeat this process N times to show that XPβ is
flow equivalent to the graph in Figure 4.8. This leads to the following:
Proposition 4.28. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let βi > 1 with minimal ni, pi such that
g(β) = gi1 · · · gini(gini+1 · · · gini+pi)∞,
let Si =
∑pi
i=1 gni+i, and let (Pβi ,LPβi ) be the fiber product cover of Xβi.
Then there is a flow equivalence Φ: SXPβ1 → SXPβ2 which commutes with
the Z/2Z actions induced by the labels if and only if S1 = S2.
Proof. If there is such a flow equivalence, then Theorem 2.8 shows that the
Bowen-Franks groups of the edge shifts XPβ1 and XPβ2 must be equal, so
S1 = S2 by Proposition 4.20. Reversely, if S1 = S2, then the preceding
arguments prove that there is a flow equivalence Φ: SXPβ1 → SXPβ2 . Fur-
thermore, the Z/2Z actions on XPβi induced by the labels are respected
by the conjugacies and symbol reductions used in the construction, so Φ
commutes with the actions.
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v1 v2 · · · vN vN+1 · · · vN+S
v′N+1 · · · v′N+S
v′′N+1 · · · v′′N+S
e
f
h
g
Figure 4.7: An unlabelled graph defining an edge shift flow equivalent to the
edge shift of the underlying graph of the fiber product cover of a sofic beta-
shift with minimal n, p such that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞. Here
N =
∑n
i=1 gi and S =
∑p
i=1 gn+i. Every vertex emits precisely two edges;
one of which terminates at v1.
v1 v2 · · · vS
v′1 · · · v′S
v′′1 · · · v′′S
Figure 4.8: An unlabelled graph defining an edge shift flow equivalent to the
edge shift of the underlying graph of the fiber product cover of a sofic beta-
shift with minimal n, p such that g(β) = g1 · · · gn(gn+1 · · · gn+p)∞. Here
S =
∑p
i=1 gn+i.
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The following theorem gives a complete classification of beta-shifts up
to flow equivalence if Conjecture 4.14 is true.
Theorem 4.29. Let β1, β2 > 1 such that Xβ1 and Xβ2 are both SFTs or both
strictly sofic. If Conjecture 4.14 holds, then the following are equivalent
1. Xβ1 ∼FE Xβ2.
2. XP1 ∼FE XP2 when (Pi,LPi) is the right fiber product cover of Xβi for
i ∈ {1, 2}.
3. XF1 ∼FE XF2 when (Fi,LFi) is the right Fischer cover of Xβi for i ∈
{1, 2}.
4. S1 = S2 when Si =
∑pi
k=1 g
i
ni+k
for minimal ni, pi such that g(βi) =
gi1 · · · gini(gini+1 · · · gini+pi)∞ for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. The right Fischer cover and the fiber product cover are flow invariant,
so (1) implies (2) and (3) in general. Propositions 4.18 and 4.20 show that
(1) implies (4). By Propositions 4.18 and 4.20, (4) implies (3), and by the
proof of Proposition 4.28, (4) implies (2). If Conjecture 4.14 is true, then
Proposition 4.28 also shows that (4) implies (1).
4.4 Perspectives
If Conjecture 4.14 is true, then Theorem 4.29 gives a very satisfying clas-
sification of sofic beta-shifts in terms of a single integer which is easy to
compute. A proof of the conjecture will rely on deep results in symbolic
dynamics, and it has been beyond the scope of this work to attempt to
prove it. If the conjecture is not true, then there is no obvious route to a
flow classification of sofic beta-shifts. The flow invariants considered here
can naturally only distinguish beta-shifts with different values of the integer
assumed to be a complete invariant, so it would be necessary to examine
completely different invariants. It would, for instance, be natural to exam-
ine the left Fischer covers of sofic beta-shifts as well, but as mentioned in
Example 4.10, it is generally hard to construct these.
The following example illustrates how hard it is to work with flow equiv-
alence of beta-shifts without the results of Conjecture 4.14: The results of
Section 4.3.3 show that for every β > 1 there exists 1 < β′ < 2 such that
Xβ ∼FE Xβ′ and such that g(β′) has a special form. It is still unknown
whether it is possible to do further reductions, and there is no known way
to construct concrete flow equivalences in the cases where this is not made
impossible by the known invariants. Without Conjecture 4.14, there is for
example, no known way to determine whether the beta-shifts Xβ1 and Xβ2
with generating sequences
g(β1) = 1(110)
∞ and g(β2) = 11(110)
∞
are flow equivalent. It is worth noting the similarity with the problems
encountered when attempting to classify gap-shifts in Section 2.4.
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70 5. FLOW EQUIVALENCE OF RENEWAL SYSTEMS
A renewal system is a shift space consisting of the biinfinite sequences
that can be obtained as free concatenations of words from some finite gen-
erating list. This simple definition hides a surprisingly rich structure that
is in many ways independent of the usual topological and dynamical struc-
ture of the shift space. The present work was motivated by the following
problem raised by Adler: Is every irreducible shift of finite type conjugate
to a renewal system? Several attempts have been made to answer this
question, and the conjugacy of certain special classes of renewal systems is
well understood, but there only exist a few results concerning the general
problem.
The aim of this work has been to find the range of the Bowen-Franks
invariant over the set of SFT renewal systems in order to answer the corre-
sponding question for flow equivalence. The results are, however, incomplete
and it is still unknown whether a large class of pairs of determinants and
groups can be achieved. The most general result is obtained by combining
a computation of the determinants of renewal systems in a class introduced
by Hong and Shin [HS09b] with a concrete construction of certain non-cyclic
Bowen-Franks groups.
5.1 Background
Let A be an alphabet, let L ⊆ A∗ be a finite list of words over A, and define
B(L) to be the set of factors of L∗. Then B(L) satisfies the conditions in
Proposition 1.1, so it is the language of a shift space X(L) which is said to
be the renewal system∗ generated by L. L is said to be the generating list
of X(L).
Proposition 5.1. Every renewal system is an irreducible sofic shift.
Proof. Let L = {w1, . . . , wn}, let (G,L) be the labelled graph obtained by
writing the words w1, . . . , wn on loops starting and ending at a common
vertex, and note that (G,L) is an irreducible presentation of X(L).
The graph constructed in the proof is called the standard loop graph pre-
sentation of X(L), and because of this presentation, renewal systems are
called loop systems or flower automata in automata theory (e.g. [BP85]).
Renewal systems are also sometimes called finitely generated sofic systems
(e.g. [Res90]). The even shift introduced in Example 1.4 is a renewal system
generated by the list L = {00, 1}. In this case, the standard loop graph is
equal to the left Fischer cover, but that is not true in general.
5.1.1 Adler’s problem
As shown above, every renewal system is an irreducible sofic shift, and some
of them are strictly sofic, but is every sofic shift – or every SFT – a renewal
system? The following example shows that the answer is no.
∗ Named by Adler for an analogy with renewal theory from probability theory.
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a
b
c
d
Figure 5.1: A graph for which the edge shift is not a renewal system.
Example 5.2 ([LM95, pp. 433]). Consider the edge shift X of the graph
seen in Figure 5.1. Assume that X is a renewal system, i.e. that there exists
a finite list L over {a, b, c, d} such that X = X(L). Since an, cn ∈ B(X) for
all n ∈ N, there must exist k, l such that ak, cl ∈ L, but then ac ∈ B(X) in
contradiction with the presentation. This shows that not every irreducible
SFT is a renewal system. Note, however, that X is conjugate to the full
2-shift which is a renewal system.
Examples such as this naturally raise the following question:
Problem 5.3 (Adler). Is every irreducible shift of finite type conjugate to
a renewal system?
A positive solution to this problem would reduce the conjugacy problem for
irreducible shifts of finite type to a question of conjugacies of SFT renewal
systems, and Adler’s aim [GLS91, Res90] was to use this approach to attack
the shift equivalence problem which was arguably the most important open
problem in symbolic dynamics at the time (see Section 1.2). This intended
application is no longer as relevant because different means have long since
been used to prove that shift equivalence and strong shift equivalence are
indeed different equivalence relations [KR92, KR99], and because it has
turned out that it is not particularly easy to determine whether two renewal
systems are conjugate (see [Res92] for a result about this question in a
special case). However, Adler’s problem remains open, and it is arguably
the most important question concerning renewal systems. Indeed, most of
the work done on renewal systems has been motivated by a desire to answer
Adler’s question [GLS91, HS09a, HS09b, JM02, Res90, Res92, Wil90].
As mentioned above, there exist strictly sofic renewal systems, and the
following example answers a natural variation of Adler’s question by showing
that there exists a strictly sofic shift which is not conjugate to a renewal
system.
Example 5.4 (Williams [Wil90]). Let X be the strictly sofic shift presented
by the labelled graph in Figure 5.2. Assume that there exists a renewal
system X(L) over some alphabet A and a conjugacy ϕ : X → X(L). Assume
without loss of generality that ϕ = Φ∞[n,n] for a map Φ: B2n+1(X) → A
and that ϕ−1 = Ψ∞[n,n] for a map Ψ: B2n+1(X(L)) → {a, b, c}. The image
of the fixpoint a∞ ∈ X is a fixpoint in X(L), so there exists α ∈ A such
that Φ(a2n+1) = α, and m ∈ N such that αm ∈ L. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ 2n,
let βj = Φ(a
jba2n−j). Then ϕ(a∞ba∞) = α∞β0 · · · β2nα∞, so there must
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a
b
a
c
Figure 5.2: Presentation of a sofic shift not conjugate to a renewal system.
Renewal
systems
SFTs
X(L)even shift
X
?
∼FE
Figure 5.3: Flow equivalence problem for renewal systems. X is an irre-
ducible SFT flow equivalent to an SFT renewal system X(L). The dashed
line signifies the possible border between the SFTs that are flow equivalent
to renewal systems and those that are not.
exist k, l ∈ N such that αkβ0 · · · β2nαl ∈ L∗ and k + l ≥ 2n. Let x =
α∞β0 · · · β2nαk+lβ0 · · · β2nα∞ ∈ X(L). Then ϕ−1(x) = a∞bak+l+4nba∞ in
contradiction with the definition of X.
The aim of the present work has been to answer another natural variation
of Adler’s question: Is every SFT flow equivalent to a renewal system? This
question has apparently not been investigated before now. It is appealing
to consider flow equivalence because Theorem 2.8 gives a complete flow
classification of irreducible SFTs in terms of the Bowen-Franks invariant
which is both easy to compute and easy to compare. To answer the flow
equivalence question, it is therefore sufficient to find the range of the Bowen-
Franks invariant over the set of SFT renewal systems and check whether it
is equal to the range over the set of irreducible SFTs. It is easy to check that
a group G is the Bowen-Franks group of an irreducible SFT if and only if it
is a finitely generated abelian group and that any combination of sign and
Bowen-Franks group can be achieved by the Bowen-Franks invariant. Hence,
the overall strategy of the investigation of the flow equivalence question has
been to attempt to construct all these combinations of groups and signs.
However, it has turned out to be surprisingly hard to construct renewal
systems with non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups and/or positive determinants,
so there are only partial results so far. The flow equivalence problem for
renewal systems is sketched in Figure 5.3.
Since flow equivalence is a weaker equivalence relation than conjugacy,
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a negative answer to the flow equivalence question will also give a negative
answer to Adler’s original question, while a positive answer will leave the
original question open. Either way, the investigation can be expected to
yield insight into the original question as well.
A part of the investigation of the flow equivalence problem for renewal
systems has been experimental, and the Bowen-Franks invariant has been
computed for a large number SFT renewal systems. See Appendix A for a
description of these experiments. It turns out to be difficult to find renewal
systems that are not flow equivalent to full shifts in this way, but the process
has generated valuable insight and some of the main results of this chapter
grew out of the experimental investigation.
5.1.2 Properties of generating lists
Renewal systems have been studied intensely – both in symbolic dynamics
and in coding theory – so there exists a well developed nomenclature, and
several special cases have been studied in detail. This section introduces
standard notation and recalls known relations between various standard
classes of renewal systems.
Definition 5.5. A finite list L ⊆ A∗ is said to be
simple if no non-trivial concatenation of words from L is an element of L.
minimal if it is simple and there is no simple list L˜ 6= L such that X(L) =
X(L˜) and L ⊆ L˜∗.
prefix if no word w ∈ L is a prefix of a word v ∈ L \ {w}.
suffix if no word w ∈ L is a suffix of a word v ∈ L \ {w}.
uniquely decipherable if v1, . . . , vk, w1, . . . , wl ∈ L and v1 · · · vk = w1 · · ·wl
implies that k = l and wi = vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
cyclic if, whenever p, s ∈ A∗, v0, . . . , vk, w1, . . . , wl, ps ∈ L, s 6= ε, and
v0 · · · vk = sw1 · · ·wlp, then k = l, s = v0, p = ε, and wi = vi for all
1 ≤ i ≤ k.
pure if w ∈ L∗ whenever there exists n ∈ N such that wn ∈ L∗.
very pure if u, v ∈ L∗ whenever there exists uv, vu ∈ L∗.
In coding theory, a uniquely decipherable generating list is called a code,
and most of the terminology introduced above comes from coding theory
(cf. [BP85]). If a generating list L is prefix, suffix, or cyclic, then it is
automatically uniquely decipherable. The list {a, abc, c} is minimal and
uniquely decipherable but neither prefix nor suffix, and the list {aba, bab}
is uniquely decipherable but not cyclic, so the reverse is not true.
Restivo [Res90] proved that the language of an irreducible sofic shift
has a finite number of maximal monoids, and Hong and Shin [HS09a] have
used this to prove that every renewal system has a finite number of minimal
generating lists.
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5.1.3 Irreducible generating lists
The results of this section will reduce the flow classification problem by
proving that it is sufficient to consider generating lists which have been
reduced using symbol contractions and conjugacies. This was useful in the
experimental approach described in Appendix A since it allowed generating
lists to be reduced to a simpler form before they were investigated. First,
it is necessary to introduce some more terminology.
Definition 5.6. Let L be a generating list. A triple (nb, g, l) where nb, l ∈ N
and g is an ordered list of words g1, . . . , gk ∈ L with
∑k
i=1|gi| ≥ nb+ l− 1 is
said to be a partitioning of the factor v[nb,nb+l−1] ∈ B(X(L)) of v = g1 · · · gk.
The beginning of the partitioning is the word v[1,nb−1], and the end is the
word v[nb+l,|v|]. The partitioning is said to be minimal if nb ≤ |g1| and
nb + l − 1 >
∑k−1
i=1 |gi|. A partitioning of a right-ray x+ ∈ X(L)+ is a pair
p = (nb, (gi)i∈N) where nb ∈ N and gi ∈ L such that wx+ = g1g2 · · · when
w is the beginning consisting of the nb − 1 first letters of the concatenation
g1g2 · · · . The partitioning is said to be minimal if nb ≤ |g1|. Partitionings
of left-rays are defined analogously.
Consider the generating list L = {aa, b}. Here (2, [aa, b], 2) is a minimal
partitioning of the word ab. The beginning is the word a and the end is the
empty word. Clearly, (4, [aa, aa, b], 2) is a non-minimal partitioning of the
same word.
Definition 5.7. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a finite list, and let w ∈ B(X(L)) ∪ X(L)+
be an allowed word or right-ray. Then w is said to be left-bordering if there
exists a partitioning of w with empty beginning, and strongly left-bordering
if every partitioning of w has empty beginning. Right-bordering words and
left-rays are defined analogously. A word w ∈ B(X(L)) is said to be internal
if the list g has only one element whenever (nb, g, l) is a minimal partitioning
of w. A generating list L is said to be irreducible if it is simple and every
internal word has length 1.
For L = {aa, b}, the word b is internal, while aa and ab are not.
Lemma 5.8. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a finite list of words, and let w be an internal
word for L for which X(L) does not admit non-trivial w-overlaps (i.e. there
is no v ∈ B(X(L)) with |w| < |v| < 2|w| such that w is both a prefix and a
suffix of v). Then X(L) ∼FE X(M), where M is the list obtained by replacing
every occurrence of w in L by some ♦ /∈ A.
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.23 to X(L) to replace each occurrence of w by ♦
and create the shift space X(L)w→♦ ∼FE X(L). Since w can only be read
inside the generating words, X(L)w→♦ = X(M).
This result makes it non-trivial to construct a list L for which X(L) is an
SFT not flow equivalent to the full {1, . . . , |L|}-shift.
Proposition 5.9. For every L ⊆ A∗ there exists an irreducible generating
list M such that X(L) ∼FE X(M).
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that L is simple. The lengths of
internal words of L are bounded above by maxv∈L|v|, so let w ∈ B(X(L))
be an internal word of maximal length, and assume that |w| ≥ 2. If X(L)
admits a non-trivial w-overlap w˜, then w˜ must also be internal and |w˜| > |w|
in contradiction with the assumption on w. Apply Lemma 5.8 to L and w
to produce a list M for which the number of internal words of length |w| is
strictly less than the number of internal words of length |w| in L, and for
which X(L) ∼FE X(M). M inherits the simplicity of L. Repeat this process
until the longest internal word has length 1.
In this way, the study of flow equivalence of renewal systems can be reduced
to the study of renewal systems generated by irreducible lists.
Proposition 5.10. Let L ⊆ A∗ be finite and irreducible.
1. For each a ∈ A(X(L)), there exist u, v ∈ L such that a = rl(u) = ll(v).
2. B2(X(L)) = A(X(L))2.
3. If X(L) is a 1-step shift of finite type, then it is the full A(X(L))-shift.
Proof. For a ∈ A(X(L)) there must exist letters b, c ∈ A(X(L)) such that
ab, ca ∈ B(X). By assumption, neither of these words are internal, so
there must exist u, v ∈ L such that a = rl(u) = ll(v). The two remaining
statements follow easily from this.
5.1.4 Conjugacy and flow equivalence of renewal systems
In the following, some of the most important results about the conjugacy
of renewal systems are recalled and used to derive simple consequences for
the flow equivalence of special classes of renewal systems.
Theorem 5.11 (Be´al and Perrin [BP86]). Let L ⊆ A∗ be uniquely deci-
pherable, and let (G,L) be the standard loop graph presentation of X(L).
Then L is cyclic if and only if L∞ : XG → X(L) is a conjugacy.
Theorem 5.11 can be used to prove that every cyclic generating list is also
pure. The list {a, ab, bc, c} is pure but not uniquely decipherable, and hence
not cyclic, so the reverse is not true.
Corollary 5.12. If L is cyclic, then X(L) is flow equivalent to a full shift.
Proof. Use Theorem 5.11 to see that X(L) is conjugate to the edge shift of
the underlying graph of the standard loop graph presentation of X(L), and
note that this edge shift can be symbol-reduced to the full |L|-shift.
The following two results show that various nicely behaved generating
lists are automatically cyclic if they generate SFT renewal systems.
Proposition 5.13 (Hong and Shin [HS09a, Proposition 3.2]). Let L be a
minimal and uniquely decipherable generating list for which X(L) is an SFT,
then L is cyclic.
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Theorem 5.14 (Hong and Shin [HS09a, Theorem 3.9]). Let L be a simple
generating list that is either prefix or suffix for which X(L) is an SFT, then
the following are equivalent:
• L is cyclic.
• L is pure.
• L is minimal.
Remark 5.15. Corollary 5.12, Proposition 5.13, and Theorem 5.14 show
that many of the nicely behaved classes of generating lists considered above
always generate renewal systems flow equivalent to full shifts. Hence, it
is necessary to go beyond these classes in order to find non-trivial results
about the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant.
In an investigation of Adler’s original question, it is natural to attempt
to compute the ranges of conjugacy invariants over the set of SFT renewal
systems. If such a range can be proved to be different from the range over
the set of irreducible SFTs, then this will provide a negative answer to the
question. The following theorem was the first major result of this kind.
Theorem 5.16 (Goldberger, Lind, and Smorodinsky [GLS91]). If X is an
irreducible SFT, then there exists a renewal system with entropy h(X).
Hong and Shin [HS09b] improved this result by showing that whenever log λ
is the entropy of an irreducible SFT, there exists an SFT renewal system
with entropy log λ. This shows that the range of the entropy invariant over
the class of renewal systems cannot be used to answer Adler’s question, and
it is arguably the most powerful general result obtained in the search for an
answer to Adler’s question. The class H of generating lists introduced in
[HS09b] will be examined in greater detail in Section 5.3 where the range
of the Bowen-Franks invariant over H will be computed.
5.1.5 When is a renewal system of finite type?
In order to attempt to answer Adler’s question by computing the range
of invariants over the set of SFT renewal systems, it is desirable to have
conditions on L which are necessary and sufficient for X(L) to be an SFT.
Example 5.17. Consider the lists L1 = {aa, b} and L2 = {ab, ba}. L1
generates the even shift which is strictly sofic, and L2 generates a re-
newal system which is strictly sofic for a similar reason: For each n ∈ N,
bb(ab)n, (ab)nb ∈ B(X(L2)) but bb(ab)nb /∈ B(X(L2)). This kind of behaviour
is often seen in strictly sofic renewal systems. However, a list will not neces-
sarily generate a strictly sofic shift simply because it contains a word such as
aa or a pair of words such as ab and ba. Indeed, if suitable words are added
to the lists considered above, then the resulting generating lists will gener-
ate shifts of finite type. This is, for instance, the case for L′1 = {aa, aaa, b}
and L′2 = {ab, aba, ba, bab}.
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In general, it is non-trivial to determine whether a list generates an
SFT, but there are results in certain special cases, e.g. for the class of cyclic
renewal systems where the following corollary is a consequence of Theorem
5.11.
Corollary 5.18. If L ⊆ A∗ is cyclic, then X(L) is an SFT.
Consider the list L = {aa, aaa, b} to see that the reverse is not true in
general. However, a partial reverse is given by Proposition 5.13.
Theorem 5.19 (Restivo [Res74]). A renewal system generated by a very
pure list is an SFT.
Let L be a generating list, and let (G,LG) be the standard loop graph
of X(L). By using the subset construction, it is possible to construct a left-
resolving presentation of X(L) based on (G,LG) (see e.g. [LM95, Theorem
3.3.2]). Once a left-resolving presentation is known, another algorithm can
be used to construct the left Fischer cover ([LM95, Theorem 3.4.14]). How-
ever, the graph constructed by the subset construction has 2G
0 − 1 vertices,
and even for moderately sized generating lists, it can take a long time to
find the left Fischer cover using these algorithms.
Let (F,L) be the left Fischer cover of X(L). For w ∈ B(X(L)), |s(w)| = 1
if and only if w is intrinsically synchronizing, so in order to prove that X(L)
is an n-step SFT, it is sufficient to prove that |s(w)| = 1 for all w ∈ Bn(X).
If X(L) is an SFT and |F 0| = r, then X(L) is (r2 − r)-step, so only finitely
many words have to be examined [LM95, Theorem 3.4.17]. Hence, there is
an algorithm for checking whether X(L) is an SFT. However, it is generally
difficult, to check whether a concrete list generates an SFT unless it belongs
to one of the well understood classes considered above.
The following result shows that the reverse problem also has a construc-
tive answer:
Theorem 5.20 (Restivo [Res90]). If X is an SFT, then it is decidable
whether X is a renewal system.
As mentioned in Remark 5.15, the most well understood classes of gen-
erating lists are uninteresting when considering the flow equivalence of SFT
renewal systems, so the next goal is to develop a new set of conditions which
will guarantee that a list generates an n-step SFT based only on the knowl-
edge of the partitionings of the allowed words of length less than or equal
to n.
Definition 5.21. A word w ∈ Bn(X(L)) is said to be strongly synchroniz-
ing if there exists a prefix v of w such that whenever (nb, [g1, . . . gk], n) is
partitioning of w, there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that (nb, [g1, . . . gj], |v|) is a
partitioning of v with empty end.
I.e. w is strongly synchronizing if every partitioning of w has a border be-
tween two generating words at a specific place in w. By definition, a strongly
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synchronizing word w is intrinsically synchronizing, and if u ∈ B(X(L)) con-
tains a strongly synchronizing factor w, then u is also strongly synchroniz-
ing. Hence, if every w ∈ Bn(X(L)) is strongly synchronizing, then X(L) is
an n-step SFT by Theorem 1.3. This is precisely the kind of result that is
sought, but it is desirable to have a less restrictive condition, and this leads
to the following definition.
Definition 5.22. A partitioning p of a word w ∈ B(X(L)) is said to be left-
extendable if whenever a ∈ A and aw ∈ B(X(L)) there exists a partitioning q
of aw with the same end as p. A word w is said to be left-extendable if every
minimal partitioning of w is left-extendable. Right extendable partitionings
and words are defined analogously.
It is easy to check that a strongly synchronizing word is automatically both
left- and right-extendable
Proposition 5.23. If the words in Bn(X(L)) are all left-extendable or all
right-extendable, then X(L) is an n-step SFT.
Proof. Assume that all words of length n are left-extendable, and con-
sider w ∈ B(X(L)) with |w| ≥ n, a ∈ A, and v ∈ B(X(L)) such that
aw,wv ∈ B(X(L)). Let p = (nb, [g1, · · · , gk], |wv|) be a minimal partitioning
of wv. Choose 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that p′ = (nb, [g1, · · · , gj ], n) is a minimal
partitioning of the word w′ = w[1,n]. By assumption, w
′ is left-extendable
and aw′ ∈ B(X(L)), so there exists a partitioning q = (mb, [h1, · · · , hl], n+1)
of aw′ with the same end as p′. Now (mb, [h1, · · · , hl, gj+1, · · · , gk], |wv|+1)
is a partitioning of awv. Apply this argument repeatedly to see that uwv ∈
B(X(L)) for any u ∈ B(X(L)) for which uw ∈ B(X(L)). By Theorem 1.3,
this implies that X(L) is an n-step SFT. By symmetry, an analogous result
holds for right-extendable words.
Appendix A describes how Proposition 5.23 can be used to write a computer
program that finds renewal systems of finite type.
The condition from Proposition 5.23 is generally not necessary for a
renewal system to be an SFT, but the following proposition gives a class of
renewal systems where it is.
Proposition 5.24. If L has a strongly left-bordering (respectively right-
bordering) word then X(L) is an n-step SFT if and only if all allowed words
of length n are left-extendable (respectively right-extendable).
Proof. One direction was proved in Proposition 5.23. Assume that v ∈ L∗
is strongly left-bordering and that w ∈ Bn(X(L)) is not left-extendable.
Choose a ∈ A and a partitioning p of w such that aw ∈ B(X(L)) but no
partitioning q of aw has the same end as p. Let we be the end of p. Then
awwev is forbidden while both aw and wwev are allowed. The result follows
by Theorem 1.3, and an analogous result holds for right-extendable words
by symmetry.
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Many interesting renewal systems have strongly bordering words (e.g. the
renewal systems considered in [HS09b]), and Proposition 5.24 gives a way
to determine precisely when these are SFTs.
5.2 The left Fischer cover
In the attempt to find the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant over the
set of SFT renewal systems, it is useful to be able to construct complicated
renewal systems from simpler building blocks, but in general, it is non-trivial
to study the structure of the renewal system X(L1 ∪L2) even if the renewal
systems X(L1) and X(L2) are well understood. Hence, the goal of this section
is to describe the structure of the left Fischer covers of renewal systems in
order to give conditions under which the Fischer cover of X(L1∪L2) can be
constructed when the Fischer covers of X(L1) and X(L2) are known.
5.2.1 Vertices of the left Fischer cover
As mentioned in Section 5.1.5, the subset construction can be used to con-
struct the left Fischer cover of a renewal system from the standard loop
graph. This section deals with a related way of using the generating list
to construct the vertices of the left Fischer cover. In the following, the left
Fischer cover will be identified with the top irreducible component of the
left Krieger cover via the correspondence described in Section 1.3.3. This
allows predecessor sets to be used as the vertices of the left Fischer cover.
Let L be a generating list and define
P0(L) = {. . . w−2w−1w0 | wi ∈ L} ⊆ X(L)−.
P0(L) is the predecessor set of the central vertex in the standard loop graph
of X(L), but it is not necessarily the predecessor set of a right-ray in X(L)+,
so it does not necessarily correspond to a vertex in the left Fischer cover of
X(L).
If p ∈ B(X(L)) is a prefix of some word in L, define
P0(L)p = {. . . w−2w−1w0p | wi ∈ L} ⊆ X(L)−.
Given a word w ∈ B(X(L)), let B(w) be the set of beginnings of partitionings
of w. Then P∞(w) =
⋃
b∈B(w) P0(L)b. This makes it relatively simple to find
the predecessor sets of words and right-rays in X(L) if all the partitionings
are known, so this representation is useful for constructing the left Fischer
covers of renewal systems, and it will be used several times in the following.
5.2.2 Border points
Two lists may generate the same renewal system even though they have very
different behaviour when it comes to the partitionings of allowed words, and
the fact that the topological and symbolic dynamical structure of a renewal
system does not mirror the behaviour of the partitionings is one of the
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reasons why renewal systems are hard to examine as shift spaces. The
following definition adds a layer of information to the left Fischer cover of
a renewal system in order to keep track of this extra structure.
Definition 5.25. Let L ⊆ A∗ be finite, and let (F,LF ) be the left Fischer
cover of X(L). A vertex P ∈ F 0 is said to be a (universal) border point for L
if there exists a (strongly) left-bordering x+ ∈ X+ such that P = P∞(x+).
An intrinsically synchronizing word w ∈ L∗ is said to be a generator of the
border point P∞(w) = P∞(w
∞), and it is said to be a minimal generator
of P if no prefix of w is a generator of P .
Two lists generating the same shift space may have different border
points, so the border points add information to the Fischer cover about
the structure of the generating lists, and this information will be useful for
studying X(L1∪L2) when the Fischer covers of X(L1) and X(L2) are known.
If P is a (universal) border point of L and there is no ambiguity about which
list is generating X = X(L), then the terminology will be abused slightly
by saying that P is a (universal) border point of X or simply of the left
Fischer cover. The following lemma lists a number of simple properties of
border points that will be useful in the following.
Lemma 5.26. Let L be a finite list generating a renewal system with left
Fischer cover (F,LF ).
1. If P ∈ F 0 is a border point, then P0(L) ⊆ P , and if P is a universal
border point, then P = P0(L).
2. If P1, P2 ∈ F 0 are border points and if w1 ∈ L∗ is a generator of P1,
then there exists a path with label w1 from P1 to P2.
3. If P1 ∈ F 0 is a border point and w ∈ L∗, then there exists a unique
border point P2 ∈ F 0 with a path labelled w from P2 to P1.
4. If X(L) is an SFT, then every border point of L has a generator.
5. If L has a strongly right-bordering word w, then x+ ∈ X(L)+ is left-
bordering if and only if P∞(x
+) is a border point.
Proof.
1. Choose a left-bordering x+ ∈ X(L)+ such that P = P∞(x+) and note
that y−x+ ∈ X(L) for each y− ∈ P0(L).
2. Choose a left-bordering x+ ∈ X(L)+ such that P2 = P∞(x+). Then
P∞(w1x
+) = P1 since w1x
+ ∈ X(L)+ and w1 is intrinsically synchro-
nizing, so there is a path labelled w1 from P1 to P2.
3. Choose a left-bordering x+ ∈ X(L)+ such that P = P∞(x+). Since
w ∈ L∗, the right-ray wx+ is also left-bordering.
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4. Let P = P∞(x
+) for some left-bordering x+ ∈ X(L)+, and choose
an intrinsically synchronizing prefix w ∈ L∗ of x+. Then P∞(x+) =
P∞(w), so w is a generator of P .
5. If P∞(x
+) is a border point, then wx+ ∈ X(L)+, so x+ must be left-
bordering. The other implication holds by definition.
In particular, the universal border point is unique when it exists, but not
every generating list has a universal border point. A predecessor set P∞(x
+)
can be a border point even though x+ is not left-bordering (consider e.g.
the right-ray (aaaab)∞ in the shift from Example 5.38).
P0 P1
P2
b
b
aa
a
Figure 5.4: Left Fischer cover of the SFT renewal system X(L) generated
by L = {aa, aaa, b} which is discussed in Example 5.27. The border points
are coloured grey.
Example 5.27. Consider the list L = {aa, aaa, b} and the renewal system
X(L). The set of forbidden words is F = {bab}, so this is an SFT. The
left Fischer cover of X(L) is shown in Figure 5.4. Note that the word b is
a generator of the universal border point P0 = P∞(b). Similarly, both aab
and aa are generators of the border point P1. On the other hand, every
path terminating at P2 has a as a suffix, so P0 is not a subset of P2, and
therefore P2 is not a border point. Note the paths labelled b from P0 to P1
and P0, and the paths labelled aab from P1 to P0 and P1.
Lemma 5.28. Let L be a finite list generating an SFT renewal system
with left Fischer cover (F,LF ), and let γ = γ1 · · · γl be a circuit in F with
LF (λ) = a1 · · · al = w. Then there exist 1 ≤ i ≤ l and k ∈ N such that s(γi)
is a border point generated by w′ = ai · · · alwka1 · · · ai−1.
Proof. Since w∞ ∈ X(L), there must exist 1 ≤ i ≤ l and j ∈ N0 such
that w′ = ai · · · alwja1 · · · ai−1 ∈ L∗ is intrinsically synchronizing. Now
s(λi) = P∞(w
′) is a border point.
Lemma 5.26(2) and Lemma 5.28 force the left Fischer cover of an SFT
renewal system to have certain paths connecting the circuits. This is for-
malised in the following.
Definition 5.29. A predecessor-separated, left-resolving, and irreducible
labelled graph (G,L) is said to be circuit connected if there exist vertices
P1, . . . , Pn ∈ G0 such that when γ is a circuit in G, there exist
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P1 P2
Figure 5.5: A directed graph presenting the edge shift discussed in Example
5.31. There is no way to label this graph to produce the left Fischer cover
of an SFT renewal system.
• 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ l ≤ |γ| such that Pi = s(γl), and
• an intrinsically synchronizing power w of L(γl . . . γ|γ|γ1 . . . γl−1) for
which there is a path labelled w from Pi to Pj for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
An unlabelled graph G is said to be circuit connected if there exists a la-
belling L such that (G,L) is circuit connected. An edge shift is said to be
circuit connected if the corresponding graph is circuit connected.
The following proposition generalises Example 5.2 by showing that there
is a class of irreducible SFTs that are not renewal systems.
Proposition 5.30. If (F,LF ) is the left Fischer cover of an SFT renewal
system, then it is circuit connected.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 5.26(2) and 5.28.
Example 5.31. Consider the edge shift X presented by the graph in Figure
5.5. There are two loops at each vertex, but only one edge between them in
each direction, so the graph is not circuit connected, and hence, there is no
way to label it to produce the left Fischer cover of an SFT renewal system.
It is, however, unknown whether X is conjugate to a circuit connected edge
shift. In this context, it is worth noting that the database [Jen] contains no
circuit connected SFT conjugate to X. The Bowen-Franks group of X is Z,
and this value of the complete invariant of flow equivalence of irreducible
SFTs can also be achieved by a renewal system (see Theorem 5.51), so it is
easy to check that X is flow equivalent to a renewal system.
Remark 5.32. The strict structure enforced on the left Fischer cover of an
SFT renewal system by Proposition 5.30 may make it difficult for certain
SFTs (like the one in Example 5.31) to be conjugate to a renewal system,
but it has not been possible to use this property to answer Adler’s question
since the structure is not preserved under conjugacy.
5.2.3 Addition
Consider two renewal systems X(L1) and X(L2). The sum X(L1)+X(L2) is
the renewal system X(L1 ∪L2). Note that this is generally not the same as
the union of the shift spaces X(L1) and X(L2).
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It is easy to check that the left Fischer cover of X(L1 ∪ L2) will contain
the left Fischer covers of X(L1) and X(L2) as subgraphs. However, the left
Fischer cover of the sum may also contain vertices without analogues in
the individual parts, and there will always be a number of connecting edges
between the two subgraphs corresponding to the left Fischer covers of X(L1)
and X(L2). Generally, this makes it difficult to study the Fischer covers of
such sums even if the Fischer covers of the parts are known. The goal of
this section is to develop a condition under which it is easier to keep track
of the connecting edges.
Definition 5.33. Let L be a generating list with universal border point P0
and let (F,LF ) be the left Fischer cover of X(L). L is said to be left-modular
if for all λ ∈ F ∗ with r(λ) = P0, LF (λ) ∈ L∗ if and only if s(λ) is a border
point. Right-modular generating lists are defined analogously.
Note that one of these implications follows from Lemma 5.26(3). When L is
left-modular and there is no doubt about which generating list is used, the
renewal system X(L) will also be said to be left-modular. Modular renewal
systems are useful building blocks and will be used in several constructions
in the following.
Lemma 5.34. If L is a generating list with a strongly left-bordering word
wl and a strongly right-bordering word wr, then it is both left- and right-
modular.
Proof. Let (F,LF ) be the left Fischer cover of X(L), let P ∈ F 0 be a border
point, and choose x+ ∈ X(L)+ such that wlx+ ∈ X(L)+. Assume that there
is a path from P to P0(L) = P∞(wlx
+) with label w. The word wr has a
partitioning with empty end, so there is a path labelled wr terminating at
P . It follows that wrwwlx
+ ∈ X(L)+, so w ∈ L∗. By symmetry, L is also
right-modular.
Consider L = {abb, abbb, bb, bbb} to see that not every left-modular renewal
system has a strongly right-bordering word. In general, it is difficult to prove
that a renewal system is left-modular, so it is useful to have the stronger
condition from Lemma 5.34.
Now it is possible to show how to find the left Fischer cover of a sum of
two modular renewal systems when the left Fischer covers of the individual
terms are known. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Li be a left-modular generating list
and let Xi = X(Li) have alphabet Ai and left Fischer cover (Fi,Li). Let
Pi ∈ F 0i be the universal border point of Li. Assume that A1 ∩A2 = ∅.
The idea is to consider the labelled graph (F+,L+) obtained by taking
the union of (F1,L1) and (F2,L2), identifying the two universal border
points P1 and P2, and adding certain connecting edges. To do this formally,
introduce a new vertex P+ and define
F 0+ = (F
0
1 ∪ F 02 ∪ {P+}) \ {P1, P2}.
Define maps fi : F
0
i → F 0+ such that for v ∈ F 0i \ {Pi}, fi(v) is the vertex in
F 0+ corresponding to v and such that fi(Pi) = P+. For each e ∈ F 1i , define an
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P+
v P
(F1,L1) (F2,L2)
a
a
Figure 5.6: The labelled graph (F+,L+) constructed from the left Fischer
covers of left-modular renewal systems X(L1) and X(L2). In (F1,L1), the
vertex v emits an edge labelled a to P1, so in (F+,L+), the corresponding
vertex emits edges labelled a to P+ and to every vertex corresponding to a
border point P ∈ F 02 .
edge e′ ∈ F 1+ such that s(e′) = fi(s(e)), r(e′) = fi(r(e)), and L+(e′) = Li(e).
For each e ∈ F 01 with r(e) = P1 and each non-universal border point P ∈ F 02 ,
draw an additional edge e′ ∈ F 1+ with s(e′) = f1(s(e)), r(e′) = f2(P ), and
L+(e′) = L1(e). Draw analogous edges for each e ∈ F 12 with r(e) = P2 and
every non-universal border point P ∈ F 01 . This construction is illustrated
in Figure 5.6.
Proposition 5.35. If L1 and L2 are left-modular generating lists with
disjoint alphabets, then L1 ∪ L2 is left-modular, the left Fischer cover of
X(L1∪L2) is the graph (F+,L+) constructed above, and the vertex P+ ∈ F 0+
is the universal border point of L1 ∪ L2.
Proof. By construction, the labelled graph (F+,L+) is irreducible, left-
resolving, and predecessor-separated, so by Theorem 1.29, it is the left Fis-
cher cover of some sofic shift X+. Given w ∈ L∗1, there is a path with label
w in the left Fischer cover of X1 from some border point P ∈ F 01 to the
universal border point P1 by Lemma 5.26(3). Hence, there is also a path
labelled w in (F+,L+) from the vertex corresponding to P to the vertex P+.
This means that for every border point Q ∈ F 02 , (F+,L+) contains a path
labelled w from the vertex corresponding to P to the vertex corresponding
to Q. By symmetry, it follows that every element of (LX ∪ LY )∗ has a pre-
sentation in (F+,L+). Hence, X(L1∪L2) ⊂ X+. Note that these arguments
hold even for non-modular systems.
Assume that awb ∈ B(X+) with a, b ∈ A1 and w ∈ A∗2. Then there
must be a path labelled w in (F+,L+) from a vertex corresponding to a
border point P of L2 to P+. By construction, this is only possible if there
is also a path labelled w from P to P2 in (F2,L2), but L2 is left-modular,
so this means that w ∈ L∗2. By symmetry, X(L1 ∪ L2) = X+, and P+ is the
universal border point by construction.
5.2.4 Fragmentation
Let X be a shift space over the alphabet A. Given a ∈ A, k ∈ N, and new
symbols a1, . . . , ak /∈ A consider the map fa,k : (A\{a})∪{a1, . . . , ak} → A
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defined by fa,k(ai) = a for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k and fa,k(b) = b when b ∈ A\ {a}.
Let Fa,k : ((A \ {a}) ∪ {a1, . . . , ak})∗ → A∗ be the natural extension of fa,k.
If w ∈ A∗ contains l copies of the symbol a, then the preimage F−1a,k ({w})
is the set consisting of the kl words that can be obtained by replacing the
as by the symbols a1, . . . , ak.
Definition 5.36. Let X = XF be a shift space over the alphabet A, let
a ∈ A, let a1, . . . , ak /∈ A, and let Fa,k be defined as above. Then the shift
space Xa,k = XF−1
a,k
(F) is said to be the shift obtained from X by fragmenting
a into a1, . . . , ak.
Note that Xa,k is an SFT if and only if X is an SFT, and that B(Xa,k) =
F−1a,k (B(X)). If X is an irreducible sofic shift, then the left and right Fischer
and Krieger covers of Xa,k are obtained by replacing each edge labelled a
in the corresponding cover of X by k edges labelled a1, . . . , ak. Note that
X and Xa,k are not generally conjugate or even flow equivalent: The full
n-shift is, for instance, a fragmentation of the trivial shift with one element.
If X = X(L) is a renewal system, then Xa,k is the renewal system generated
by the list La,k = F
−1
a,k (L).
Remark 5.37. Fragmentation is useful for constructing new renewal sys-
tems from known systems. Let A be the symbolic adjacency matrix of the
left Fischer cover of an SFT renewal system X(L) with alphabet A. Given
a ∈ A and k ∈ N, define f : A → N by f(a) = k and f(b) = 1 for b 6= a.
Extend f to the set of finite formal sums over A in the natural way and
consider the integer matrix f(A). Then f(A) is the adjacency matrix of the
underlying graph of the left Fischer cover of X(La,k). This construction will
be very useful for constructing renewal systems with specific Bowen-Franks
groups and determinants in the following. For lists over disjoint alphabets,
it follows immediately from the definitions that fragmentation and addition
commute.
5.2.5 Exotic determinants
An SFT is flow equivalent to a non-trivial full shift if and only if the Bowen-
Franks group is cyclic and the determinant is negative. All the SFT renewal
systems considered so far have been flow equivalent to full shifts. This is
partially explained by the observation following Lemma 5.8 and Remark
5.15 which show that a generating list must be quite complicated in order
to generate an SFT that is not flow equivalent to a full shift, but even
outside these classes, it is difficult to find such renewal systems.
Appendix A describes an experimental method used to randomly gen-
erate and investigate SFT renewal systems, but even when considering only
non-trivial irreducible lists it was surprisingly hard to find SFT renewal sys-
tems with positive determinants and/or non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups. In
fact, a lengthy search only revealed three such renewal systems – all of which
had cyclic Bowen-Franks groups and positive determinants. These examples
will be presented in the following, and the results of the previous sections
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Figure 5.7: Left Fischer cover of the SFT renewal system X(L1) considered
in Example 5.38. The border points are coloured grey. P0 is the universal
border point and bbab is a generator of P0.
will be used to show how such examples can be used to generate a class of
examples of renewal systems which are not flow equivalent to full shifts.
Example 5.38. Consider the irreducible generating list
L1 = [aa, bb, aaa, baa, bba, bbab, bbbbb].
Via the computer programs described in Appendix A, Proposition 5.23 can
be used to prove that X(L1) is an 8-step SFT with forbidden words
F1 = {abab, aabaaab, aabbbab, aabbbaaab, aabbbbbab}.
With this information, it is elementary (if somewhat tedious) to find the
Fischer cover of X(L1) which is shown in Figure 5.7. By Corollary 1.28,
X(L1) is conjugate to the edge shift of the underlying graph of the left
Fischer cover, so the Bowen-Franks invariant of X(L1) can be found by
computing the determinant and Smith normal form of the corresponding
edge shift. The determinant is 1, so the Bowen-Franks group is trivial.
Note that bbab is a strongly left-bordering word for L1, and that aabaa is
a strongly right-bordering word for L1, so L1 is left-modular by Proposition
5.24. For a free letter c, the renewal system X(L1 ∪ {c}) is an SFT, and by
Proposition 5.35, the left Fischer cover of X(L1 ∪{c}) can be obtained from
the left Fischer cover of X(L1) by drawing edges labelled c from P0 to each
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border point (including P0). The symbolic adjacency matrix of this shift is
A1 =


a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
b b 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 b 0
0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0
0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b
0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0
c c 0 b c c c 0 c 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b b 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0


.
Let a1, . . . , aka , b1, . . . , bkb , c1, . . . , ckc be new symbols and let L
′
1 be the list
obtained by fragmenting a, b, and c into these ka, kb, and kc fragments,
respectively. Now, X(L′1) is a shift of finite type, and by Remark 5.37, the
left Fischer cover of X(L′1) can be obtained from the left Fischer cover of
X(L1∪{c}) by replacing each edge labelled a by ka edges labelled a1, . . . , aka
and so on. Hence, if a, b, and c are replaced by positive integers in the sym-
bolic adjacency matrix A1 above, then the resulting matrix is the adjacency
matrix of the underlying graph of the left Fischer cover of the SFT renewal
system X(L′1). Using Maple, or a similar tool, it is easy to find that the
determinant of Id−A1 is the following 10th order polynomial in a, b, and c
p(a, b, c) = a5b5
− a4b5 + a3b6 − a4b4c
+ a5b3 + a4b4 + a4b3c
− 2a4b3 − a4b2c
+ a4bc+ a3b3 + a4b2 + ab4c
− a4b− a4c− a3b2 − ab3c− b4c
+ a3b+ a2b2 + ab2c+ b3c
− a2b− ab2 − abc− b2c
+ ab+ ac+ bc
− a− b− c
+ 1.
Hence, every integer in the range of p (over the positive integers) is the
determinant of an SFT renewal system. In particular, there is no upper
bound on the determinant of an SFT renewal system.
The following two irreducible generating lists are included for complete-
ness, and to give an idea of how complicated a generating list needs to be
in order to generate an SFT renewal systems that is not flow equivalent to
a full shift. Consider first
L2 = [aa, ab, aaa, aba, bba, babba].
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Using the computer programs described in Appendix A, Proposition 5.23
can be used to show that the renewal system X(L2) is the 9-step SFT for
which the forbidden words are
F2 = {bbbb, bbabaa, bbabbb, bbababa, bbaaabaa, bbaaabbb,
bbaabbaa, bbababbb, bbaaababa, bbaabbaba, bbaaababbb}.
The corresponding determinant is 1, so the Bowen-Franks group is the trivial
group. For
L3 = [aabb, ba, abb, babab, babaa, babb, aaaaa, aa],
the programs from Appendix A can similarly use Proposition 5.23 to prove
that X(L3) is the 10-step SFT for which the forbidden words are
F3 = {bbbb, aabaaba, aabbaba, bbbaaba, bbabbaba, bbbaaaaba,
aababbaba, aabbaaaba.aabaaaaba, bbabbaaaba, aababbaaaba}.
In this case, BF+(X(L3)) = +Z/4Z.
The renewal systems X(L2) and X(L3) could be investigated in the same
manner as X(L1), but they are both of higher step than X(L1), so it is
not as easy to write down the left Fischer covers. As one might expect,
it has not been possible to formulate a general hypothesis about when the
determinant is positive based on the very limited information available in
these examples.
By adding and fragmenting the renewal systems from Example 5.38 it
is possible to obtain additional renewal systems with positive determinants,
but this will not be done here, since the examples are not of particular
interest. However, the method will be used several times in the following
sections to construct complicated renewal systems from simpler building
blocks.
5.3 Entropy and flow equivalence
As mentioned in Section 5.2.5, it is difficult to construct renewal systems
with non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups and/or positive determinants directly,
so it is attractive to compute the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant over
classes of renewal systems that are known to have rich structure in the hope
that this will produce hitherto unseen values of the invariant. Hong and
Shin [HS09b] have constructed a class H of lists generating SFT renewal
systems such that log λ is the entropy of an SFT if and only if there exists
L ∈ H with h(X(L)) = log λ, and this is arguably the most powerful general
result known about the invariants of SFT renewal systems. In the following,
the renewal systems generated by lists from H will be classified up to flow
equivalence, and this will produce a class of renewal systems that will even-
tually serve as building blocks in a construction of renewal systems with
more complicated values of the Bowen-Franks invariant. The first section
recalls the construction from [HS09b] in order to pave the way for a flow
classification of H in the following section.
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5.3.1 The class H
The construction of the class H of generating lists considered in [HS09b] will
be modified slightly to take advantage of the fact that some of the details of
the original construction are invisible up to flow equivalence. In particular,
several words from the generating lists can be replaced by single symbols by
using symbol reduction. Additionally, there are extra conditions on some
of the variables in [HS09b] which will be omitted here since the larger class
can be classified without extra work. The notation has been kept close to
the notation from [HS09b] to allow comparison, but it has been simplified
several places by the use of fragmentation.
Let r ≥ 2 and let n1, . . . , nr, c1, . . . , cr, d,N ∈ N, and let W be the set
consisting of the following words:
• αi = αi,1 · · ·αi,n1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ c1
• α˜i = α˜i,1 · · · α˜i,n1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ c1
• γk,ik = γk,ik,1 · · · γk,ik,nk for 2 ≤ k ≤ r and 1 ≤ ik ≤ ck
• αi1γ2,i2 · · · γr,irβNl for 1 ≤ ij ≤ cj and 1 ≤ l ≤ d
• βNl α˜i1γ2,i2 · · · γr,ir for 1 ≤ ij ≤ cj and 1 ≤ l ≤ d.
The set of generating lists of this form will be denoted B. In [HS09b] such
renewal systems are used as basic building blocks in the construction of
renewal systems with specific entropies.
Remark 5.39. Lemmas 2.15 and 2.23 can be used to reduce the words αi,
α˜i, γk,ik , and β
N
l to single letters, so up to flow equivalence, the list W ∈ B
considered above can be replaced by the list W ′ consisting of the one-letter
words αi, α˜i, and γk,i as well as the words
• αi1γ2,i2 · · · γr,irβl for 1 ≤ ij ≤ cj and 1 ≤ l ≤ d
• βlα˜i1γ2,i2 · · · γr,ir for 1 ≤ ij ≤ cj and 1 ≤ l ≤ d.
Furthermore, if
L = {α, α˜, αγ2 · · · γrβ, βα˜γ2 · · · γr} ∪ {γk | 2 ≤ k ≤ r}, (5.1)
then X(W ′) can be obtained from X(L) by fragmenting α to α1, . . . , αc1 , β
to β1, . . . , βl and so on. Let R be the set of generating lists of the form given
in Equation 5.1.
Next consider generating lists W1, . . . ,Wm ∈ B with disjoint alphabets,
and let W =
⋃m
j=1Wj . Let W˜ be a finite set of words that do not share
any letters with each other or with the words from W , and consider the
generating list W ∪ W˜ . Let H˜ be the set of generating lists that can be
constructed in this manner.
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Remark 5.40. If W ∪ W˜ ∈ H˜ as above, then Lemma 2.23 shows that
X(W ∪ W˜ ) is flow equivalent to the renewal system generated by the union
ofW and |W˜ | new letters, i.e. X(W∪W˜ ) is flow equivalent to a fragmentation
of X(W ∪ {a}) when a /∈ A(X(W )).
Lemma 5.41 (Hong and Shin [HS09b]). Let µ be a Perron number. Then
there exists L˜ ∈ H˜ such that X(L˜) is an SFT and h(X(L˜)) = log µ.
Consider a generating list L˜ ∈ H˜ and p ∈ N. For each letter a ∈
A(X(L˜)), introduce new letters a1, . . . , ap /∈ A(X(L˜)), and let L denote the
generating list obtained by replacing each occurrence of a in L˜ by the word
a1 · · · ap. Let H denote the set of generating list that can be obtained from
H˜ in this manner.
Remark 5.42. If L is obtained from L˜ ∈ H˜ as above, then X(L) ∼FE X(L˜)
since the modification can be achieved using symbol expansion of each a ∈
A(X(L˜)).
Theorem 5.43 (Hong and Shin [HS09b]). Let λ be a weak Perron number.
Then there exists L ∈ H such that X(L) is an SFT and h(X(L)) = log λ.
Proof. By assumption, there exists p ∈ N such that µ = λp is a Perron num-
ber. Use Lemma 5.41 to find L˜ ∈ H˜ such that h(X(L˜)) = log µ. Next replace
each letter a in the alphabet by a word a1 · · · ap to obtain the generating
list of an SFT renewal system with entropy log λ.
5.3.2 Flow classification of H
The aim of this section is to classify the class of renewal systems generated
by lists in H up to flow equivalence. The idea is to prove that the building
blocks in the class R introduced in Remark 5.39 are left-modular, and to
construct the Fischer covers of the corresponding renewal systems. As the
following lemma shows, this will allow a classification of the renewal systems
generated by lists from H via addition and fragmentation.
Lemma 5.44. For each L ∈ H, there exist L1, . . . , Lm ∈ R such that X(L)
is flow equivalent to a fragmentation of X(
⋃m
j=0Lj), where L0 = {a} for
some a that does not occur in L1, . . . , Lm.
Proof. This follows from Remarks 5.37, 5.39, 5.40, and 5.42.
The following lemma determines the left Fischer covers of the renewal
systems generated by lists from R, so that Proposition 5.35 and Lemma 5.44
can be used to find the left Fischer covers of the renewal systems generated
by lists from H.
Lemma 5.45. If L ∈ R, then L is left-modular and the left Fischer cover
of X(L) is the labelled graph shown in Figure 5.8.
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Proof. Let
L = {α, α˜, αγ2 · · · γrβ, βα˜γ2 · · · γr} ∪ {γk | 2 ≤ k ≤ r} ∈ R. (5.2)
The word αγ2 · · · γrββα˜γ2 · · · γr is strongly left- and right-bordering, so L
is left- and right-modular by Lemma 5.34. Let P0 = P0(L). If x
+ ∈ X(L)+
does not have a suffix of a product of the generating words αγ2 · · · γrβ and
βα˜γ2 · · · γr as a prefix, then x+ is strongly left-bordering, so P∞(x+) = P0.
Hence, it is sufficient to consider right-rays that do have such a prefix.
Consider first x+ ∈ X(L)+ such that βx+ ∈ X(L)+. The letter β must
come from either αγ2 · · · γrβ or βα˜γ2 · · · γr, so the beginning of a partitioning
of βx+ must be either empty or equal to αγ2 · · · γr. Assume first that every
partitioning of βx+ has beginning αγ2 · · · γr (i.e. that α˜γ2 · · · γr is not a
prefix of x+). In this case, βx+ must be preceded by αγ2 · · · γr, and the
corresponding predecessor sets are:
P∞(αγ2 · · · γrβx+) = P0
P∞(γ2 · · · γrβx+) = P0α = P1
... (5.3)
P∞(γrβx
+) = P0αγ2 · · · γr−1 = Pr−1
P∞(βx
+) = P0αγ2 · · · γr−1γr = Pr.
Assume now that there exists a partitioning of βx+ with empty beginning
(e.g. x+ = βα˜γ2 · · · γ∞r ). The first word used in such a partitioning must
be βα˜γ2 · · · γr. Replacing this word by the concatenation of the generating
words αγ2 · · · γrβ, α˜, γ2, . . . , γr creates a partitioning of βx+ with beginning
αγ2 · · · γr, so in this case, the predecessor sets are
P∞(αγ2 · · · γrβx+) = P0
P∞(γ2 · · · γrβx+) = P0 ∪ P0α = P0
...
P∞(γrβx
+) = P0 ∪ P0αγ2 · · · γr−1 = P0
P∞(βx
+) = P0 ∪ P0αγ2 · · · γr−1γr = P0.
The argument above proves that there are no right-rays such that every
partitioning of βx+ has empty beginning.
It only remains to investigate right-rays that have a suffix of βα˜γ2 · · · γr
as a prefix. A partitioning of a right-ray γrx
+ may have empty beginning
(e.g. x+ = γ∞r ), beginning αγ2 · · · γr−1 (e.g. x+ = ββα˜γ2 · · · γr · · · or x+ =
βα˜γ2 · · · γ∞r ), or beginning βα˜γ2 · · · γr−1 (e.g. x+ = γ∞r ). Note that there is
a partitioning with empty beginning if and only if there is a partitioning with
beginning βα˜γ2 · · · γr−1. If there exists a partitioning of γrx+ with beginning
αγ2 · · · γr−1, then β must be a prefix of x+, so the right-ray γrx+ has already
been considered above. Hence, it suffices to consider the case where there
exists a partitioning of γrx
+ with empty beginning and a partitioning with
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Figure 5.8: Left Fischer cover of X(L) for L defined in Equation 5.2. An
edge labelled x from a vertex P to a vertex Q represents a collection of
edges from P to Q such that Q receives an edge with each label from the
set
⋃
2≤j≤r{γj} ∪ {α, α˜}, i.e. the collection fills the gaps left by the edges
which are labelled explicitly. The border points are coloured grey.
beginning βα˜γ2 · · · γr−1 but no partitioning with beginning αγ2 · · · γr−1. In
this case, the predecessor sets are
P∞(γrx
+) = P0 ∪ P0βα˜γ2 · · · γr−1 = P2r
...
P∞(γ2 · · · γrx+) = P0 ∪ P0βα˜ = Pr+2
P∞(α˜γ2 · · · γrx+) = P0 ∪ P0β = Pr+1
P∞(βα˜γ2 · · · γrx+) = P0 ∪ P0αγ2 · · · γr = P0.
Now all right-rays have been investigated, so there are exactly 2r + 1
vertices in the left Krieger cover of X(L). The vertex P0 is the universal
border point, and the vertices Pr+1, . . . , P2r are border points, while none
of the vertices P1, . . . , Pr are border points.
The equations above give the information needed to draw the left Fischer
cover which is shown in Figure 5.8. To check that this is indeed the left
Fischer cover, note that it is irreducible and left-resolving, and that every
edge can be inferred from the equations above. To see that there are no
edges missing, note that the vertices P0, Pr+1, . . . , P2r all receive edges with
every letter in the alphabet, while for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the vertex Pi receives
exactly the edges it should according to Equation 5.3.
In [HS09b] it is proved that all renewal systems in the class B are SFTs.
That proof will also work for the related class R considered here, but the
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following lemma shows that the result follows easily from the structure of
the left Fischer cover constructed above.
Lemma 5.46. For each L ∈ R, X(L) is an SFT.
Proof. Let L be defined as in Equation 5.2. By Corollary 1.28, X(L) is
an SFT if and only if the covering map of the left Fischer cover (F,L)
is injective. Assume that λ, µ are biinfinite paths in F such that L(λ) =
L(µ) = x ∈ X(L). If there is an upper bound l on the set {i ∈ Z | xi = γr}
then s(λj) = s(µj) = P0 for all j > l. Since (F,L) is left-resolving, this
implies that λ = µ.
Assume now that there is no upper bound on the set. If xi = γr,
then s(λi) = s(µi) = P2r unless xi−r · · · xi−1 = αγ2 . . . γr−1, in which case
s(λi−r) = s(µi−r) = P0. The left Fischer cover is left-resolving, so either
way it follows that s(λj) = s(µj) for all j ≤ i− r. By assumption, i can be
arbitrarily large, so λ = µ.
Lemma 5.47. Let L ∈ R and let Xf be a renewal system obtained from
X(L) by fragmentation. Then the Bowen-Franks group of Xf is cyclic, and
the determinant is given by Equation 5.5.
Proof. Let L ∈ R be defined by Equation 5.2. The symbolic adjacency
matrix of the left Fischer cover of X(L) (shown in Figure 5.8) is
A =


γ α 0 · · · 0 0 γ + β α˜′ γ′2 · · · γ′r−2 γ′r−1
0 0 γ2 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
...
...
. . .
... 0
0 0 0 0 γr
β 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 β β · · · β β
0 0 α˜ 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 γ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 0 γr−1
γr γr γr γr · · · γr γr


,
where γ = α+α˜+
∑r−1
k=2 γk, α˜
′ = γ−α˜, and γ′k = γ−γk. Index the rows and
columns of A by 0, . . . , 2r in correspondence with the names used for the
vertices above, and note that the column sums of the columns 0, r+1, . . . , 2r
are all equal to α+ α˜+ β +
∑r
k=2 γk.
If Xf is a fragmentation of X(L), then the (non-symbolic) adjacency
matrix Af of the underlying graph of the left Fischer cover of Xf is obtained
fromA by replacing α, α˜, β, γ2, . . . , γr by positive integers (see Remark 5.37).
To put Id−Af into Smith normal form, begin by adding each row from
number r + 1 to 2r − 1 to the first row, and subtract the first column from
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column r + 1, . . . , 2r to obtain
Id−Af  

1− γ −α 0 · · · 0 0 −β 0 · · · 0 −1
0 1 −γ2 · · · 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
...
...
. . .
... 0
0 0 0 1 −γr
−β 0 0 · · · 0 1 β 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 −α˜ · · · 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 1 −γr−1
−γr 0 0 · · · 0 1


.
Using row and column addition, this matrix can be further reduced to

1− γ − b 0 · · · 0 0 · · · t
0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
... 0
0 0 · · · 1
0 1 · · · 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
−γr 0 · · · 1


b = αβγ2 · · · γr
t = α˜γ2 · · · γr−1(b− β)− 1.
(5.4)
Hence, the Bowen-Franks group of Xf is cyclic, and the determinant is
det(Id−A) = 1− γ − b+ α˜γ2 · · · γr(b− β)− γr
= 1− α− α˜−
r∑
k=2
γk − (α+ α˜)βγ2 · · · γr + αα˜β(γ2 · · · γr)2. (5.5)
The number in Equation 5.5 may be either positive or negative depending
on the values of the variables. In the following section, this will be used to
construct a class of renewal systems for which the determinants attain all
values in Z.
Now it possible to classify the renewal systems considered in [HS09b] up
to flow equivalence:
Theorem 5.48. For each L ∈ H, the renewal system X(L) has cyclic
Bowen-Franks group and determinant given by Equation 5.6.
Proof. By Lemma 5.44, there exist L1, . . . , Lm ∈ R, L0 = {a} for some
letter a that does not appear in any of the lists, and a fragmentation Yf of
Y = X(
⋃m
j=0 Lj) such that Yf ∼FE X(L). For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let
Lj = {αj , α˜j , γj,k, αjγj,2 · · · γj,rjβj , βjα˜jγj,2 · · · γj,rj | 2 ≤ k ≤ rj}, rj ∈ N.
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Each Lj is left-modular by Lemma 5.46, so Y is an SFT, and the left
Fischer cover of Y can be constructed using the technique from Section
5.2.3: Identify the universal border points in the left Fischer covers of
X(L0), . . . ,X(Lm), and draw additional edges to the border points corre-
sponding to the edges terminating at the universal border points in the
individual left Fischer covers. Hence, the symbolic adjacency matrix A of
the left Fischer cover of Y is
A =

γ αj 0 · · · 0 γ + βj α˜′j · · · γ′j,rj−1 · · · γ′i,k
. . .
0 0 γj,2 · · · 0
0 0 0 0
...
...
. . .
... 0
0 0 0 γj,r
βj 0 0 · · · 0 0 βj · · · βj βj
0 0 α˜j · · · 0
0 0 0 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 γj,rj−1
γj,rj γj,rj γj,rj · · · γj,rj γj,rj
. . .
. . .


.
where 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
γ = a+
m∑
j=1
(
αj + α˜j +
rj−1∑
k=2
γj,k
)
,
α˜′j = γ − α˜j , and
γ′j,k = γ − γj,k.
This matrix has blocks of the same form as in the m = 1 case considered in
Lemma 5.46. The jth block is shown together with the first row and column
of the matrix – which contain the connections between the jth block and the
universal border point P0 – and together with an extra column representing
an arbitrary border point in a different block. Such a border point in another
block will receive edges from the jth block with the same sources and labels
as the edges that start in the jth block and terminate at the universal border
point P0.
Let Yf be a fragmentation of Y . Then the (non-symbolic) adjacency
matrix Af of the underlying graph of the left Fischer cover of Yf is obtained
by replacing the entries of A by non-negative integers. The entry a can
also be replaced by 0. In order to put Id−Af into Smith normal form,
first add rows rj + 1 to 2rj − 1 in the jth block to the first row for each
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j, and then subtract the first column from every column corresponding to
a border point in any block. This will remove the entries corresponding to
edges between the individual blocks. More precisely, Id−Af is transformed
into the matrix:

1− γ −αj 0 · · · 0 −βj 0 · · · −1
. . .
0 1 −γj,2 · · · 0
0 0 1 0
...
...
. . .
... 0
0 0 0 −γj,rj
−βj 0 0 · · · 1 βj 0 · · · 0
0 1 −α˜j · · · 0
0 0 1 0
... 0
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 −γj,rj−1
−γj,rj 0 0 · · · 1
. . .


By using row and column addition, and by disregarding rows and columns
where the only non-zero entry is a diagonal 1, Id−A can be further reduced
to 

S t1 t2 · · · tm
−γ1,r1 1 0 0
−γ2,r2 0 1 0
...
. . .
...
−γm,rm 0 0 · · · 1


bj = αjβjγj,2 · · · γj,rj
tj = α˜jγj,2 · · · γj,r−1(bj − βj)− 1
S = 1− γ −∑mj=1 bj
.
Hence, the Bowen-Franks group is cyclic and the determinant is
det(Id−Af ) = 1− γ +
m∑
j=1
(
γj,rj tj − bj
)
. (5.6)
With Theorem 5.43, this gives the following result.
Corollary 5.49. When log λ is the entropy of an SFT, there exists an SFT
renewal system X(L) with cyclic Bowen-Franks group such that h(X(L)) =
log λ.
5.4 The quest for the range of the Bowen-Franks
invariant
All renewal systems considered until now have had cyclic Bowen-Franks
groups, and most of them have been flow equivalent to full shifts. Some of
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γ
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Figure 5.9: Left Fischer cover of X(L) for L = {a, α, α˜, β, γ, αγβ, βα˜γ}.
The border points are coloured grey.
the renewal systems considered in Sections 5.2.5 and 5.3.2 have had positive
determinants, but it is still unclear whether every integer can be realised as
the determinant of a renewal system. This will be remedied in the following,
were it will be proved that the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant over
the class of SFT renewal systems contains a large class of pairs of signs and
finitely generated abelian groups. The class is, however, not general enough
to show that ±G is the signed Bowen-Franks group of some SFT renewal
system for every finitely generated abelian group G, so Adler’s question
remains open both for conjugacy and for flow equivalence.
5.4.1 Determinants
As mentioned in the previous section, the SFT renewal systems constructed
by Hong and Shin [HS09b] exhibit positive determinants, and unlike the
examples given in Section 5.2.5, these renewal systems are easy to study
systematically. The following example is a special case of the renewal sys-
tems considered in Theorem 5.48, but it is presented again here, since this
particular renewal system will be used as an important building block in
the following.
Example 5.50. Consider the generating list
L = {a, α, α˜, β, γ, αγβ, βα˜γ}. (5.7)
By Lemmas 5.45 and 5.46, L is left-modular, X(L) is an SFT, and the left
Fischer cover of X(L) is the labelled graph shown shown in Figure 5.9. The
corresponding symbolic adjacency matrix is
A =


a+ α+ α˜ α 0 a+ α+ α˜+ β a+ α
0 0 γ 0 0
β 0 0 0 β
0 0 0 0 α˜
γ 0 0 γ γ

 . (5.8)
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By fragmenting X(L), it is possible to construct an SFT renewal system for
which the (non-symbolic) adjacency matrix of the underlying graph of the
left Fischer cover has this form with α, α˜, β, γ ∈ N and a ∈ N0. Let Af
be such a matrix. This is a special case of the shift spaces considered in
Theorem 5.48, so the Bowen-Franks group is cyclic and the determinant is
det(Id−Af ) = βαα˜γ2 − αβγ − α˜βγ − α− α˜− γ − a+ 1.
Theorem 5.51. Any k ∈ Z is the determinant of an SFT renewal system
with cyclic Bowen-Franks group.
Proof. Consider the renewal system from Example 5.50 in the case α = α˜ =
β = 1, where the determinant is
det(Id−Af ) = γ2 − 3γ − a− 1,
and note that the range of this polynomial is Z.
5.4.2 Non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups
The first known examples of SFT renewal systems with non-cyclic Bowen-
Franks groups are given in this section. These groups are achieved by a
class of renewal systems where the only forbidden words are powers of the
individual letters, and these renewal systems are classified in the following.
The investigation was motivated by results of the experiments described in
Appendix A which suggested that such systems have adjacency matrices
with interesting structure.
Let k ≥ 2, A = {a1, . . . , ak}, and let n1, . . . , nk ≥ 2 with maxi{ni} > 2.
The goal is to define an SFT renewal system for which the set of forbidden
words is F = {anii }. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, define
Li = {ajali | j 6= i and 0 < l < ni − 1}
∪ {amajali | m 6= j 6= i and 0 < l < ni − 1}. (5.9)
Define L =
⋃k
i=1 Li 6= ∅, and Xdiag(n1,...,nk) = X(L).
Lemma 5.52. For the renewal system Xdiag(n1,...,nk) introduced above, the
set of forbidden words is {anii }, so Xdiag(n1,...,nk) is an SFT. The symbolic
adjacency matrix of the left Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk) is the matrix in
Equation 5.11.
Proof. Let F be the set of forbidden words for Xdiag(n1,...,nk) and note that
{anii } ⊆ F by construction. For 1 < l < ni − 1 and j 6= i the word ajali
has a partitioning in Xdiag(n1,...,nk) with empty beginning and end. Hence,
ai1a
l2
i2
al3i3 · · · almim has a partitioning with empty beginning and end whenever
ij 6= ij+1, 1 < lj < nij for all 1 < j < m, and 0 < lm < nim − 1. Given
i1, . . . , im ∈ {1, . . . , k} with ij 6= ij+1 and m ≥ 2, the word ai1ai2 · · · aim has
a partitioning with empty beginning and end. Hence, every word that does
not contain one of the words anii has a partitioning.
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Figure 5.10: Part of the left Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk). The entire graph
can be found by varying i and j. The border points are coloured grey.
To find the left Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk), it is first necessary to
determine the predecessor sets. Given 1 ≤ i ≤ k and j 6= i
P∞(aiaj · · · ) = {x− ∈ X−diag(n1,...,nk)|x−ni+1 · · · x0 6= a
ni−1
i }
P∞(a
2
i aj · · · ) = {x− ∈ X−diag(n1,...,nk)|x−ni+2 · · · x0 6= a
ni−2
i } (5.10)
...
P∞(a
ni−1
i aj · · · ) = {x− ∈ X−diag(n1,...,nk)|x0 6= ai}.
Only the first of these predecessor sets is a border point (this is not impor-
tant in the present construction, but it will allow the construction of the
left Fischer covers of sums involving renewal systems of this form in Section
5.4.3). Equation 5.10 gives all the information necessary to draw the left
Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk). A part of the left Fischer cover is shown in
Figure 5.10, and the corresponding symbolic adjacency is:
n1−1︷ ︸︸ ︷ n2−1︷ ︸︸ ︷ nk−1︷ ︸︸ ︷

0 · · · 0 0
a1 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · a1 0
a1 · · · a1 a1
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
· · ·
a1 · · · a1 a1
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
a2 · · · a2 a2
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0
a2 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · a2 0
· · ·
a2 · · · a2 a2
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
ak · · · ak ak
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
ak · · · ak ak
0 · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · 0 0
· · ·
0 · · · 0 0
ak · · · 0 0
. . .
0 · · · ak 0


. (5.11)
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Let A be the (non-symbolic) adjacency matrix of the underlying graph of
the left Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk) constructed above. Then it is possible
to do the following transformation by row and column addition
Id−A 


1 1− n2 1− n3 · · · 1− nk
1− n1 1 1− n3 · · · 1− nk
1− n1 1− n2 1 · · · 1− nk
...
...
...
. . .
...
1− n1 1− n2 1− n3 · · · 1


 


x 1 1 · · · 1
−n1 n2 0 · · · 0
−n1 0 n3 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
−n1 0 0 · · · nk

 x = 1− (k − 1)n1.
The determinant of this matrix is
det(Id−A) = n2 · · · nk
(
x+
k∑
i=2
n1/ni
)
= −n1n2 · · · nk
(
k − 1−
k∑
i=1
1/ni
)
< 0.
The inequality is strict since k − 1−∑ki=1 1/ni > k/2 − 1 ≥ 0. Given con-
crete n1, . . . , nk, it is straightforward to compute the Bowen-Franks group of
Xdiag(n1,...,nk), but it has not been possible to derive a general closed form for
this group. For this reason, the following proposition concerns only a sub-
class of the renewal systems considered above, and this gives the first known
examples of SFT renewal systems with non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups.
Proposition 5.53. Let n1, . . . , nk ≥ 2 with ni|ni−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ k and
n1 > 2. Then BF+(Xdiag(n1,...,nk)) = −Z/mZ ⊕ Z/n3Z ⊕ · · · ⊕ Z/nkZ for
m = n1n2(k − 1−
∑k
i=1 1/ni).
Proof. By the arguments above, Xdiag(n1,...,nk) is conjugate to an edge shift
with adjacency matrix A such that the following transformation can be
carried out by row and column addition
Id−A 


y 1 1 · · · 1
0 n2 0 · · · 0
0 0 n3 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · nk

 


0 1 0 · · · 0
m 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 n3 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · nk

 ,
where y = −n1
(
k − 1−∑ki=1 1/ni). It follows that the Smith normal form
of Id−A is diag(m,n3, . . . , nk), and det(Id−A) < 0.
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Let G be a finite direct sum of finite cyclic groups. Then Proposition
5.53 shows that G is a subgroup of the Bowen-Franks group of some SFT
renewal system, but it is still unclear whether G itself is also the Bowen-
Franks group of a renewal system since the term Z/mZ in the statement of
Proposition 5.53 is determined by the other terms. Furthermore, the groups
constructed in Proposition 5.53 are all finite, so it is also unknown whether
groups such as Z⊕Z can occur as subgroups of the Bowen-Franks group of
an SFT renewal system. The following example shows that at least some
such infinite groups can occur.
Example 5.54. Consider the renewal system X(L) generated by the list
L = {aa, aaa, baa, baaa, bb, bbb, abb, abbb, c}. Via the computer programs
described in Appendix A, Proposition 5.23 can be used to prove that X(L)
is a 3-step SFT and it is not hard to check that the set of forbidden words
is F = {abc, bac, cac, cbc, abab, baba, cbab}. The symbolic adjacency matrix
of the left Fischer cover of X(L) is
A =


c c 0 c c 0 c
0 a a 0 0 0 a
a 0 0 a 0 0 0
0 b 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 b b b 0
b 0 0 0 0 0 b
0 0 0 0 a 0 0


.
Fragmenting the letter c to c1, . . . , cn produces an SFT renewal system for
which the (non-symbolic) adjacency matrix of the underlying graph of the
left Fischer cover is obtained from A by replacing a and b by 1, and c by n.
It is easy to check that this system has determinant 0 and Bowen-Franks
group Z/(n + 1) ⊕ Z. Appendix A contains further examples of renewal
systems where Z is a subgroup of the Bowen-Franks group.
5.4.3 Positive determinants and non-cyclic groups
The determinants of all the renewal systems with non-cyclic Bowen-Franks
groups investigated in the previous section were negative or zero, so the goal
of this section is to construct a class of SFT renewal systems with positive
determinants and non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups by adding the renewal
systems considered in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
Lemma 5.55. Let Ld be the generating list of Xdiag(n1,...,nk) as defined in
Equation 5.9, and let (Fd,Ld) be the left Fischer cover of Xdiag(n1,...,nk).
Let Lm be a left-modular generating list for which X(Lm) is an SFT with
left Fischer cover (Fm,Lm). For Ld+m = Ld ∪ Lm ∪ki=1 {aiw | w ∈ Lm},
X(Ld+m) is an SFT for which the left Fischer cover is obtained by adding the
following connecting edges to the disjoint union of (Fd,Ld) and (Fm,Lm):
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k and each e ∈ F 0m with r(e) = P0(Lm) draw an edge
ei with s(ei) = s(e) and r(ei) = P∞(aiaj . . .) labelled Lm(e).
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P∞(aiaj · · · ) P∞(ai′aj′ · · · )
P0(Lm) P
(Fd,Ld)
(Fm,Lm)
Xdiag(n1,...,nk)
X(Lm)
aiai
ai w
′
d
ai′
w′mα
α
Figure 5.11: Construction of the left Fischer cover considered in Lemma
5.55. Here, w′mα = wm ∈ L∗m and w′dai′ = wd ∈ B(Xdiag(n1,...,nk)) with
ll(wd) 6= ai. Border points are coloured grey.
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k and each border point P ∈ F 0m draw an edge
labelled ai from P∞(aiaj . . .) to P .
Figure 5.11 shows the construction of the left Fischer cover defined in
Lemma 5.55. The addition of {aiw | w ∈ Lm} to Ld ∪ Lm ensures that
a word wm ∈ L∗m can be preceded by ani−1i in X(Ld+m). This will allow a
simpler analysis than in the renewal system generated by Ld ∪ Lm.
Proof of Lemma 5.55. Let (Fd+m,Ld+m) be the labelled graph defined in
the statement of the lemma and sketched in Figure 5.11. The graph is
left-resolving, predecessor-separated, and irreducible by construction, so by
Theorem 1.29, it is the left Fischer cover of some sofic shift X. The first
goal is to prove that X = X(Ld+m). By the arguments used in the proof
of Lemma 5.52, any word of the form ai0wmai1a
li
i2
. . . a
lp
ip
where wm ∈ L∗m,
p ∈ N, ij 6= ij+1 and lj < nij for 1 < j < p, and 1 ≤ lp < nip − 1
has a partitioning with empty beginning and end in X(Ld+m). Hence, the
language of X(Ld+m) is the set of factors of concatenations of words from{
wmaiwd | wm ∈ L∗m, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,wd ∈ B(Xdiag(n1,...,nk)), ll(wd) 6= ai
}
.
Since Lm is left-modular, a path λ ∈ F ∗m with r(λ) = P0(Lm) has Lm(λ) ∈
L∗m if and only if s(λ) is a border point in Fm. Hence, the language recog-
nised by the left Fischer cover (Fd+m,Ld+m) is precisely the language of
X(Ld+m). This is illustrated in Figure 5.11.
It remains to show that (Fd+m,Ld+m) presents an SFT. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and let α ∈ B(X(Lm)), then any labelled path in (Fd+m,Ld+m) with aiα as a
prefix must start at P∞(aiaj · · · ). Similarly, if there is path λ ∈ F ∗d+m with
αai as a prefix of Ld+m(λ), then there must be unique vertex v emitting
an edge labelled α to P0(L), and s(λ) = v. Let x ∈ X(Fd+m,Ld+m). If
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there is no upper bound on set of i ∈ Z such that xi ∈ {a1, . . . , ak} and
xi+1 ∈ A(X(Lm)) or vice versa, then the arguments above and the fact that
the graph is left-resolving prove that there is only one path in (Fd+m,Ld+m)
labelled x. If there is an upper bound on the set considered above, then
a presentation of x is eventually contained in either Fd or Fm. It follows
that the covering map of (Fd+m,Ld+m) is injective, so it presents an SFT
by Corollary 1.28.
The next step is to use Lemma 5.55 to construct renewal systems that
share features with both Xdiag(n1,...,nk) and the renewal systems with positive
determinants considered in Example 5.50.
Example 5.56. Given n1, . . . , nk ≥ 2 with maxj nj > 2, consider the list Ld
defined in Equation 5.9 which generates the renewal system Xdiag(n1,...,nk),
and the list
L = {a, α, α˜, β, γ, αγβ, βα˜γ}
introduced in Example 5.50. L is left-modular, and X(L) is an SFT, so
Lemma 5.55 can be used to find the left Fischer cover of the SFT renewal
system X+ generated by
L+ = Ld ∪ L ∪ki=1 {aiw | w ∈ L},
and the corresponding symbolic adjacency matrix A+ is

b α 0 b+ β a+ α b 0 · · · 0 0 · · · b 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0
β 0 0 0 β β 0 · · · 0 0 β 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 0 α˜ 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0
γ 0 0 γ γ γ 0 · · · 0 0 γ 0 · · · 0 0
a1 0 0 a1 a1 0 0 0 0 a1 a1 · · · a1 a1
0 0 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a1 0 0 0 0 0
...
. . .
ak 0 0 ak ak ak ak · · · ak ak 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ak 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ak 0


where b = a + α + α˜. Let Y+ be a renewal system obtained from X+ by
a fragmentation of a, α, α˜, β, and γ. Then the (non-symbolic) adjacency
matrix of the left Fischer cover of Y+ is obtained from the matrix A+ above
by replacing a1, . . . , ak by 1, and replacing a, α, α˜, β, and γ by positive
integers. Let B+ be a matrix obtained in this manner. By doing row and
column operations as in the construction that leads to the proof Proposition
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5.53, and by disregarding rows and columns where the only non-zero entry
is a diagonal 1, it follows that
Id−B+  

1− b −α 0 −b− β −a− α −b −b · · · −b
0 1 −γ 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
−β 0 1 0 −β −β −β · · · −β
0 0 0 1 −α˜ 0 0 · · · 0
−γ 0 0 −γ 1− γ −γ −γ · · · −γ
−1 0 0 −1 −1 1 1− n2 · · · 1− nk
−1 0 0 −1 −1 1− n1 1 1− nk
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
−1 0 0 −1 −1 1− n1 1− n2 · · · 1


.
Add the third row to the first and subtract the first column from columns
4, . . . , k + 4 as in the proof of Lemma 5.47 to obtain
Id−B+  

1− b −α 0 −β −1 −1 −1 · · · −1
0 1 −γ 0 0
−β 0 1 β 0
0 0 0 1 −α˜
−γ 0 0 0 1
−1 2 2− n2 · · · 2− nk
−1 2− n1 2 2− nk
...
...
. . .
...
−1 2− n1 2− n2 · · · 2


.
By choosing the variables a, α, α˜, β, and γ as in the proof of Theorem 5.51,
this can be further reduced to
Id−B+  


x −1 −1 −1 · · · −1
2x− 1 0 −n2 −n3 · · · −nk
0 −n1 n2 0 0
0 −n1 0 n3 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 −n1 0 0 · · · nk


,
where x ∈ Z is arbitrary. Assume that ni|ni−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. Then
Id−B+  


x −∑ki=1 n1/ni −1 0 · · · 0
2x− 1 −(k − 1)n1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 n2 0 0
0 0 0 n3 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 · · · nk


.
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Hence, the determinant is
det(Id−B+) = n2 · · ·nk
(
(2x− 1)
k∑
i=1
n1/ni − x(k − 1)n1
)
, (5.12)
and there exists an abelian group G with at most two generators such that
the Bowen-Franks group of the corresponding SFT is G ⊕ Z/n3Z ⊕ · · · ⊕
Z/nkZ. For x = 0, the determinant is negative and the Bowen-Franks group
is Z
/(∑k
i=1 n2n1/ni
)
Z⊕ Z/n3Z⊕ · · · ⊕ Z/nkZ.
The example was motivated by a hope that the presence of the arbitrary
x would make it possible to prove that any direct sum of finite abelian groups
is the Bowen-Franks group of an SFT renewal system, but the construction
is not general enough for this. It does, however, give the first example of
SFT renewal systems that simultaneously have positive determinants and
non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups.
Theorem 5.57. Given n1, . . . , nk ≥ 2 with ni|ni−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ k there exist
abelian groups G± with at most two generators and SFT renewal systems
X(L±) such that BF+(X(L±)) = ±G± ⊕ Z/n1Z⊕ · · · ⊕ Z/nkZ.
Proof. Consider the renewal system from Example 5.56. Equation 5.12
shows that no matter the values of the other variables, x can be chosen
such that the determinant is either positive or negative.
This is the most general result about non-cyclic groups obtained in the
search for the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant.
5.5 Perspectives
The question raised by Adler, and the related question concerning the flow
equivalence of renewal systems remain unanswered, and a significant amount
of work remains before they can be solved. Indeed, one of the main con-
clusions of this work must be these questions are very difficult to answer
despite the simple formulations. While it has not been possible to answer
these questions by finding the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant over
the set of SFT renewal systems, significant progress has been made in the
search: Theorem 5.51 shows that every k ∈ Z is the determinant of an
SFT renewal system, Proposition 5.53 shows that a large class of non-cyclic
groups appear as the Bowen-Franks groups of SFT renewal systems, and
Theorem 5.57 shows that non-cyclic groups and positive determinants can
appear simultaneously. The complexity of the constructions used to derive
these results, and the investigation of the classH in Section 5.3 illustrate the
problems involved in constructing renewal systems with complicated values
of the Bowen-Franks invariant. This is further illustrated by the modest
number of SFT renewal systems not flow equivalent to full shifts that came
out of the experimental investigation discussed in Appendix A.
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The main obstruction to constructing SFT renewal systems with a spe-
cific value of the Bowen-Franks invariant is seen in the strict structure
enforced on the Fischer cover by Proposition 5.30. This complicates the
construction because the connecting edges between circuits in the Fischer
cover make it difficult have non-trivial diagonal elements in the Smith nor-
mal form of the associated matrices. This is seen in Proposition 5.53 and
Theorem 5.57 where the connecting edges are responsible for the undesired
extra terms in the groups. For an investigation of Adler’s original question,
it seems interesting to look at this structure in SFTs such as the one given in
Example 5.31. Circuit connection is not preserved by conjugacy, but if this
property implies some deeper property that is preserved, then this might be
used to answer the question. However, there is no evidence to suggest that
this is the case.
In this study, the techniques for adding and fragmenting renewal sys-
tems introduced in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 have been very useful in the
construction of complicated renewal systems from simpler building blocks,
and it is reasonable to assume that they can continue to play this role in
additional investigations of the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant.
There is little hope that further experimental investigations of randomly
generated renewal systems will yield interesting results at this stage. A con-
tinued investigation will have to deal with very complicated renewal systems,
and the already significant computational difficulties of the experimental ap-
proach described in Appendix A will grow exponentially with the step of
the SFT renewal systems considered.
Proposition 5.23 gives a useful testable condition guaranteeing that a
renewal system is an SFT. The condition is necessary for renewal systems
with strongly left- or right-bordering words as proved in Proposition 5.24,
but not in general, so some SFTs will be missed by a search relying on
this test. It would be desirable to have a comparison of the complexity of
this algorithm with the complexity of the algorithm based on the subset
construction sketched in Section 5.1.5, but these computations have not
been done yet. In theory, the algorithm based on the subset construction is
far superior because it can determine precisely when a renewal system is an
SFT, but in a practical investigation of a left Fischer cover with r vertices it
will only be possible to check all the words of length r2− r for small values
of r. So for practical purposes, this method cannot generally be used to
prove that a renewal system is strictly sofic, and in this way, it shares the
fundamental problem of the method based on Proposition 5.23.
One could also try to approach the problem from the other direction
since Theorem 5.20 shows that it is decidable whether an SFT is a renewal
system. This would make it possible to test whether SFTs in a class with
as yet unrealised values of the Bowen-Franks invariant are in fact renewal
systems. However, this is probably not a useful practical approach because
of the complexity of the algorithm and the rarity of renewal systems in the
class of general irreducible SFTs.
The group Z ⊕ Z is arguably the least complicated group that has not
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yet been proved to be the Bowen-Franks group of an SFT renewal system,
so an obvious next step in the investigation of the range of the complete
invariant would be to attempt to construct an SFT renewal system with this
Bowen-Franks group. More generally, a reasonable strategy in the investi-
gation would be to always aim to construct a renewal system with the least
complicated combination of group and determinant that is not yet known
to be achieved by a renewal system. This may solve the problem either by
showing that the range of the Bowen-Franks invariant is the same over the
set of SFT renewal systems as it is over the entire class of irreducible SFTs,
or by providing insight enough to show that some combination of sign and
Bowen-Franks group cannot be achieved by an SFT renewal system.
At this point, it is reasonable to expect a conjecture about the solution
to Adler’s question. Several such conjectures have been formulated during
the investigation only to be abandoned later when acquired knowledge failed
to support them or simply proved them wrong. Currently, it seems that the
solutions could go either way, so the following bold statements are really
based on intuition:
Conjecture 5.58. There exists an irreducible SFT X such that no renewal
system is conjugate to X.
Conjecture 5.59. Every irreducible SFT is flow equivalent to a renewal
system.
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Appendix A
Experimental investigation
of renewal systems
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This appendix describes the computer experiments used to investigate
the flow equivalence problem for renewal systems discussed in Chapter 5.
Examples 5.38 and 5.54 rely on these programs to show that certain re-
newal systems are SFTs with specific forbidden words, but apart from this,
the results generated by the programs have only been used as inspiration
and none of the other results in Chapter 5 rely on computations. The ex-
perimental investigation was primarily done using a number of programs
written in C++ which will be described in the following.
Section A.1 gives a description of a preliminary investigation which
guided the rest of the experimental process, while Section A.2 contains an
overview of all the C++ programs used, and a more detailed description
of the most important classes and programs in order to explain the general
structure and ideas. However, this is not meant as a proper documenta-
tion of the programs, but rather as a broad description with focus on the
mathematically interesting features, so only a few details are given about
the programming techniques used. The complexities of the algorithms have
not been determined, but some comments are given about the parts of the
programs where the majority of the computations are carried out. Section
A.3 contains the main results of the investigation, most of which have al-
ready been discussed in Chapter 5 where they served as inspiration for the
development of the theory. However, some of them are only presented here
because they had no natural place in the previous exposition. Finally, the
results and methods are discussed in Section A.4.
Files with the source code of the programs used are available at:
http://www.math.ku.dk/~rune/renewal/
The programs have been compiled using g++ under Mac OS X 10.5.8, but the
portability has not been tested, so adjustments may be necessary in order
to compile them on other systems. In particular, some of the programs
execute system commands in order to create directories where logs can be
stored, and these commands will only be recognised by operating systems
such as Unix and Linux. Additionally, the programs rely on Maple to do
linear algebra, so they will only function if this program is available. Please
send any questions concerning the programs to rune@math.ku.dk.
A.1 Preliminary investigation
For the preliminary investigation of the flow equivalence problem for renewal
systems, a collection of procedures were constructed in Maple. Given a
generating list L, these would inductively construct the language and set of
forbidden words of the corresponding renewal system X(L). For each length
n, the procedures would check whether there were any forbidden words of
length n that did not contain any known forbidden word of shorter length
as a factor. If a renewal system did not exhibit any such new forbidden
words for a number k of steps after the nth step, then it would be taken as
an indication that X(L) could be an n-step SFT. Since the allowed words
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of length n were known, it was then straightforward to construct the higher
block shift as in Proposition 1.8 and to compute the Bowen-Franks invariant.
This method clearly risks to falsely report certain renewal systems as n-
step SFTs since it has no way to determine whether there are new forbidden
words of length greater than n + k. This was not as big a problem as it
would seem since all higher block shifts constructed in this way turned out
to be flow equivalent to full shifts. I.e. even by considering a larger class
than the one of interest, it was only possible to achieve a small part of the
values of the Bowen-Franks invariants achieved by general irreducible SFTs.
A more significant problem was that it took a long time to carry out
the k extra steps of the induction used to filter out renewal systems that
where strictly sofic or of too high step to manage. This prevented the
investigation of more complicated renewal systems where one might hope
to find non-trivial values of the Bowen-Franks invariant. Indeed, results such
as Lemma 5.8, Corollary 5.12, and Theorem 5.48 suggest that a generating
list must be quite complicated in order to generate an SFT renewal system
that is not flow equivalent to a full shift. The desire to solve this problem
led to the proof of Proposition 5.23.
A.2 Methods
Based on the insight gained from the preliminary investigation, it was de-
cided to use the following overall strategy for the investigation of a renewal
system X(L): Construct the allowed words and their minimal partitionings
inductively, and check at each length n whether the conditions of Proposi-
tion 5.23 are satisfied. If this is the case, then X(L) is an n-step SFT, so
the knowledge of the allowed words of length n can be used to construct the
higher block shift as in Proposition 1.8. Finally, the Bowen-Franks invari-
ant of X(L) can be found by computing the determinant and Smith normal
form of Id−A for the adjacency matrix A of the higher block shift. It was
decided to found the investigation on Proposition 5.23 rather than the algo-
rithm based on the subset construction, which is described in Section 5.1.5,
since the latter was thought to require too many computations.
To implement this strategy, a number of programs were written in C++,
and these will be described in the following. Focus will be on the places
where novel algorithms have been constructed, so this will not be a com-
plete documentation of the programs, and many technical details will be
omitted. Section A.2.1 gives a quick overview of all the classes and pro-
grams used, while the following sections give more detailed accounts of the
most important classes and programs.
A.2.1 Overview over classes and programs
In order to study the flow equivalence of renewal systems using the strategy
described above, a number of classes were used to represent mathematical
objects (such as renewal systems and partitionings) in the programs. These
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classes are designed to store information that defines the corresponding
mathematical object (e.g. the generating list of a renewal system), and they
contain functions that allow natural operations to be carried out on the
objects (e.g. a function that finds the allowed words of length n in a renewal
system).
The classes are defined in so called header files which are available at
the address given above. The contents of the header files are described in
the following list:
renewalsystem.h defines the important classes used to represent words,
partitionings, and renewal systems. They are called allowedWord,
partitioning, and renewalSystem, respectively. This file contains
the bulk of the code.
adjacencymatrix.h defines the class adjMatrix which is used to give a
compact representation of the large and sparse integer matrices that
appear as the adjacency matrices of the higher block shifts of renewal
systems.
generator.h contains the class generator which can be used to represent
the generating list of a renewal system. It defines a standard file
format that is used by all programs, so that output written by one
program can be read by another (the files sft.txt and sofic.txt,
which are available online, give examples of this format).
collection.h defines the class collection which is used to represent a
collection of renewal systems as a vector of objects from the class
generator. It allows collections to be generated from a file or directly
from user input. It contains functions that make it possible to carry
out the operations defined in renewalsystem.h on all members at
once.
symmetricRS.h contains the class symmetricRS which can be used to rep-
resent the specific class of renewal systems where the only forbidden
words are powers of the individual letters as defined in Section 5.4.2.
log.h contains the class logBook which is used to print information about
the progress of a program to a file. This class contains no structures
specific to renewal systems, so it could be used to generate logs in
other contexts.
option.h contains the class option which represents optional arguments
given to a program when it is run from the command line. This class
contains no structures specific to renewal systems, so it could be used
to add options to programs used in other contexts.
tools.h contains various general tools used by the other classes (e.g. to
print all values contained in a list).
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Based on these classes, a number of programs have been written in
order to allow users to investigate renewal systems. They are available at
the address given above and described in the following list:
irs.cpp (Investigate renewal system) is the main interface which allows
users to investigate renewal systems based on the classes described
above. It examines all the renewal systems in a collection and prints
the Bowen-Franks invariants of the ones that can be proved to be
SFTs.
reduce.cpp takes a generating list L as input and uses the algorithm from
the proof of Proposition 5.9 to construct an irreducible generating list
M such that X(L) ∼FE X(M).
add.cpp takes two files containing collections of generating lists {Li | 1 ≤
i ≤ k} and {Mj | 1 ≤ j ≤ l} as input and outputs a file with the
collection of generating lists {Li ∪Mj | 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ l}.
d0.cpp uses the class symmetricRS to construct a collection of generating
lists for which the renewal systems only have powers of the individual
letters as forbidden words as defined in Section 5.4.2.
rename.cpp takes a file containing generating lists and gives each of them
a name based on a text-string supplied by the user.
testGenerator.cpp is a tutorial for the file format defined by the class
generator.
The following sections will describe the main features of the classes
allowedWord, partitioning, renewalSystem, and adjMatrix which con-
tain the core of the experimental setup. The functionality of the programs
irs.cpp and reduce.cpp, which allow users to use the classes to work ex-
perimentally with renewal systems, will also be described, but the remaining
classes and programs are less central to the experimental investigation and
contain no mathematically interesting features, so they will not be examined
further.
A.2.2 The class allowedWord
The class allowedWord is used to represent a word w ∈ Bn(X(L)) in the
programs, and a key feature of the class is that it can be used to keep track
of all the minimal partitionings of w. This is important, because the idea is
to apply Proposition 5.23, which relies on the structure of the partitionings
to test whether X(L) is an SFT.
The most important function in the class allowedWord checks whether
w is strongly synchronizing, left-extendable, and/or right-extendable. This
is done via a pairwise comparison of all the partitionings of w, and it can
be a time consuming computation if w is a long word with many partition-
ings. These comparisons are skipped if w is known to have a factor that
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is strongly synchronizing since w is automatically strongly synchronizing,
left-, and right-extendable in this case. In most renewal systems, this allows
a significant reduction of the total number of comparisons needed because
a large fraction of the allowed words are strongly synchronizing. In the
description of the class partitioning below, it is shown how information
about the strongly synchronizing factors is passed to allowedWord when a
representation of a new word is created.
A.2.3 The class partitioning
Let p = (nb, [g1, . . . , gk], l) be a minimal partitioning of w ∈ Bl(X(L)). In
the programs, p is represented by the class partitioning which keeps track
of nb, [g1, . . . , gk], l, and w.
The main feature of the class partitioning is a function which extends
p in the following way: If nb + l − 1 <
∑k
i=1|gi|, define a new partitioning
p′ = (nb, [g1, . . . , gk], l+1). If nb+l−1 =
∑k
i=1|gi|, define a new partitioning
p′ = (nb, [g1, . . . , gk, g], l + 1) for every g ∈ L. When this process is carried
out for all minimal partitionings of allowed words of length l, it will produce
all minimal partitionings of allowed words of length l + 1. In this way, the
function allows an inductive construction of the allowed words and their
minimal partitionings.
Let p′ be a new partitioning obtained by extending p in this way, and let
w′ ∈ Bl+1(X(L)) be the corresponding word. When p′ is first constructed,
it is checked whether the corresponding word w′ is already known to belong
to Bl+1(X(L)). If so, the partitioning is added to the list of partitionings
of w. If not, then w is created as a new member of the class allowedWord.
The word w is a factor of w′, so if w is strongly synchronizing then so is w′.
Therefore, if w is known to be strongly synchronizing, then this information
is passed to the representation w′ when it is created. As mentioned in the
description of the class allowedWord above, this reduces the number of
comparisons needed when checking whether the words of length l + 1 are
left- and/or right-extendable.
A.2.4 The class renewalSystem
In the class renewalSystem, a renewal system X(L) is naturally represented
by the generating list L. The class contains a large number of functions
that allow the investigation and manipulation of renewal systems, so only
the most important of these will be described here.
The main feature of the class renewalSystem is a collection of functions
that inductively construct lists of all the allowed words and their mini-
mal partitionings by using the functions in the classes partitioning and
allowedWord described above. The class renewalSystem will first find all
minimal partitionings of allowed words in B1(X(L)) and represent these us-
ing the classes partitioning and allowedWord. Now the partitionings of
words of greater length can be constructed inductively by applying the func-
tions from the class partitioning described above, so assume that all the
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allowed words of length n− 1, as well as the minimal partitionings of these
words, have been constructed. Then the following steps can be carried out:
Extend partitionings: For each minimal partitioning p of length n − 1,
use the functions from the class partitioning to extend p. This gives
a list of all the minimal partitionings of length n, and a list of all the
allowed words of length n.
Find extendable words: For each w ∈ Bn(X(L)), use the functions from
the class allowedWord to check whether w is strongly synchronizing,
left-extendable and/or right-extendable.
Repeat: If all words of length n are left-extendable or if they are all right-
extendable, then the induction stops. It also stops if the total number
of allowed words exceeds a predefined maximum. Otherwise, the pre-
vious steps are repeated for n.
If the induction stops because all words of length n are left-extendable or
all right-extendable, then Proposition 5.23 proves that X(L) is an n-step
SFT, and the Bowen-Franks invariant is then computed using functions
from the class adjMatrix described below. If the induction stops because
the predefined maximal number of allowed words has been reached, then
the investigation of X(L) is abandoned.
A.2.5 The class adjMatrix
The class adjMatrix is invoked to find the Bowen-Franks invariant when the
functions from the class renewalSystem described above have been used to
show that X(L) is an n-step SFT. In this case, the allowed words of length
n are known, so it is straightforward to construct the adjacency matrix A
of the corresponding higher block shift as in Proposition 1.8. The Bowen-
Franks invariant of X(L) can then be computed by computing the Smith
normal form and determinant of Id−A. However, A will generally be a
large and sparse matrix, so it is very inefficient to do these computations
directly.
The class adjMatrix essentially represents A as list of triples (i, j, Ai,j)
where Ai,j 6= 0, and this leads to a drastic decrease in the memory needed to
store A when A is large and sparse. The class adjMatrix contains a function
that finds all rows which are equal. If row number r1, . . . , rk are equal,
then the corresponding vertices in the edge shift XA can be merged using
a state-amalgamation, and the class adjMatrix contains a function that
transforms A into the adjacency matrix of this reduced edge shift. State-
amalgamations are conjugacies, so this does not change the value of the
Bowen-Franks invariant. This process is repeated until all rows are different.
Generally, this leads to a drastic reduction in the size of the matrix and a
corresponding increase in the sizes of the entries. After carrying out this
reduction, the matrix can be effectively represented in the normal way and
passed to Maple where standard tools are used to compute the determinant
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and Smith normal form. For large matrices, the reduction is naturally very
time consuming, but it greatly increases the size of the matrices that can
be treated.
A.2.6 The program irs.cpp
The program irs.cpp allows a user to apply the tools in the classes de-
scribed above to an investigation of a collection of renewal systems. If the
program is executed without arguments, it will prompt the user to input
generating lists of renewal systems. If the program is executed with a single
argument, then this argument will be assumed to be a file name, and the
collection will be generated from the contents of the file. If the program is
executed with more than one argument, then the arguments will be treated
as the words of a generating list, and the collection will be defined to consist
of the corresponding single renewal system.
Each renewal system in the collection is investigated with the functions
from the class renewalSystem described above. If the renewal system can
be proved to be an SFT, then the adjacency matrix is represented by the
class adjMatrix, and the Bowen-Franks invariant is calculated using the
functions from adjMatrix as described above. The results of these compu-
tations are written to the screen and to a file. If the renewal system cannot
be proved to be an SFT, information about the extendable words will be
printed instead. The following options may be given to the program:
-n=x : Sets the maximal number allowed words to x. The investigation of
a renewal system will be abandoned when the allowed words of length
m have been constructed if |Bm(X(L))| ≥ x and the conditions of
Proposition 5.23 are not satisfied. The default is 10000.
-i: Interactive mode. If the preset maximal number of allowed words is
reached before the conditions of Proposition 5.23 are satisfied, then
the user is asked whether to continue the investigation or not. By
default, the program abandons the investigation without prompting
when the maximal number of allowed words is reached.
-s: Makes the program print information about strongly synchronizing, left-
extendable, and right-extendable words to allow closer investigation
of renewal systems that are thought to be strictly sofic. This can
produce a lot of extra output and it is turned off by default.
-f=x : Saves the results in a file named x. The default is a file name based
on the current date and time.
The files sft.txt and sofic.txt, which are available at the address given
above, provide samples of the output from this program.
A.2.7 The program reduce.cpp
Given a generating list L, the program reduce.cpp is used to find an irre-
ducible generating list M such that X(L) ∼FE X(M). This is done using a
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function in the class renewalsystem which implements the algorithm given
in the proof of Proposition 5.9. In order to do this, the function uses the
tools from the class renewalsystem described above to find all partition-
ings of all factors of all w ∈ L. With this information, it is elementary to
construct a list I which contains every internal word that is not contained
in any longer internal word. A new generating list L′ is then constructed
from L by replacing every occurrence of an internal word wi ∈ I by a new
symbol ai. This process is repeated until all internal words have length 1.
Finally, the symbols are renamed and the list is sorted to make it easier to
compare different irreducible lists output by the program.
A.3 Results
Thousands of randomly generated SFT renewal systems were examined us-
ing the methods described in the previous section. The precise number of
examined lists is unknown because the lists which could not be proved to
generate SFTs have not been counted and because the randomly generated
lists were reduced using the program reduce.cpp and only examined if the
reduced form was not already known. The file sft.txt, which is available
at the address given above, contains the output generated by irs.cpp for
a collection of 488 such random irreducible lists generating SFT renewal
systems. For a list L which generates an n-step SFT with determinant d
and Bowen-Franks group Z/d1Z⊕· · ·⊕Z/dkZ, the output has the following
format:
Name of renewal system: L;n; d; [d1, . . . , dk].
The lists are ordered by the sum of the lengths of the generating words.
All of the randomly generated SFT renewal systems examined in this way
turned out to have negative determinants and cyclic Bowen-Franks groups,
so they were all flow equivalent to full shifts. This was the same pattern
as seen in the preliminary investigation even though it was now possible to
examine a wider range of renewal systems, so no new information about the
range of the Bowen-Franks invariant was gained this way.
The file sofic.txt, which is available at the address given above, con-
tains the output generated by irs.cpp for a collection of generating lists
for which it was not possible to prove that the conditions of Proposition
5.23 were satisfied. For each list, the maximum length of words that have
been examined is shown. Additionally, a list is given showing a sequence of
the minimum of the numbers of left-extendable and right-extendable words.
This gives the user data to decide whether it is feasible to continue the
investigation. There is for instance no indication that this minimum will
reach 0 in any of the lists shown in sofic.txt.
Next, a less random approach was used in an attempt to find SFT re-
newal systems with more complicated values of the Bowen-Franks invariant.
The goal was to construct SFT renewal systems with specific forbidden
words and to find out why it was so hard to obtain positive determinants
and non-cyclic groups. This lead to the discovery of the renewal systems
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Generating list Step BF-group Determinant
{a, aba, bab} 3 Z 0
{aa, aaa, abb, abbb, baa, baaa, bb, bbb} 3 Z 0
{aa, ba, bb, aaa, aba, bbb} 5 Z 0
{aa, ab, bb, aaa, bab, bbb} 5 Z 0
{ab, bb, aba, bbb, abaa, aabbb} 8 Z 0
{aa, aaa, baa, bba, abaa, bbab} 8 Z 0
{ab, baa, bba, abba} 9 Z 0
{a, bc, bbcbb, cbcbb} 9 Z 0
{ab, bba, bbaa, babab, bbaaa} 9 Z 0
{aa, ab, aaa, bab, abba, bbab} 10 Z 0
{ab, bb, aaa, aab, bbb, aaaa, baab} 10 Z 0
Table A.1: Renewal systems with Bowen-Franks group Z.
with non-cyclic Bowen-Franks groups considered in Section 5.4.2. The pro-
grams described in the previous section were used to examine the renewal
systems and to establish hypotheses about the invariant. These hypotheses
were then tested using the programs, before a proof of Proposition 5.53 was
formulated.
It was expected that generating lists with complicated behaviour must
exhibit a lot of entanglement (i.e. that each word must have many different
partitionings), and in order to construct such lists randomly, the number
of letters was decreased to two while the maximal number of words used
in the generating list was increased. A lengthy investigation of random
generating lists constructed in this way lead to the three exotic examples
of SFT renewal systems with positive determinants considered in Section
5.2.5. The study of these systems lead to the theory of border points, and
hence, to the results about the structure of the Fischer covers of sums of
modular renewal systems developed in Section 5.2.3 and used to construct
the composite renewal systems in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
The investigation also lead to a number of SFT renewal systems with
Bowen-Franks group Z (and hence determinant 0). Note that these renewal
systems are not flow equivalent to the full shift with only one symbol, since
Theorem 2.8 only gives a classification of shifts that are not in the trivial
flow-class. All the known renewal systems of this kind are listed in Table
A.1.
In Example 5.54, it was shown that there exist SFT renewal systems for
which the Bowen-Franks group has the form Z/nZ⊕ Z. This example was
obtained by adding a free letter to the list
L = {aa, aaa, abb, abbb, baa, baaa, bb, bbb}
and fragmenting. Another class of interesting Bowen-Franks groups is ob-
tained by considering the renewal systems generated by the disjoint union
of L with one or more copies of itself. These renewal systems are listed in
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Generating list Step BF-group Determinant
L 3 Z 0
L ⊔ L 3 Z/3Z⊕ Z⊕ Z 0
L ⊔ L ⊔ L 3 Z/5Z⊕ Z⊕ Z⊕ Z 0
Table A.2: Renewal systems with generating lists constructed as disjoint
unions of L = {aa, aaa, abb, abbb, baa, baaa, bb, bbb} with itself.
Table A.2. It is easy to guess how this sequence of Bowen-Franks groups
can be continued, but the computations have not been done beyond this
step.
Addition and fragmentation of renewal systems of the form considered
in Section 5.4.2 can be used to produce new renewal systems with non-cyclic
Bowen-Franks groups, and such sums have been investigated experimentally,
but it has not been possible to use this method to construct more general
Bowen-Franks groups than the ones obtained in Proposition 5.53.
A.4 Discussion
The first conclusion of the experimental investigation is that it is very hard
to randomly construct an SFT renewal system that is not flow equivalent
to a full shift. This is surprising, but it gives an indication of why Adler’s
question is hard to answer.
The computer programs described in Section A.2 have been very use-
ful in the investigation of concrete renewal systems, and many of the main
ideas of Chapter 5 grew out of a desire to understand concrete examples
that turned up in the experimental investigation. As mentioned in Section
5.5, a reasonable next step in the search for the range of the Bowen-Franks
invariant over the set of SFT renewal systems would be to attempt to con-
struct an SFT renewal system with Bowen-Franks group Z ⊕ Z. Here, the
programs could be useful for testing candidates.
The programs rely on Proposition 5.23 to check whether a renewal sys-
tem is an SFT, and since the conditions are sufficient but not necessary, this
will fail to detect some SFTs. Proposition 5.24 shows that the conditions
are necessary for a large class of renewal systems, but it is unknown how
well the algorithm performs outside this class, and it would be interesting
to examine this in detail. As mentioned in Section 5.5, it would also be in-
teresting to know the complexities of the algorithms and to compare them
with algorithms based on the subset construction.
The class adjMatrix uses a combination of reductions carried out by
C++ and linear algebra computations carried out in Maple to investigate
the large and sparse integer matrices that appear as the adjacency matrices
of the higher block shifts of renewal systems. It would be more ideal to
carry out all the computations in C++, but it has not been possible to find
a suitable linear algebra package, and it would take a significant amount of
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time to construct such a package from the bottom.
Depending on the length of the words in L, the program reduce.cpp
can take a long time to find the corresponding irreducible list, so for many
renewal systems, it is faster to simply investigate the original list using the
program irs.cpp. The reduction is, however, useful if the same renewal
system is going to be investigated several times, i.e. if it is later going to
be used as a term in a sum of renewal systems. Generally, it is also easier
to identify the interesting features of the irreducible generating list than of
the original list. The generating lists considered in Example 5.38 are, for
example, irreducible.
If the programs were remade from the bottom, it would be useful to have
them compute the left Fischer cover and the border points instead of the
higher block shift. As mentioned in section 5.2.1, this is possible once the
partitionings of the allowed words are known. This would make it possible
to compare the Fischer covers where it is probably easier to gather relevant
information than in the higher block shifts. In particular, information about
the border points would be useful for constructing more complicated renewal
systems from simple building blocks as in the constructions used in Sections
5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
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shift intertwining, 4
shift map, 2
shift of finite type, 3
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flow equivalence of, 19
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